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Abstract 

Semi-Fredhom linear relations between normed linear spaces X and Y are defined as follows: 

A linear relation (or multivalued linear operator) T: X -+ Y is said to be upper semi-Fredholm, 

denoted T E F+, if there exists a finite codimensional subspace M of the domain D(T) such 

that the restriction TIM is open and injective, Le. if T has a single-valued continuous inverse on 

some finite co dimensional subspace. When X and Yare complete and T is closed, i.e. when 

its graph G(T):= {(x,y) lyE Tx} is a closed subspace of X x Y, then T E F+ if and only 

if its range R(T) is closed and aCT), the dimension of the nullspace NCT):= {x I Tx = 0 }, 

is finite. Hence the theory of upper semi-Fredholm relations is a theory of continuous relations 

in the sense that the inverse relation T-l of T E F + is continuous. T is said to be lower 

semi-Fredholm, denoted T E F_ if is adjoint relation, denoted T' and also sometimes referred 

to as conjugate, dual or transpose, is upper semi-Fredholm. T is called a Fredholm relation if it is 

both upper and lower semi-Fredholm. Certain properties associated with these classes are stable 

under small perturbation, i.e. stable under additive perturbation by continuous operators whose 

norms are less than the minimum modulus of the relation being perturbed, and are also stable 

under perturbation by compact, strictly singular or strictly cosingular operators. In this work we 

continue the study of these classes and introduce the classes of a-Atkinson and .B-Atkinson 

relations. These are subclasses of upper and lower semi-Fredholm relations respectively, having 

generalised inverses and defined in terms of the existence of continuous projections onto their ranges 

and nullspaces. We show that the existence of generalised inverses is stable under perturbation 

and extend known stability theorems for the index of an operator. The classification of Fredholm 

operators is connected to studies of the spectra of operators. We extend investigations in the 

multivalued case by introducing essential spectra for multivalued operators, and briefly consider 

the invariant subspace problem in the multivalued context. 
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Chapter 0 

Introductory Remarks 

Fredholm Operators in Mathematical Analysis 

Origins 

The general theory of Fredholm type linear operators arose out of investigations to expand the 

scope of general methods for solving integral equations and out of the development of spectral 

theory in functional analysis. 

In 1900 Ivar Fredholm [53] presented a technique for solving what are now referred to as Fredholm 

integral equations of the second kind : 

I(s) = g(s) + A lab K(s, t)/(t)dt, (1) 

where K is a bounded and piece-wise continuous function on [a, b] x [a, b], 9 is continuous and 1 
is unknown. Before him, Volterra had given representations of solutions to equation ( 1) for the 

case when the function K(s, t) = 0 for t > s. Such equations are referred to as Volterr~ equations 

of the 2nd kind; equations of the 1st kind : 

A lab K(8, t)/(t)dt = 9(8), (2) 

can be reduced to equations of 2nd kind. Prior to to these works, integral equations had only been 

investigated in isolated problems (cf. Dieudonne [46] or Kline [77]) - general methods for finding 

solutions were not known till the pioneering work of Volterra. 

Volterra had noted that such equations resembled the limiting case of a system of n linear equations 

of n unknowns, with n tending to infinity. It was this idea which Fredholm advanced in order to 

construct solutions for equations of the form ( 1). By doing so, he was able to give a proof of the 

existence of solutions to the Dirichlet problem (cf. Kellog [76] ). In its simplest form, this concerns 

the existence of a harmonic function u, i.e. a solution to Laplace's equation 
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within a 2-dimensional domain D such that the values of u are given on the boundary S of D. 

Fredholm's solution involves reducing the problem into two integral equations of 2nd kind (cf. 

'Iricomi, [139]). This approach had already been investigated for specific examples of Dirichlet 

problems by Beer and Neumann (cf. Dieudonne [46]), and by Poincare. However, until Fredholm's 

paper, the existence of a solution could only be proved for a restricted class of domains. 

It is likely that Fredholm proceeded with three central ideas: 

[I] Equation ( 1) was replaced by the Riemann sum 

f(Yj) + A(b:a) f; K(Yj,Yk)f(Yk) = g(Yj). 
k=l 

[II] Based on a formula for in:finite determinants due to von Koch, a series expansion 

was derived for the so-caUed determinant of the system. 

[III] Using techniques attributed to earlier work by Hadamard, the series was shown 

to be uniformly convergent. 

In 1903, Fredholm completed some of the results which were lacking details - in particular, he 

concluded by giving necessary and sufficient conditions on the function g for the existence of a 

solution to equation ( 1). The latt€,r is now referred to as the Fredholm alternative or the alternative 

theorem, and may be stated more generally as follows: 

If the homogeneous Fredholm integral equation 

f(s) - >. lab K(s, t)f(t)dt 0, (3) 

has only the trivial solution, then there exists a unique solution for the corresponding 

non-homogeneous equation. If the homogeneous equation has some nontrivial solution, 

then the non-homogeneous e~ruation has either no solution or infinitely many solutions, 

depending on the given funcUon. 

Fredholm also noted that : 

the number of solutions of the "transposed" equation, 

f(s) = g(s) + >. lab K(t,s)f(t)dt, (4) 

the equation in which K(s, t) is replaced with K(t, s) in equation ( 1 ), is equal to the 

number of solutions to ( 1). 

Fredholm's work both advanced the general Dirichlet problem, and introduced a fundamental . 

method for solving integral equations, and hence, sparked widespread interest in a general theory 

for integral equations. Hilbert recognised that the development of the new subject would be 

important for the theory of definite integrals, for the development of arbitrary functions in series, 

for the theory of linear differential equations, for potential theory and for the calculus of variations 

(cf. Kline [77]). In a series of pap,ers, he (and other mathematicians) began by improving upon 
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Fredholm's work with a more rigourous treatment of the passage to the limit. Considering the 

case in which the kernel K is continuous, real valued and symmetric, i.e. K(B, t) = K(t, B), Hilbert 

considered the roots of the Fredholm determinant which he referred to as eigenvalues. For a 

function defined by : 

feB) = A J: K(B, t)g(t)dt, 

he then showed that the corresponding eigenfunctions yielded a Fourier type expansion 

f(s) 2: u: f(t)xn(t)dtJ Xn(B) 
n 

which converged absolutely and uniformly, where the values of J: f(t)xn(t)dt are the "Fourier 

coefficients" . 

The most fundamental of Hilbert's contributions, however, was his paper of 1906. In this work 

he considered equation ( 1) as an infinite system of infinitely many linear equations in infinitely 

many unknowns. Thus, he obtained the basic results of infinite bilinear and quadratic forms, and 

introduced techniques which are now well-known for the sequence space l2. He also verified the 

phenomenon of the continuous spectrum. Fourier, and later Wirtinger, had considered periodic 

solutions to equations of the form 

y" + Aq(X)Y o. (5) 

Fourier had noted that the eigenvalues for the problem with boundary conditions y( -a) = yea) = 0 

and satisfying q(x) 0, tended to fill the real line as the value of a tended to infinity. Wirtinger 

observed similar behaviour when investigating complex solutions of period n as n tended to infinity. 

The Spectral Theory of Compact Operators 

The early years of the 20th century saw the crystallisation of many of the fundamental concepts 

and techniques of functional analysis. In 1913 Riesz presented a derivation of Hilbert's reduction 

in terms the analysis of continuous operators on /Z. Using the property that an endomorphism T 

is uniquely associated with the bilinear form 

(X,y) -+ < Tx,y >, 

where <.,. > denotes the inner product on l2' he considered functions of operators, which are 

also continuous endomorphisms, and obtained a spectral decomposition for symmetric operators 

as Hilbert had done. 

In his analysis of infinite systems of linear equations, Riesz maintained Fredholm's approach of 

considering continuous mappings (rather than bilinear forms as Hilbert had done). Thus, in his 

work of 1918 he introduced compact operators as the maps which transformed bounded sets to rel

atively compact ones. While Hilbert had formulated such maps as those which transformed weakly 

convergent sequences to strongly convergent sequences, Riesz's definition applied the general con

cept of compactness which was introduced by Frechet , and was not restricted to sequence spaces. 
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It is worthwhile noting that Frechet's thesis of 1906 on metric spaces was the first comprehensive 

treatment of an abstract theory of function spaces and of linear functionals (d. Kline (77]). 

lliesz showed that a Fredholm operator with continuous kernel is compact. He then presented 

what is now called Riesz's Lemma and the important characterisation of finite-dimensional normed 

spaces in terms of compactness of the unit ball. Next he considered compact endomorphisms of a 

normed space (though normed spaces were not yet formally defined). Considering the map 

T=I-K 

where K is a compact operator defined on a normed space X, and I is the identity, he proved that 

(i) the nullspace N(T) is finite dimensional, and 

(ii) the range R(T) is closl~d and finite codimensional. 

Furthermore, by considering iterates Tn of T, he deduced that the space X could be decomposed 

into the topological direct sum of invariant subspaces. lliesz was then able to furnish the general 

theory for the eigenvalues of compact linear operators, including the famous properties that : 

The spectrum a(K) of a compact operator K is a countable set which has no non-zero 

points of accumulation and i.f A is an eigenvalue, then the dimension of the subspace 

spanned by the correspondin!7 eigenvectors, i.e. the multiplicity of A, is finite. 

(cf. Dieudonne [46] for further details). 

One may regard the Fredholm alternative theorem as an infinite-dimensional analogue of the 

fundamental theorem of linear algebra (d. Section 2.7). Furthermore, one may note that the 

lliesz's use of iterates of a compact operator is analogous to techniques for identifying the properties 

of and deriving the Jordan normal form of a matrix on a finite dimensional vector space. His 

formulation of the general spectral theory for compact operators remains essentially unchanged as 

part of the classic core of spectral theory. 

The Emergence of the Gelleral Theory of Fredholm Linear Operators 

The properties of the range and kernel of the perturbed compact opertor T = I - K, which were 

elucidated by lliesz, were in fact the properties which would come to be used to define Fredholm 

operators. For a long time, the notion of a Fredholm operator referred to the operator associated 

with a Fredholm integral equation. Eventually, the study of integral equations proceeded to tackle 

equations to which the alternative theorem (or one of its variants) did not apply. These included 

nonlinear and singular equations, where the latter refers to equations in which the limits are 

unbounded or in which the integrand takes on infinite values on the domain of definition. Fredholm 

had considered the case where the kernel was a piecewise continuous function after which his results 

were extended to include L2 kernels. For the case when the kernel was not an L2 function, one of 

the lines of investigation was to consider the manner in which the behaviour of solutions deviated 

from the alternative theorem. 
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In 1921, F. Noether discovered that for a particular class of equations, the number of solutions to 

the homogeneous equation differed from the number of solutions of the homogeneous "transposed 

equation" (equation (4) above) . Nevertheless, it was observed that the conditions on the solvability 

of the corresponding non-homogeneous equation could correspond to those given by Fredholm. This 

motivated the definition of the quantity : 

index(>.. - T) = a(>.. - T) - a(>.. - T*). 

Here T is an integral operator, T* is its transpose in the sense of the "transposed" kernel, and 

a(>.. - T) and a(>.. - T*) denote the dimensions of the nullspaces of the operators, >.. T and 

>.. - T*, respectively. In the case when >.. is an eigenvalue, these quantities are the dimensions of 

the corresponding eigenspaces. 

Similar quantities were investigated by Carleman and, a short while thereafter, by von Neumann, 

in their studies of Hermitian matrices. Von Neumann considered the general case of Hermitian 

operators and considered the defects which were defined as the dimensions of subspaces associated 

with the Cayley transform of the matrix (cf. Dieudonne ). The latter quantity may be compared 

with that of the codimension of the range of an operator, which was referred to as the deficiency 

in later literature. 

In their contributions to the development of spectral theory, Weyl (in work dating back to 1909) 

and Courant (in 1920) , formulated a theorem for the comparison of the eigenvalues of compact 

operators. They showed that, for compact operators Al and A2 , the eigenvalues values of the sum, 

A := Al + A 2 , are related to those of Al and A2 via a collection of inequalities (cf. Riesz and 

Sz-Nagy [124], section 95). Weyl was able to show that 

the eigenvalues of a bounded symmetric operator A were invariant under additive 

perturbation of A by a compact symmetric operator. 

Von Neumann gave a simpler proof of this result in his paper on the spectral theory of integral 

i operators in 1935 (cf. Riesz and Sz-Nagy [124], section 134). 

By the late 1940's, it was shown by Gahov (and the THlis school of mathematics) that the index of a 

bounded operator (where the index quantity is defined in the sense given below) on a Hilbert space 

was stable under perturbation by a compact operator. This theory was then extended to bounded 

operators on a Banach space by Atkinson and Gohberg, and to unbounded linear operators by 

Krein, Krasnosel'skii, Sz-Nagy and Gohberg (see Gohberg and Krein [124]). 

Gradually it was realised that the properties identified by Riesz could serve to define abstract 

classes of operators on Banach spaces whose general theory unified results obtained in the areas of 

singular integral equations, Hermitian matrices and spectral theory. In literature stemming from 

the Russian school, these would become denoted as <.P operators, and were formally defined as 

follows: 
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<I> (X, Y) 

q>+(X, Y) 

<I>_(X, Y) 

{T E C(X, Y) I R(T) is closed, aCT) < 00 and /3(T) < 00 } 

{T E C(X, Y) I R(T) is closed and aCT) < 00 } 

{T E C(X, Y) I R(T) is closed and /3(T) < 00 }, 

where C(X, Y) denotes the class of closed bounded linear operators, a(T);= dimN(T), /3(T) ;= 

codimR(T). It is worth noting that codimR(T) = aCT'), where T' denotes the adjoint of the 

operator T (in the contemporary sense). The index of the operator is defined to be the quantity 

K:(T) := aCT) - /3(T). 

An exposition of the above classes, and the quantities aCT), /3(T) and K:(T), is given in a paper 

Gohberg and Krein [57]. The theory of linear Fredholm operators thus came to incorporate fun

damental connections with the theory of compact operators (and more generally strictly singular 

operators), perturbation and stability theorems of the index, and theorems on the essential SP'[!C

tra of a linear operator. The latter refer to subsets of the spectrum which remain invariant under 

compact and small perturbation. 

Contributions of this work 

This work continues the generalisation of the theory of Fredholm operators in normed linear spaces 

to the multivalued case (cf. Cross: [35]). Chapter 1 summarises a selection of known properties 

of normed linear spaces and set-vallued maps relevant to the sequel and includes further historical 

information. Chapter 2 contains the basic theorems and properties of linear relations. In Chapter 

3, some important theorems for lin.aar relations are discussed, namely, the Baire property of linear 

relations, the Closed Graph and Closed Range theorems, and State Diagram, the Small Perturba

tion theorem, and in the last section, properties are given for a new class of relations, Multivalued 

Linear Projections. Results from this chapter are applied in the succeeding chapters. Chapter 3 

includes original work - further details are given both at the start of the chapter and at the end, 

in Section 3.7. In Chapter 4, properties of the operator quantities are reviewed for application in 

the perturbation theorems of Chapters 5, 6 and 8. In Chapter 5, Fredholm type linear relations 

are discussed (the definitions used are those of Cross [35]). The connections between Fredholm 

relations and compact and strictly-singular relations, and the perturbation theorems are given 

here. In Chapter 6, the classes of a-Atkinson and /3-Atkinson relations are introduced, and their 

characterising properties are described. The following sections of the chapter are concerned with 

the development of perturbation theory for Atkinson relations. Chapter 7 begins with a review 

of known results in the spectral theory of linear relations. A theorem on the Domains of Iterates 

of a linear relations is given in this chapter. This result is followed by a section on the Invariant 

Subspace Problem for multivalued linear operators. In Chapter 8, various Essential Spectra of a 

linear relation are investigated. These subsets of the spectrum are defined in terms of Fredholm 

properties of the operator .>.. - T. Perturbation theorems from previous chapters are applied to 

show the stability of essential spectra under additive perturbation. 
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Applications of Fredholm operators 

We conclude this general introduction by mentioning some examples of where Fredholm operators 

arise in other areas of mathematics. 

The theory of Fredholm operators has various applications in nonlinear analysis. For example, in 

the study of classes of nonlinear and singular integral equations which cannot be solved directly 

via alternative theorems, it is known that three new phenomena may occur (cf. Tricomi [139]). In 

one case, the number of solutions to the equation may change as the parameter oX in the Fredholm 

equation of the 2nd kind varies, Le. there may be points of bifurcation. It is sometimes possible 

to determine properties of bifurcations and solutions by means of linear Fredholm projections and 

alternative theorems. In other problems, the Frechet (or Gateaux) derivative of a nonlinear map 

may be a linear Fredholm operator. In such cases, Fredholm theory is sometimes applied at a local 

level (cf. Krasnosel'skii and Zabreiko [78J or Georgescu and Oprea [54]). 

In the theory of smooth manifolds, if X is a smooth compact manifold, and E and F are smooth 

vector bundles on X, then the differential operator d: Coo(E) ----t Coo(F), which is given locally by 

a matrix of differential operators, is a linear Fredolm operator with finite index. Gelfand had asked 

whether the invariance of the index could be expressed in terms of topological data. Atiyah and 

Singer succeeded in showing this by introducing a rational cohomology class to define a topological 

index it. In 1963 they proved that ,..,(d) = it(d) (cf. Palais [117]). Fredholm operators continue 

to feature in the investigation of properties of manifolds and in generalised cohomology theories. 

In the development of Banach space theory, Gowers and Maurey [66J gave a counterexample for 

the famous unconditional basic sequence problem in 1993. They also showed that their example is 

a hereditarily indecomposable space, i.e. neither the space itself, nor any of its infinite dimensional 

subspaces, can be decomposed into the topological sum of infinite dimensional subspaces. They 

then showed that the only bounded operators on the space are of the form oX - S, where S is 

a strictly singular operator. Operators of this form are Fredholm operators for non-zero oX (cf. 

Chapter 5, Section 5.3). Further comments on the Gowers and Maurey space are made at the ends 

of Chapters 1 and 5. 
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Chapter 1 

Preliminaries 

1.1 Normed Linear Spaces 

Before abstract normed linear spaces were formally considered, the spaces Lp and Ip were inves

tigated by Riesz in 1910. Earlier, Schmidt had already applied a norm function (using notation 

Ilxll) to address general systems of linear equations on 12 and, in his Geometry of Numbers, 

1896, Minkowski [108] had considered norm functions on JRn defined in terms of closed symmetric 

bounded convex sets centred at the origin. In 1912 and after the war in 1921, Helly extended 

these ideas to sequence spaces by defining a norm on (/)n which satisfied the standard axioms 

for a norm function, and gave a special case of what is now called the Hahn-Banach extension 

theorem. Banach, in his thesis in 1920, and Hahn, in 1922, independently generalised these ideas 

to consider norm functions on abstract vector spaces over JR or (/), and considered the continuous 

linear operators between such spaces. In his famous book published in 1932, Banach [15] gave a 

comprehensive presentation of the theory known at that time, including the Closed Graph and 

Banach-Steinhaus theorems (these are discussed in the context of linear relations in Chapter 3). 

Definitions 1.1.1 A linear topological vector space is a linear vector space over a field IK = 
JR or (/) with a topology such the map (x, y) -+ x + y is continuous from X x X -+ X and the 

map (a, y) -+ ax is continuous from IK x X -+ X. 

A normed linear space X (over a field IK = 1R or (/)) is a linear topological vector space with 

topology given by a real valued function, referred to as norm, and denoted II_II : X -+ JR, which 

satisfies: 

IIx + yll < IIxil + IIyll, 

IIaxil = lal IIxll, 
IIxll ~ 0, and Ilxll = 0 {:} x = 0 

for x, y E X and a E 1K. The norm defines a natural metric d(x,y) := IIx yll. If X is complete 

under this topology, then it is called a Banach space. 
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Examples 1.1.2 

(1) The spaces IRP and <en wUh norms defined by: 

(2) The spaces Co, c and 100 , where the latter is also denoted by m , consisting of 

null, convergent and bounded scalar sequences, respectively, with norms defined by: 

(9) The spaces 11" 1 ::; p < +00 of p-summable scalar sequences with norms defined by: 

(4) The spaces C(K) and B(K) consisting of continuous and bounded functions, 

respectively, defined on a compact set K, with norms defined by : 

11111 := sup If(x)I· 
zEK 

(5) The function space Leo (X,J.L) which is defined as follows. Let (X,J.L) be a measure 

space, and let Loo denote the set of measurable functions which satisfy 

Ililleo := ess sup If(x)1 < 00. 

The space Loo (X,J.L) consists of the equivalence classes of elements of Loo, where 

a function f is equivalent to g if and only if f(x) = g(x), J.L-almost everywhere. 

(6) The function spaces Lp(X,J.L), 1::; p < +00 which are defined as follows. Let (X,J.L) 

be a measure space, and let L'1 denote the set of measurable functions which satisfy 

The space Lp (X, J.L), 1::; p < +00, consists of the equivalence classes of elements of 

L1' , where a function f is eql'.tivalent to g if and only if f(x) = g(x), J.L-almost 

everywhere. 

For the spaces Loo and Lp, 1 ::; p < +00, it is customary to let f denote the class of elements 

which are equivalent to f under the equivalence relation described. 

Definition 1.1.3 A set of vectors {ediEI is called a Hamel or an algebraic basis if 't/x E X 

there is a unique decomposition x:= ai€i as a finite linear combination of €~s. 

Theorem 1.1.4 Any linear space X has a Hamel basis. Furthermore, if X is a Banach space, 

then the cardinality of the basis is either finite or uncountable. 
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In finite dimensional normed spaces the algebraic bases are essential tools. While Zorn's lemma 

ensures that an algebraic basis always exists for an infinite-dimensional Banach space, in general 

such a basis is not necessarily connected to the topology of the space, i.e. if {ei}iEI is an algebraic 

basis for X, and (Xn)nEN is a sequence converging in the norm topology to x, then each of the 

x~s and x have finite decompositions Xn = E(an)iei and x E aiei while it is not the case, 
i i 

for each i, that (an)i converges to ai- This leads to the definition of the Schauder basis. First we 

clarify the notion of convergence of series in a Banach space: 

Definitions 1.1.5 Let (Xn)nEN be a sequence of points on a Banach space X. Then 

(a) the series E Xn converges to a point x, written x = E Xn if 
~N ~N 

lim /Ix - E xn/l = o. 
p-+oo n:S;p 

(b) the series E Xn converges unconditionally to a point x if 
nEN 

for all permutations 1r of IN, the series E X1\"(n) converges to x. 
nEN 

(c) the series E Xn converges absolutely or normally to a point x if 
nEN 

it converges to x and the series of positive numbers E /lxn " is convergent. 
nEN 

(d) a sequence (Xn)n~N is a called a basic sequence if for all x E span{ Xn }nEN there 

exists a unique sequence (an)n€N of scalars such that E anXn converges to X. 
n€N 

(e) a sequence (Xn)nEN is a called a Schauder basis of X if it is a basic sequence 

and if span { Xn}nEN X. 

It is easy to see that unconditional convergence implies convergence. 

Proposition 1.1.6 (cf. Beauzamy, [17], II.l) If a sequence converges absolutely, then it con

verges unconditionally. 

Theorem 1.1.7 (cf. Goldberg, [60], 1.2.5.) If X is a normed linear space, then X is complete 

if and only if every series which converges absolutely also converges in X. 

H a normed space X has a Schauder basis, {Xn}nEN , then every point has a unique decomposition 

x = E anxn· The scalars (an)n€N are called the co-ordinates of x on the basis, which is usually 
n 

assumed to be normalized. If the sequence (Xn)nEN is basic and normalized, we can define co-

ordinate functionals (Jk)kEN by 

fk(X) = ak when x = Eanxn . 
n 

There exist spaces without Schauder bases (see Section 1.8 below), and furthermore, there is no 

property which characterises the existence of a Schauder basis in a normed linear space. Never

theless, the following does hold: 
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Theorem 1.1.8 (Banach, [15]) Every infinite-dimensional Banach space contains a basic se-

quence. 

Examples 1.1.9 

(1) Co and lp, (1 :::; p < +(0) have the natural basis for the sequences spaces as Schauder bases. 

(2) Lp([O,I]), (1:::; p < +(0) have the Haar system as Schauder bases. 

Definition 1.1.10 A normed space is said to be separable if it contains a countable dense subset. 

Examples 1.1.11 

(1) The finite sequences with rational coefficients form dense countable subsets of lp, 1 :::; p < +00. 

(2) 0([0,11) is separable. 

(3) 100 is not separable (conside,r- sequences made up of +1 and 1). 

Theorem 1. 1.12 (cf. Beauzamy [17}, III.2.) If X is separable and infinite dimensional, then 

there is a dense linearly independent sequence (Xn)nEN eX. 

Theorem 1.1.13 Let X be a n01'med linear space. The following are equivalent: 

(i) X is separable. 

(ii) The unit ball Bx is separable. 

(iii) The unit sphere Sx = {x E X I Ilxll = I} is separable. 

Theorem 1.1.14 (cf. Beauzamy [17), III.2.) If X is separable, then so are all its subspaces. 

1.2 Linear Operators and Linear Relations 

Definitions 1.2.1 Let X and Y be arbitrary non-empty sets. A relation T from X to Y is 

a mapping defined on a non-empty subset D(T) of X, called the domain of T, which takes on 

values in P(Y) \ 0. We denote the class of relations from X to Y by R(X, Y). For T E R(X, Y) 

we formally define its graph G(T), a subset of X x Y, as follows: 

G(T) := ((x,y) E X x Y I x E D(T), y E T(x)}. 

If T maps the points in its domain to singletons, then T is said to be a single-valued relation or a 

function. 

The range R(T) of T is defined 

R(T) .- U Tx. 
a:ED(T) 
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If R(T) = Y, then we say T is surjective, and if A c X then the image of A under T is defined 

to be the set 

T(A):= UTa. 
aEAnD(T) 

The inverse of a relation T is the relation T-I given by the graph 

G(T-I) := ((y,x) E Y x X I (x,y) E G(T)}. 

A relation is said to be injective if T-I is single-valued. 

If BeY, then the inverse image of B under T is defined to be the set 

T-I(B) := {x E D(T) I Tx n B f 0}, 

and the core of B under T is defined to be the set 

T+I(B) := {x E D(T) I T(x) C B}. 

Let S E R(Y,Z). The composition or product ST E R(X,Z) ofT and S is defined by 

ST(x) := S(Tx), x E X. 

If A eX, then the restriction of T to A, denoted by TIA is defined by 

G(TIA) := ((x,y) E G(T) I x E A} = G(T) n (A x Y). 

Suppose S E R(X, Y). Then R is said to be an extension ofT if 

SID(T) = T. 

The following properties follow easily from the definitions: 

Proposition 1.2.2 Let T E R(X, Y). Then 

(a) T-Iy = {x E D(T) lyE Tx} for y E R(T), and hence, 

D(T-I) = R(T) and R(T-I):::: D(T). 

(b) If T is injective then TXI = TX2 implies Xl = X2 for XI,X2 E D(T). 

(c) If T is single-valued, then T-I(B) = T+I(B) for BeY. 

(d) For S E R(Y, Z), the domain and graph of ST are given by 

D(ST) = {x E X I STx f 0} = {x E X I Tx n D(S) f 0} = T- 1(D(S», and 

G(ST} = ((x,z) E X x Z I 3y E Y such that (x,y) E G(T) and (y,z) E G(S}}. 

(e) For non-empty subsets Al and A2 of X we have 

T(AI u A 2) = T(Ad U T(A2), 

= T(AI) n T(A2}, 

::J R(T) \ T(Ad, and 
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Definitions 1.2.3 Let X and Y be vector spaces over a field IK I and let Xl, X2 E X and a ElK. 

A linear operator T: X -7 Y is a single-valued map from X into Y such that 

T(;Xl + X2) = TXl + TX2, and 

aTxl = T(axt). 

We denote the class of linear opemtors from a space X into a space Y by L(X, Y). 

A multivalued linear operator or linear relation T : X -7 Y is a relation whose graph :is a 

linear subspace of X x Y. We le;~ LR(X, Y) denote the class of linear relations from a space X 

into a space Y. 

Clearly, T is a linear relation if and only if T-l is a linear relation. 

Proposition 1.2.4 (cr. Cross {~'5J, 1.2.3) Let T E R(X, Y). The following are equivalent. 

(i) T is a multivalued linear operator. 

(ii) For Xl> X2 E D(T) and each non-zero scalar a E IK we have 

TXl + TX2 = T(Xl + X2), and 

aTxl = T(axt}. 

Corollary 1.2.5 Let T E R(X, Y}. Then T is a linear relation if and only if the equality 

holds for all Xl> X2 E D(T) and non-zero scalars a, /3 E 1K. 

Corollary 1.2.6 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then T(O) and T-l(O) are linear subspaces of Y and X, 

respectively. 

Corollary 1.2.7 LetT E LR(X, Y) and let M be a linear subspace of X. Then TIM E LR(X, Y). 

Definition 1.2.8 The subspace T--l(O) is called the null-space or kernel of T and is denoted 

N(T). 

The following property and its corollaries are used extensively and without specific reference in the 

sequel. 

Proposition 1.2.9 [cf. Cross [35}J I.2.8} Let T E LR(X, Y) 

(a) Let X E D(T). We have the following equivalence: 

Y E Tx ¢:> Tx = y + T(O). 
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In particular, 

o E Tx {::> Tx = T(O). 

(b) For Xl, X2 E D(T) we have the following equivalence: 

Corollary 1.2.10 Let T E LR(X, Y). 

(a) TT-l(O) = T(O). 

(b) T-1T(O) = T-l(O). 

Corollary 1.2.11 Let T E LR(X, Y). 

(a) If y E R(T) then TT-1y = y + T(O). 

(b) If X E D(T) then T-ITx = X + T-l(O). 

Corollary 1.2.12 Suppose T, S E LR(X, Y) and G(S) C G(T). Then T is an extension of S if 

and only if S(O) = T(O). 

The following rules are easy to verify. 

Proposition 1.2.13 Let a E lK, a:p 0, and let A, Be X, C C Y. 

(a) T(aA) = aT(A). 

(b) T(A) + T(B) C T(A + B). 

(c) If A c D(T) or Be D(T), then T(A + B) = T(A) + T(B). 

(d) If A C D(T) or Be D(T) and An B = {O}, 

then T(A + B) = T(A) + T(B) and T(A) n T(B) = T(O). 

(e) TT-1C = en R(T) + T(O). 

(f) T-IT(A) = An D(T) + T- 1 (O). 

(g) T-l(O) x {O} G(T) n (X x {a}). 

(h) {a} x T(a) = G(T) n ({a} x Y). 

(i) X x R(T) = G(T) + (X x {a}). 

(j) D(T) x Y = G(T) + ({a} x Y). 

Equality does not necessarily hold in (b) one may consider the case 

A = {a}, B = {b} such that a + b E D(T) while a f/. D(T) and b f/. D(T). 
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1.3 Semi-Continuous Relations, Continuity and the Norm 

of Linear Operators 

Throughout this section, X and Y will denote normed linear spaces. 

Definitions 1.3.1 Let E > 0, and, Me X. Then the sets B(M, E), B x , U(M, E), UX, and Sx 

are defined by : 

B(M,E) .- {x E X f d(x, M) ~ E }, 

Bx .- {x E X I d(x, 0) ~ 1 }, 

U(M,€) .- {x EX f d(x, M) < E }, 

Ux .- {XE X I d(x,O) < I}, 

Sx .- {x E X I d(x, 0) 1 }. 

Definitions 1.3.2 A subset U of X is set to be a neighbourhood of a point x E X if U 

contains an open set containing x. 

A relation T E R(X, Y) is said to be upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) at a point x E D(T) 

if for any neighbourhood U of T(;r;) there exists € > ° such that for any z E B(x, E) we have 

T(z) C U. T is said to be upper semicontinuous if it is upper semicontinuous at every x in its 

domain D(T). 

It follows from the definition that Tis u.s.c. at x E D(T) if and only if the core of any neighbour

hood of T(x) is a neighbourhood of x. Thus T is U.s.c. if and only if the core of any open set is 

open. 

Definitions 1.3.3 A set-valued map or relation T E R(X, Y) is said to be lower seIllicontinuous 

(l.s.c.) at a point x E D(T) if f01' any Y E T(x) and for any sequence {xn } C D(T) such tha.t 

Xn ~ x there exists Yn E T(xn ) such that Yn ~ y. T is said to be lower seInicontinuous if 

it is lower semicontinuous at every x in its domain D(T). 

It follows that T is l.s.c. at x E D(T) if and only if the inverse image of any open set which 

intersects T(x) is a neighbourhood of x. Thus Tis l.s.c. if and only if the inverse image of any 

open set is open. 

EXaInples 1.3.4 

(a) The set-valued map Tl E R(JR, lR) defined by: 

T:(x) = {[-I,IJ if x :f. 0 
". {O} if x = 0 

is l.s.c. at zero but not u.s.c. at zero. 
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(b) The set-valued map T2 E R{lR, lR) defined by: 

T2 {x) == 
{ 

{OJ 

[-1,1] 

is U.S.c. at zero but not l.s.c. at zero. 

if x t= 0 

if x == 0 

The definitions of upper and lower semicontinuity are equivalent for single valued maps. Further

more, it is well known that the continuity of a (single-valued) linear operator can be characterised 

in terms of the operator norm. 

Definitions 1.3.5 Let X and Y be normed linear spaces, and T E L{X, Y). The norm ofT is 

defined as follows: 

IITII := sup IITxl/ = sup 1\~iI". 
11:1:11=1 :I:#;O 

Theorem 1.3.6 (cr. Goldberg, [60J, 1.3.2.) Let T E L(X, Y). Then the following are equiva

lent: 

(i) T is continuous at a point, 

(ii) T is uniformly continuous on its domain, 

(iii) There exists M E lR such that IITxl/:::; M/lx/l for every x in the domain of T, 

(iv) IITII < 00. 

Remarks 1.3.7 

The definition of the operator norm quantity can be extended to linear relations. Furthermore, it 

can be shown that the property of lower semicontinuity of a multi valued operator is equivalent to 

the property of having a finite norm. For this reason we choose the notion of lower semicontinuity to 

serve as the definition for continuity of a multi valued linear operator. We provide formal definitions 

in the next chapter. Of course, the term continuous is also more convenient to use frequently, than 

the more precise expression lower semicontinuous. We note that in the literature of convex analysis, 

a map is said to be continuous if and only if it is both upper and lower semicontinuous. 

Notation 1.3.8 We let B(X, Y) denote the class of continuous single-valued linear operators 

from a normed linear space X into a normed linear space Y, and B(X) denotes this class for the 

case X = Y. 

Definitions 1.3.9 Let T E LR(X, Y). 1fT and its inverse map T- 1 are single-valued, continuous 

and everywhere-defined, then T is said to be an isomorphism. T is said to be an isometry if 

IITxl1 == /lxl/. 

Theorem 1.3.10 (cf. Goldberg, [60], 1.3.7.) Let T E L(X, Y). Then T-l is continuous and 

single-valued if and only if there exists m > 0 such that 

"Txll ~ mllxl/, x E D(T). 
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1.4 Classification of Normed Linear Spaces 

This section serves to introduce properties which are used in the sequel. 

Definitions 1.4.1 A pair of normed linear spaces are said to be isormorphic (isometric) if there 

exists an isomorphism (isometry) which maps the one into the other. 

A normed linear space may be classified in terms of isomorphisms and isometries from the space 

itself, or from its subspaces, into 8ubspaces of the classic spaces (or the lack thereof). Character

isation of normed space properties may be topological, e.g. weak compactness of the unit ball., or 

geometric, e.g. structure of a sequence of points, or of two sequences of points, or of sequences of 

points and of linear functionals. Spaces are also studied via their local properties, i.e. how they are 

built up from finite-dimensional subspaces. Most generally we have the following identifications: 

Theorem 1.4.2 (Banach, [15]) If K and H are compact metric spaces, then K is homeomorphic 

to H if and only if C(K) is isometric to C(H}. 

Theorem 1.4.3 (Milutin, [107]) If K andH are uncountable compact metric spaces, then C(K) 

is isomorphic to C(H). 

Theorem 1.4.2 was first extended by M.H. Stone to compact Hausdorff spaces. However, C(K) 

may be isomorphic to C(H) without K being homeomorphic to H. By Theorem 1.4.3, if K is an 

uncountable compact metric space, we need only consider K = [0,1] (other references sometimes 

use the Cantor set for this purpose}. On the other hand as K varies over countable compact metric 

spaces, there are uncountably many isomorphism classes for C(K) (see Bessaga and Pelczynski 

[21]). 

Theorem 1.4.4 (cf. Goldberg, [60], 1.4.2.) If X is an n-dimensional normed linear space over 

IR ( or over (/)), then X is isom01J.,hic to IRn (respectively, (/)n). 

Lemma 1.4.5 (cf. Goldberg, [60], 1.4.8.) If X is isomorphic to a Banach space, then X is 

also a Banach space. 

Corollary 1.4.6 If X is a finite-dimensional normed linear space, then X is complete. 

Corollary 1.4.7 If B is a closed bounded set in a finite-dimensional normed linear space, X, 

then B is compact. 

The converse is also true, Le. the property of the the unit ball given in Corollary 1.4.7 characterises 

finite-dimensional normed linear spaces. Riesz's Lemma is usually used to prove this. 

Theorem 1.4.8 (Riesz's Lemma) Let M be a subspace of a normed linear space X such that 

M is not dense. Then there exists (I sequence {xn} C Sx such that d(xn,M) -+ 1. 

Theorem 1.4.9 (cf. Goldberg, [11)0], 1.4.6) If X is a normed linear space such that Bx is to

tally bounded, then X is finite-dimensional. 
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1.5 Linear Functionals and Conjugate spaces 

Definition 1.5.1 Let X be a topological vector space. The algebraic conjugate of X, denoted 

x#, is the set of all linear functionals defined on X, i.e. 

X# := {f : X -t IR f(x + y) = f(x) + fey) and f(ax) = af(x) 

for any x,y E X and a E JK}. 

If X is a normed linear space, then the topological conjugate of X, denoted XI, is the subset 

of X# consisting of the linear functionals which satisfy 

IIfll := sup If(x)1 < 00. 
3JEX 

We usually let Xl denote an arbitrary element in XI, and refer to XI simply as the conjugate or 

adjoint of X, when there is no ambiguity. We note that X' is a Banach space with the norm given 

above. 

Definition 1.5.2 Let x~ E XI. The sets 

E > 0, {Xl> ... xn } eX, n ?: 1 form a neighbourhood basis for Xo E XI. The topology given by 

these sets is referred to as the weak*-topology on XI, and is denoted by a(X', X). 

Theorem 1.5.3 (Alaoglu) The unit ball Ex' of XI is a(XI,X)-compact. 

Definition 1.5.4 The elements of a normed space X determine linear functionals on X' by the 

formula X"(X/) := x/ex) for x EX. We say X is reflexive if all the continuous linear functionals 

on XI are determined in this way, i.e. if XII = X under this identification. The a(XII, XI) 

topology on X, where X is considered as a subspace of XII, is referred to as the weak topology 

onX. 

Properties of the various topologies on X and XI are discussed in Wilansky [143], for example. 

The geometry of reflexive spaces is discussed in detail in Beauzamy [17] and Wojtaszczyk [145]. 

We mention some basic properties. 

Theorem 1.5.5 (cr. Goldberg [60], 1.6.11.) If X is a Banach space, then X is reflexive if and 

only if XI is reflexive. 

Theorem 1.5.6 (cr. Goldberg [60], 1.6.12.)· If X is reflexive, then so are all its closed sub-

spaces. 

Theorem 1.5.7 (cf. Wojtaszczyk [145], II.A.14.) X is reflexive if and only if its unit ball 

Bx is a(X, XI)-compact. 
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Examples 1.5.8 

(1) C{) is not reflexive since Co =: 100 , 

(2) lp, 1 < p < +00 and Lp, 1 < p < +00 are reflexive. 

(3) It is not reflexive, and hence it follows that the spaces L1 , C([O, I}), and Loo are also 

not reflexive since they have subspaces isomorphic to 11. 

Theorem 1.5.9 (cr. Beauzamy [11],111.2.) If X' is separable, then X is separable. 

Theorem 1.5.10 (cr. Wojtaszczyk [145J, II.A.15.) If X is separable, then the a(X', X) topol

ogy of X' is metrisable. 

In general, for separable topological spaces, we may use sequences to test continuity and conver

gence (instead of nets or filters}. Sequences also suffice when the space is metrisable (and, hence, 

if the space is normable). However, when considering the weak topologies on (infinite dimensional 

spaces) X and X', it it not generally the case that these topologies are metrizable. 

1.6 The Hahn-Banaeh Extension and Separation TheoreITlls 

Properties of a space may be inferred from the study of the continuous linear functionals on the 

space (cf. Theorems 1.4.2 and 1.4.3). The Hahn-Banach theorem and its various corollaries 

establish that there are a sufficient number of linear functionals for useful observation. It is also 

the case that every infinite-dimenBional Banach space contains a basic sequence (cf. Theorem 

1.1.8). Suppose (Xn)nEN is a basic sequence. Then the Hahn-Banach Theorem establishes that 

the associated co-ordinate functionals can be extended to the whole space, and thus, they may 

serve as generalised co-ordinates of the space. Furthermore, if (Xn)nEN is a Schauder basis and if 

(Zn)nEN is a sequence of points converging to z, then for each k we have lim fk(zn) = fk(z) . Such 
n-+oo 

a sequence of co-ordinate functionals is sometimes called the biorthogonal sequence associated 

with (Xn)nEN since fk(xn) = 0 if n:f:. k, = 1 if n = k . 

Theorem 1.6.1 (The Hahn-Banach Extension Theorem) Let X be a vector space over 1R 

or q:. Suppose p is a real-valued function defined on X satisfying 

p(x + y) ::; p(x) + p(y), and 

p(ax) = lalp(x). 

If M is a subspace of X and f is a linear functional defined on M which satisfies If(m)1 ::; p(m) 

for m EM, then there exists a linear functional F which extends f to all of X and satisfies 

IF(x)\ ::; p(x) for x E X. 

Definition 1.6.2 A subset K of a vector space X is said to be convex if AX + (1 A)Y E K 

whenever x, y, E K and A E [0,1). 
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Theorem 1.6.3 (A separation theorem) Let K be closed, convex subset of a normed linear 

space X. If x E X and x fj. K then there exists Xl '# 0, Xl E XI such that 

1. 7 Quotients, Subspaces and Projections 

Definition 1. 7.1 Let M be a subspace of a linear space X, and denote by [xl the set of all elements 

equivalent to x under the equivalence relation 

yRx ¢} y-xE M. 

The quotient space X j M is defined by : 

XjM := { [x] I x EX}. 

If M is closed subspace of a normed linear space (X, II-IIx), then XjM is a normed space with the 

norm II_II defined by : 

II[xJlI := d(x, M) = inf IIx - mil. 
mEM 

Remarks 1.7.2 

The fact that the norm on XjM is well-defined follows from the observation that if yRx then 

It thus follows that 

IHyJII = inf IIy - mil 
mEM 

inf IIx - «y - x) + m)1I 
mEM = 
inf IIx - mil 

mEM = 
= II[x]lf. 

lI[xlll = inf lIyli· 
VEl:!:) 

Definition 1.7.3 The operator Q~: X -+ XjM defined by Q~x = [xJ is called the natural 

quotient map with domain X and nul/space M. 

Theorem 1.7.4 (cf. Goldberg, [60],1.2.8.) Let X be a Banach space. If M is a closed sub

space of X, then X j M is Banach space. 

o 

Proposition 1.7.5 Let M be a closed subspace of X, and let N C X be a subspace such that 

MeN. Then N is closed if and only if N j M is closed in X j M. 
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PROOF 

Suppose N / M is closed, and {XnhtEN C N is a sequence converging to x EX. Then { [xn l }nElV C 

N/M, and 

lim inf lI(xn - x) - mil == 0 
nENmEM 

=:> lim II[xn - x]11 = 0 
nEN 

==> lim mXn]- [xlii = O. 
nEN 

Since N/M is closed, [x] E N/M and 3y E N such that [y] == [x]. Since y - x E M, it follows 

that x E N. 

The reverse implication is similar. o 

A proof of the next proposition can be found in Cross [35], 1.6.1. 

Proposition 1.7.6 Let T E LR(X, Y), and let M C X. Then 

dimR(T)/T(M) 5 dimD(T)/D(T)nM 5 dimX/M. 

In particular, if M is finite codimt:nsional in D(T), then T(M) is a finite codimensional subspc,ce 

of R(T). 

Definitions 1.7.7 Let X be a linear space, and let M eX. Then we define what is sometimes 

referred as the annihilator M.L ol M by: 

M.L := {x' E X' I XiX == 0 Vx E M} 

Similarly, if N c X' then NT is defined by: 

NT := {x E X I Jf x 0 Vx' E N} 

Remarks 1.7.8 M.L and NT Clre closed subspaces of X, and X, respectively. Moreover, 

M.L T = M, and NT.L is the weak*-closure of N (by the Bipolar Theorem - see, for example, 

Wilansky [143]). 

Proposition 1.7.9 (cr. Goldberg, [60],1.6.4.) Let M be a subspace of a normed linear space 

X. Then 

(a) X'/M.L is isometrically isomorphic to M' under the map U defined by: 

U[X'] := x~ 

where [x'] E X/M.L and x~ 1:S the restriction of x' to M. 

(b) If M is closed, then (X/MY is isometrically isomorphic to M.L under the map V defined by: 

(V ZI)X := ZI[X], 

where Zl E (X/M)'. 
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Definitions 1.7.10 If M is a subspace of a linear space X, then a (single-valued) linear pro

jection from X onto M is a (single-valued) linear operator which satisfies the condition p2 == p. 

If M and N are subsets of a linear space X, then the sum M + N denotes the set 

{m + n 1m EM and n E N} . 

If M and N are linear subspaces of X which satisfy X == M + Nand M n N = {O}, then N is 

called a complement of M. If furthermore, there exists a continuous linear projection from X 

onto M, then N is called a topological complement of M. In this case we write X = M$N. 

Multivalued Linear Projections are defined and discussed in Chapter 3. 

Proposition 1.7.11 (cr. Wilansky, [143J, 2.8.) Let M and N be linear subspaces of X. If N 

is a complement of M, then N is isomorphic to the quotient space X / M. 

The existence of a continuous projection onto a subspace is connected to the existence of a con

tinuous extension of a continuous operator defined on that subspace to an operator defined on 

the whole space. Banach and Mazur [16] gave an uncomplemented subspace of C([O, 1]) as the 

first example illustrating that such extensions are not always possible. Properties of projections 

and extensions may be quantified (results relating these quantities have been developed) and the 

structure or geometry of normed spaces can be characterised via the properties of projections and 

topologically complemented subspaces. In general the finite dimensional and closed finite codimen

sional subspaces in a normed subspace are topologically complemented. However, the associated 

projections need not be of norm 1, for example, in Lp( [0, 1],dt ), (1 S P < +(0), p f 2, none of 

the closed hyperplanes admit norm 1 projections. Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [98] showed that if 

every closed subspace of a normed linear space is topologically complemented, then it is isomorphic 

to a Hilbert space. 

Theorem 1.7.12 (Goldberg, [60J, 11.1.14.) Let M be a closed subspace of a Banach space X. 

There exists a continuous linear projection from X onto M if and only if there exists a closed 

subspace N such that X = M + Nand M n N = {O}. 

Theorem 1.7.13 (Goldberg, [60],11.1.16.) If M is a finite-dimensional subspace of a normed 

linear space, then M is topologically complemented. 

Definitions 1.7.14 A closed subspace M of of a Banach space X is said to be quasicomple

mented if there exists closed subspace N such that M n N == {O} and M + N is dense in 

X. 

Theorem 1.7.15 (cr. Lindenstrauss [93], see also [110] and [100]) 

Every closed subspace in a separable or reflexive Banach space is quasicomplemented. 

Examples of subspaces without quasicomplements are discussed in Lindenstrauss [94]. 
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1.8 Further Notes and Remarks 

The definitions, propositions and results which are summarised above are already well-known, 

widely used or introduced elsewhere, and hence, references rather than proofs are provided. His

torical data has been gleaned from various sources. 

Remarks on Normed Linear Spaces 

The spaces given in Section 1.1 above are amongst those now referred to as classic spaces in 

Banach space theory. The first truly non-classical Banach space was given by Tsirelson [141J (cf. 

Tomczak-Jaegermann [138J, and a.lso Casazza and Shura [27]). In Tsirelson's space, the unit ball 

is defined implicitly so that the space and all of its infinite dimensional subspaces have a particular 

geometric property (the space is sa.id to be saturated with the property) which prevents them from 

containing lp, 1 < p < 00 or Co. 

It is clear that a space which has a Schauder basis must be separable (linear combinations with 

rational coefficients of the basis elements form a dense countable set). The converse, however, 

does not necessarily hold. In 1973 P. Enflo [50J provided an example of a separable Banach space 

without a Schauder basis. In fact, for P"l- 2, the spaces Lp( [0, IJ, dt), 1 ~ p < +00 have subspaces 

without bases. 

Definition 1.8.1 A Banach spac~! X is said to have the approximation property (A.P.) if, for 

every compact subset Me X, and "'IE> 0, there is a finite rank operatorT such that IITx-xl/ < € 

for all x E X. 

Equivalently, X has A.P. if for every compact operator T from a Banach space Y into X 

there exists a sequence of finite rarlk operators converging in norm to T (see Lindenstrauss [95], 

or Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [97]). Enflo's example, mentioned above, of a Banach space without 

a Schauder basis was in fact one which did not have A.P. By considering the projections on to the 

first n co-ordinates, if X has a Schauder basis, then it has A.P. 

Banach showed that every space contains a basic sequence (Theorem 1.1.8 above). The existence 

of an unconditional basis indicates some additional structure. While it was known that the spaces 

C([O, I]) and L 1 , for example, do not have unconditional bases, it was an open question as to 

whether every space contains an unconditional basic sequence (or, equivalently, whether every 

space has a subspace with an unconditional basis). In 1994 a counterexample was given by Gowers 

and Mau~ey [66J. The space which was constructed, now known as the Gowers and Maurey space, 

is a Tsirelson type space. 

Whether every infinite dimensional Banach space admitted a non-trivial decomposition into topo

logically complemented subspaces was also an open problem till recently, and the Gowers and 

Maurey space provided a counterexample to this question as well. Furthermore, it was established 

that the Gowers and Maurey space contains no decomposable subspaces. In this sense it is referred 

to as being hereditarily indecomposable or H.I.. Though this was not the line of argument adopted 
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initially in the presentation by Gowers and Maurey, it is easy to see that an H.I space cannot con

tain an unconditional basic sequence. The H.I property was also applied to solve the hyperplane 

problem of Banach - their space is not isomorphic to any subspace of codimension 1. Consideration 

of the Gowers and Maurey space has revealed an open question in the Invariant Subspace Problem 

(cf. Androulakis and Schlumprecht [6]) - further comments on this space are made at the ends of 

Chapters 5 and 7. 

Contributions on general normed and Banach spaces include Beauzamy [17], Diestel [45], Linden

strauss [95], Lindenstrauss and Pel~zynski [96], Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [97], Wojtaszczyk [145] 

and, more recently, the collection of papers by several leading contributers [71]. 

Remarks on Linear Operators and Linear Relations 

Single-valued maps were favoured as the natural morphisms in the rigorous development of topology 

at the start of the 20th century. Nevertheless, limits of sequences of sets were considered by 

Painleve in 1909 (cf. Aubin and Frankowska [14]) and later by Kuratowski [82], for example, in 

1958. Furthermore, extension problems in topology led to the study of selections or single-valued 

parts of upper and lower semi-continuous set-valued maps (cf. Michael [105]). Multivalued maps, of 

course, occur quite naturally, but the earnest development of mathematical methods for set-valued 

or multivalued problems came in the 1960's. 

In the study of properties of linear operators, it was recognised by von Neumann that the adjoint 

(defined in Chapter 2) of a non-densely defined single-valued operator is a multivalued linear 

operator (cf. Cross [35]). In general the closure of an operator may also be multivalued. In 1961, 

Arens [7] assembled some basic properties of multivalued operators, referring to these maps as 

linear relations. At about the same time, non-densely defined symmetric differential operators 

arising in differential equations were considered (see Coddington [29J, [30], (31], (32], Coddington 

and De Snoo [33] and Coddington and Dijksma [34]). This work has continued into the 1990's 

by H.S.V. De Snoo, A. Diksma, H. Langer and A.V. Strauss, among others. Other contributions 

involving linear relations include those by Lee (88], and Lee and Nashed (89], [90]. The basic 

algebraiC and dual properties of multivalued linear operators were established in these studies as 

generalisations of the single-valued operator. 

Problems in optimisation and control also led to the study of set-valued maps and differential 

inclusions (cf. Aubin and Cellina [13], Clarke (28] and Rockafellar [125]). Studies of convex 

processes, tangent cones, subgradients and epiderivatives, etc., form part of the theory of convex 

analysis developed to deal with nonsmooth problems in viability and control theory, for example. 

Some of the basic topological properties from this area coincide with the core of the topological 

results for multivalued linear operators. It should be noted that the contents of Section 1.3 extend 

naturally to more general linear topological spaces. In Aubin and Frankowska [14]. the authors 

regard closed convex processes, i.e. maps whose graphs are closed convex cones in the product space 

X x Y. as the natural generalisations of single-valued linear operators. In the language of convex 

processes, the subclass of linear processes is equivalent to the class of closed multivalued linear 
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operators (in Chapter 2 we discuss the properties of closed multivalued operators, i.e. operators 

whose graphs are closed). The important Closed Graph and Open Mapping theorems can be 

extended to the class of convex processes (cf. Aubin and Cellina [13] - we discuss the linear 

case in Chapter 3). Conjugates (or adjoints or transposes) of convex processes have also been 

investigated (cf. Aubin and Frankowska [14] or Rockerfellar [125]). Nevertheless, certain useful 

algebraic techniques can be exploited in the case of linear relations which fail with the alternative 

generalisation (subtraction is not permitted in cones). 

Other works on multivalued mappings include the treatise on Partial Differential Relations by 

Gromov [67], the application of multivalued methods to solving differential equations by Favini 

and Vagi [52J and the development of fixed point theory for multi valued maps (cf. Gorniewicz [65], 

SaveIiev [127] and Agarwal, Meehan and O'Regan [8]). 

General references on functional analysis and linear operators include the books by Akhiezer and 

Glazman [2], Dunford and Schwartz [48J, Gohberg and Goldberg [55J, Gohberg, Goldberg and 

Kaashoek [56], Goldberg [60J, Kato [75], Nikol'skij [114], Taylor and Lay [136], Wilansky [143J, 

and Yosida [147]. The monograph by Cross [35] served as the main source for the definitions 

and notation adopted for linear relations. Definitions for upper and and lower semi continuity 

of set-valued maps can be found in Aubin and Cellina [13] and Aubin and Frankowska [14J, for 

example. 
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Chapter 2 

Linear Relations in N armed 

Linear Spaces 

2.1 The Algebra of Linear Relations 

In this section we discuss the operations of addition and scalar muliplication in LR(X, Y). We 

first verify that the composition of two multivalued linear operators is also a multi valued linear 

operator: 

Proposition 2.1.1 Let T E LR(X, Y) and let S E LR(Y, Z). Then ST E LR(X, Z). 

PROOF 
Let XI,Xa E D(ST) and let a,{3 be non-zero scalars. Then the following equalities follow from the 

Proposition 1.2.13: 

a(STxt} + (3(STxa) = as(Txd + (3S(Txa) 

= S(aTxd + S({3Txa) 

= S(T(axl» + S(T({3xa» 

= S(T(axt}) + T({3xa» 

= ST(axl + {3xa}. 

o 

Definitions 2.1.2 Let S, T E LR(X, Y), and let a E IK. Addition and scalar multiplication 

of linear relations are defined, respectively, in the obvious way: 

(S + T)x := Sx + Tx x E X and 

(aT)x := a(Tx) x EX. 
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Remarks 2.1.3 

The following properties for R, oS, T E LR(X, Y) and a, /3 E IK follow easily from the definitions 

D(S +T) = D(S) nD(T) 

G(S +T) = { (x, y) E X x Y I y = s + t, s E Tx, t E Sx } 

S+T = T+S 

R+ (S +T) = (R+S)+T 

D(aT) = D(T) 

G(aT) = { (x,ay) E X x Y I (x,y) E G(T) } 

= {(x,y) E X x Y I (x,a-1y) E G(T)} 

= { (a-1x,y) E X x Y I (x,y) E G(T) } 

a(/3 T) = (a/3)T 

It follows that S + T and aT are linear relations, Le. LR(X, Y) is closed under addition and scalar 

multiplication. 

Proposition 2.1.4 Let T, T2 E LR(X, Y) and R, S E LR(Y, Z). Then 

(a) TT-1 = IR(T) + (TT-l - TT-1). 

(b) a(ST) = (as)T = SCaT), 1O::j:. a E IK. 

(c) IfG(S) c G(R), then G(ST) c G(RT). 

(d) G«R + S)T) c G(RT) + G(ST) with equality ifT is single-valued. 

(e) SeT + T2) is an extension of ST + ST2, 

with equality if D(S) contains both R(T) and R(T2)' 

PROOF 

(a) Let y E R(T). Then TT-1y = 11 + T(O) and (TT- 1 - TT-l)y = T(O). Thus 

TT-l = IR(T) + TT-l - TT-l = I + TT-l - TT-1 

where the subscript R(T) can be dropped since the restriction is implied by the definition of 

addition. 

(b) Let 0 ::j:. a E IK, and let x E D(a(ST» = D«aS)T) = D(S(aT». It follows from the 

definitions of scalar multiplication and the composition of relations that 

a(ST)x = a(S(:rx)) = as(Tx) = S(a(Tx» = S(aTx). 
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Cd) 

G«R + S)T) = {(x, z) I 3y E Y s.t. (x, y) E G(T) and (y, z) E G(R + S) } 

= {(x,z) I 3y E Y s.t. (x,y) E GCT), (y,zd E G(R) 

and (y, Z2) E G(S), Zl + Z2 = Z } 

C {(x,z)13YIEY s.t. (x,yIJEG(T), (Yl,zdEG(R), 

and 3y2 E Y s.t. (x, Y2) E G(T), (Y2, Z2) E G(S), 

Zl + Z2 = Z } 

= {(x, z) , (x, Zl) E G(RT), (x, Z2) E G(ST), Zl + Z2 == Z } 

= G(RT+ST). 

If T is single-valued then it follows that the inclusion above is in fact an equality. 

(e) We first show that 

G(ST + ST2) = {(x, z) I (x, zt) E G(ST), (x, Z2) E G(ST2), Zl + Z2 = Z } 

= {(x,z) 13Yl E Y s.t. (x,yd E GCT), (Yl,Zr) E G(S), 

3Y2 E Y s.t .. (X,Y2) E G(T2)' (Y2,Z2) E G(S), 

Zl + Z2 = z} 

C {(x, z) I 3Yl E Y s.t. (x, yd E G(T), 

3Y2 E Y s.t. (x, Y2) E G(T2), Yl + Y2 E D(S), 

(Yl + Y2, z) E G(S) } 

= {(x, z) I 3y E Y s.t. (x, y) E G(T + T2), (y, z) E G(S) } 

= G(S(T + T2». 

(2.1) 

Choose x E D(ST + ST2 ) c D(S(T + T2 )), and let z E SeT + T2)x. Then z E Sy for 

Y = Yl + Y2 E (T + T2)x, Yl E Tx, Y2 E T2x. It follows that 

Thus SeT + T2)x c STx + ST2x. From ( 2.1) it follows that SeT + T2)X = STx + ST2X, i.e. 

SeT + T2) is an extension of ST + ST2 . 

If the R(T) and R(T2) are both contained in D(S), then 

D(S(T + T2» = D(T + T2) = D(T) n D(T2) = D(ST) n D(ST2) 

= D(ST + ST2). 

Thus the inclusion in the proof of ( 2.1) is in fact equality. 
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The following examples show that equality may not hold in 2.1.4 (d) and (e). 

Examples 2.1.5 

(1) Let R E LR(Y, Z) be single-valued and non-zero, let S = -R, let G(T) :=: X x Y 'Where 

Y :j:. {OJ. Then 

while 

(R + S)T'(O) = (R - R)Y = U (R - R)y = {OJ 
YED(R) 

(RT + ST)(O) = (RT - RT)(O) := RT(O) - RT(O) = R(Y) - R(Y) = R(Y) :j:. {OJ 

Thus, applying Corollary 1.2.12, RT + ST is not always an extension of (R + S)T. 

(2) We construct an example in which S(T + T2) is a proper extension of ST + ST2. Let S, T, T2 E 

LR(JR2) be defined as follows: 

S := 1M 

It follows that D(ST) = D(S) = M while D(ST2 ) = D(T2)' Thus D(ST2 + ST) = {OJ. On the 

other hand 

showing that equality does not hold'. 

2.2 Continuity and the Norm function for Linear Relations 

Notation 2.2.1 Let T E LR(X, Y). We let QT, or simply Q, when T is understood, denote the 
y ---

natural quotient map, Q_, of Y onto Y IT(O). 
T(O) 

The approach of factoring out the set-valued part T(O) of a linear relation T, by using an 

associated quotient map, is centrru[ to many of the proofs in the theory of linear relations. In 

particular, in this section the quotient map is used to extend the definition of the operator norm to 

linear relations. Some elementary properties are reviewed, we provide a geometric characterisation 

of the norm and show that the continuity of a linear relation is equivalent to the finiteness of its 

norm. 

Proposition 2.2.2 QT is single-v(J:lued 

PROOF 

Let x E D(T), and let Yl,Y2 E QTx. Then Yl - Y2 E QTx - QTx = QT(O) c QT(O) = O. 

(> 
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Proposition 2.2.3 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

N(T) c N(QT) 

with equality if T(O) is relatively closed in R(T). 

PROOF 

We apply Proposition 1.2.9: 

N(T) = {x E X I Tx = T(O)} c {x E X I Tx c T(O)} 

= {xEXIQTx=O} = N(QT). 

If T(O) is relatively closed in R(T), then equality holds. 

<> 

The next example shows that equality does not hold generally in Proposition 2.2.3. 

Example 2.2.4 Let X be an infinite dimensional normed space and let f E LR(X, IK) be an 

everywhere-defined discontinuous linear junctional. If T = f- 1
, then TeO) is a dense hyperplane 

in X and QT = O. Thus 

N(T) =O#IK=N(QT) , 

Proposition 2.2.5 Let T E LR(X, Y). If R(T) is closed, then R(QT) is closed. Conversely, if 

R(QT) is closed and T(O) C R(T), then R(QT) is closed. 

PROOF 
This is just a special case of Proposition 1.7.5. 

<> 

Definitions 2.2.6 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then T is said to be continuous at a point x E D(T) if 

the inverse image of any neighbourhood ofTx is a neighbourhood of x. T is said to be continuous 

if it is continuous at every point in its domain. 

For x E D(T) we define IITxll by 

IITxll := IIQTxl1 

and the quantity IITII, which is called the norm ofT, is defined by 

IITII := IIQTII· 

We note that IITII is not a true "norm" function since IITII = 0 does not imply that T = O. 
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Proposition 2.2.7 Let T E LR(X, Y). 

(a) For x E D(T) 

IITxlt = d(y, T(O)) for all y E Tx 

= inf lIyll 
yETx 

= d(y + T(O), 0) for all y E Tx 

= d(Tx,O) = d(Tx,T(O)). 

(b) IITII = sup IITxl1 
xEBD(T) 

PROOF 

(a) The first equality follows from definition of IITxll and Proposition 1.2.9 and the second equality 

follows from the definition and properties of the norm on XjT(O). The rest are obvious. 

(b) We have IITII = /lQTII = sup IIQTxll = sup IITxll· 
xEBL'(T) xEBD(T) 

o 

We will show that IITII < 00 if and only if T is continuous. But first we illustrate the extension of 

some well-known results about the norm of the sum and scalar multiples of linear operators. 

Proposition 2.2.8 (a) For S, T E LR(X, Y) and x E D(S + T) we have 

IISx + Txl/ ~ IISxll + IITxll· 

If additionally S(O) C T(O) then 

IITxll-IISxll ~ IITx - Sxll· 

(b) For a E IK and x E D(T) we have 

lIaTxll = lalllTxll· 

PROOF 

(a) Let s E Sx and t E Tx. Then s + t E Sx + Tx = (S + T)x. Thus: 

I/Sx + Txll -- d(s + t, (S + T)(O)) 

< d(s,S(O) +T(O)) + d(t,S(O) +T(O)) 

< d(s,S(O)) + d(t,T(O)) 

-. IISx/i + IITx/l. 

If S(O) C T(O), then by what we have just shown, 

IITxl1 = IITx + Sx - Sxl/ ~ /lTx - Sx/l + IISxl/. 
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(b) We have IlaTxll = IIQ(aT)(x)1I = IIaQTxll = lal IIQTxl1 = lalllTxll· 

<> 

The next example shows that it is NOT true In general that 

IITxll - IISxll .::; IITx - Sxll for linear relations. 

Example 2.2.9 Let X be a nonzero normed space, let G(S} X x X and let T = Ix. Then for 

x 'I- 0 we have 

IITx - Sxll = 0 

while 

IITxll - IISxll = Ilxil 'I- o. 

Thus IITxll -IISxll ~ IITx - Sxll· 

Proposition 2.2.10 Let S, T E LR(X, Y} and let a E DC Then 

(a) liS + Til .::; IISII + IITII· 

(b) If S(O) C T(O) then IITII - IISII .::; liT - SII· 

(c) lIaT!! = lal IITII· 

PROOF 

(a) Applying Proposition 2.2.8: 

liS + Til = sup{ IISx + Txll I x E Bx n D(S) n D(T) } 

< sup{ IISxll + IITxll I x E Bx n D(S) n D(T) } 

< sup{ IISxll I x E Bx n D(S} n D(T) } 

+sup{ IITxli I x E Bx n D(S) n D(T) } 

< sup{ IISxll I x E BD(s) } + sup{ IITxll I x E BD(T) } 

= IISII + IITII· 

(b) follows from Proposition 2.2.8 and (a), and (c) follows from Propositions 2.2.7 and 2.2.8. 

The next result gives a geometric characterisation of the norm. 

Proposition 2.2.11 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

(a) IITII < 00 ¢:} there exists A> 0 such that 

TBD(T) C ABR(T) +T(O). 

(b) If IITII < 00 then 

IITII = 1~{A I TBD(T) C ABR(T) +T(O)}. 
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PROOF 

(a) Suppose IITII < 00. We apply Proposition 2.2.7: for x E BD(T) and y E Tx there exists 

k E T(O) such that given € > 0, 

Ily - kll < 1fT!! + €, 

i.e. y - k E (IITI! + €)BR(T)' Thus 

Y E (IITII + €)BR(T) + T(O) (2.4) 

as required. 

Conversely, suppose ( 2.2) holds, Let x E BD(T) and choose y E Tx. Then y = AYI + k where 

IIYlll :5 1 and k E T(O). Thus Ily--kli :5 A, in particular, dey, T(O» ~ A. It follows from Proposition 

2.2.7 that IITII :5 A < 00. 

(b) Suppose IITII < 00. If IITII := 0, then TBD(T) C T(O) and ( 2.3) holds. Suppose IITII > O. 

Then it follows from ( 2.4) that 

IITII 2~ 1~~ {A I TBD(T) C ABR(T) + T(O)} 

Let 0: be such that 0< 0: < IITII, and choose x E BD(T), Y E Tx such that 

0: < dey, T(O» (2.5) 

If TBD(T) C o:BR(T) + T(O) then there exists Yl E BR(T) , and k E T(O) such that 

y = cr.Yl + k. But then 

Ily - kll :5 cr., 

which contradicts ( 2.5). Thus, 

cr. < inf {AI TBD(T) C ABR(T) +T(O)} 
),>0 

and the result follows. 

Proposition 2.2.12 Let T E LR(X, Y) 

(a) T is continuous if and only if IITII < 00, 

(b) If dim D(T) < 00, then T is continuous. 

PROOF 

o 

(a) Suppose T is continuous. Since T(O) + By is a neighbourhood of T(O), it follows that 

T-l(T(O) + By) T-l BR(T) is a neighbourhood of O. Thus 3 A > a s.t. 

ABD(T) C T-IBR(T) 

and, therefore, 
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By Proposition 2.2.11, this implies that IITII < 00. 

Conversely, suppose IITII < 00. Let x E D(T), and let V be a nontrivial closed ball in R(T) with 

center y where y E Tx. Then Vo = V - {V} = aBR(T) for some a > O. Applying Proposition 

2.2.11, there exists A > 0 such that 

TBDeT) C ABR(T) + T(O). 

It follows that 

or, equivalently, 

Hence, 

and A-1aBD(T) + T-1y is a neighbourhood of x in D(T). Now suppose W is a neighbourhood 

of Tx, let U C W be an open set containing y E Tx, and let V CUbe a non-trivial closed ball 

with centre y. From what has already been shown, it follows that T-1 W is neighbourhood of x. 

Hence T is continuous. 

(b) If dimD(T) < 00, then QT is a continuous single-valued operator, i.e. IIQTII < 00. Since 

IITII = "QTII, the result follows from (a). 

o 

2.3 Open Relations and the Minimum Modulus 

In this section we define what it means for a linear relation to be open. Next we introduce the 

minimum modulus /'(T) of a linear relation T, and give equivalent characterisations of this 

quantity (Propositions 2.3.2 and 2.3.3). We then show that /,(T) = liT-III-I, and deduce that a 

linear relation T is open if and only if /,(T) > O. In Proposition 2.3.6 we consider the relationship 

between /,(T) and /'(QT), and in Proposition 2.3.8 we give criteria for T(O) to be closed in R(T), 

and for the equality N(T) = N(QT). We conclude this section by giving inequalities for the 

minimum modulus and the norm of the composition of linear relations. 

Definitions 2.3.1 A linear relation T E LR(X, Y) is said to be open if its inverse T-l is a 

continuous linear relation. 

The minimum modulus of T is the quantity 

/,(T) := sup{,\. I IITxl1 ~ Ad(x,N(T» for x E D(T}}. 
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The following proposition provides an equivalent definition for 1'(T). 

Proposition 2.3.2 Let T E LR(X, Y). 

PROOF 

{ 

00 if D(T) C N(T) 
1'(T) 

inf{ d(~I:~:<'J .• » I x E D(T) \ N(T)} otherwise 

Let 1'1 (T) denote the expression in ( 2.6), and for all x E D(T) let ..\ 2': 0 satisfy 

IITxl1 2': ..\d(x, N(T)). 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

If D(T) C N(T), then..\ < 1'l(T) = 00. If D(T) st N(T), then by (2.7) we have d(ll,~~» 2':..\ for 

x E D(T) \ N(T). Thus..\:$ 1'1 (T). Taking the supremum over ..\ in ( 2.7) yields 1'(T) :$ 1'1 (T). 

Suppose 1'(T) < 1'1 (T). Then 1'{T) < 00, and thus from the definition of 1'(T} it follows that 

D(T) st N(T). It also follows that there exists x E D(T} such that 

IITxl1 < 1'1(T)d(x,N(T), which contradicts (2.6). Thus 1'(T) 2': 1'1(T). 

<> 

We now give a geometric characterisation of the minimum modulus. 

Proposition 2.3.3 

1'(T) = sup{A I TBD(T) :> ..\BR(T)} (2.8) 

PROOF 
Let 1'1 denote the expression in ( 2.8). Suppose 1'1 ::j:. 00 and 1'1 > 1'(T}, and choose E > 0 sufficiently 

small so that 1'1 > (1 + 2E)')'(T). Since IITxl1 = inf Ilyll and 1'(T) = inf_ el( "30~)" 
yETx XED(T)\N(T) x, ) 

we may choose (x,y) E G(T) such that 

"'(T) <_~_ lIyll < (1 + 2 )-1 
I d(x,N(T)) 1'1 E. 

N 'f 0 th II11Y~ ow, 1 "l > , en d(l1x ,N T» -- IIvll Th 1 t' d 1 d(x,N(T»' us, et mg Xl = "lx, Y1 = 'flY an "l = TIYTT' we 

have 

(2.9) 

From (2.8), TBD(T) :> 1'l(1+E)-1BR(T)' Thus, Yl E 1'11(1+E)TBD(T) and X2 E 1'11 (1+E)BD(T) 

may be chosen so that Yl E TX2. Since X2 - Xl E N(T), it follows fro~ ( 2.9) that 

a contradiction. Thus 1'1 :$ 1'(T). 

For the opposite inequality we may clearly assume that 1'1 < 00. Suppose 1'1 < a < 1'(T). Then 

TBD(T) ";6 aBR(T) and there exists y E R(T) such that Ilyll = 1 and y if. a-lTBD(T) and, hence, 

(2.10) 

Let Xo E D(T) satisfy y E Txo and fix f3 such that a < f3 < 1'(T). Then 
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1 = lIyll ~ IITxol1 ~ (3d(xo,N(T». 

Choose Xl E N(T) so that IITxol1 ~ allxo +x111. Letting X := XO+X1, we have that Txo = Tx and, 

therefore, y E Tx where 1 lIyll ~ IITxll ~ allxll, which contradicts ( 2.10). Thus 1'1 2:: 1'(T). 

For the case 1'1 00 we have 

TBD(T):J U {nBR(T)} = R(T). 
nEN 

Taking inverses yields 

BD(T) + T-I(O) :J D(T). 

Hence, for each e > 0 we have 

eBD(T) + T-I(O) :J D(T). 

Taking the intersection over e > 0 yields N(T) :J D(T) which by Proposition 2.3.2 implies 

1'(T) = 00. 

The next result yields the relationship between the minimum modulus and the norm of a linear 

relation. 

Proposition 2.3.4 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

PROOF 
Let ..\ ~ O. Then 

T-I BR(T) :J ..\BD(T) => BR(T) + T(O) :J "\T BD(T) 

In particular 

We consider two cases 

Case 1: IITII < 00 

=> T- I BR(T) + T- 1(O) :J ..\BD(T) + T- 1(O) 

=> T- 1 BR(T) :J ..\BD(T)· 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

From Propositions 2.2.11 and 2.3.3, the geometric characterisations of the norm and minimum 

modulus respectively, and applying the equivalence ( 2.12) we have 

liT II = inf{..\ > 0 I ..\-ITBD(T) C BR(T) +T(O)} 

= (sup{..\ > 0 I ..\TBD(T) C BR(T) + T(O)} )-1 

= (sup{..\ > 0 I T- 1 BR(T) :J ..\BD(T) } )-1 

= 1'(T-I )-1. 
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Case 2: IITII = 00 

Again we apply Proposition 2.2.11. In this case we have: 

'rI;\ > 0, TBD(T) rt. )'BR(T) + T(O). 

Thus, 

'rI)' > 0, ).-ITBD(T) rt. BR{T) + T(O). 

Hence, applying the equivalence ( 2.12) 

'rI)' > 0, )'BD(T) rt. T- 1 BR(T)' 

Applying Proposition 2.3.3, 'Y(T- 1
) = 0, and the desired equality holds. 

Proposition 2.3.5 Let T E LR(X, Y). 

(a) T is open if and only if 'Y(T) :> O. 

(b) If dimR(T) < 00, then T is Oj7en. 

PROOF 

(a) Apply Proposition 2.3.4 to Proposition 2.2.12 (a). 

(b) This follows on substituting T-I for T in Proposition 2.2.12 (b). 

We examine the relationship between 'Y(T) and 'Y(QT). 

Proposition 2.3.6 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

with equality if T(O) is relatively closed in R(T). 

PROOF 

'Y(T) = supP IllTxl1 ;::: )'d(x, N(T) 'rIx E D(T)} 

::; supp IIITxll ;::: )'d(x,N(QT» 'rIx E D(T)} 

= sup{). IllQTxl1 ;::: )'d(x, N(T» 'rIx E D(T)} 

= 'Y(OT). 

By Proposition 2.2.3, equality holds when T(O) is closed in R(T). 
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Proposition 2.3.6 proves that T is open, then so is QT. The converse is false and equality need 

not pold. This is illustrated in the following example: 

Example 2.3.7 Let X be an infinite-dimensional normed linear space, let f be a discontinuous 

linear functional with domain D(T) = X and let T := f-l. Then T(O) is a dense hyperplane and 

N(T) = {O}, while N(QT) = IK and 'Y(QT) = 00. However, since T is not open, 'Y(T) O. 

The next result provides criteria for T(O) to be closed in R(T). This may also be applied to 

Proposition 1.7.5. 

Proposition 2.3.8 Let T E LR(X, Y) be open. Then 

R(T) n T(O) C TT 1(0), 

with equality if N(T) is relatively closed in D(T). 

PROOF 

We first establish the result for the case when T is injective. Suppose {Yn} is a sequence in T(O) 

such that Yn -+ Y E R(T). Then 

since T- 1 is continuous. Thus IIT-IylI = 0 .. Thus T-ly = 0 and, since T- I is single-valued, 

y E N(T-I ) = T(O) = TT-1(0) C TT-l(O). H N(T) is closed in D(T), then TT-I(O) = TT-l(O). 

Now let Q := QT-l. Then 

for some A > 0 since T is open. Thus, TQ-l is open. Applying the first part of the proof, we have 

that D(QT-l) n N(QT-l) = R(TQ-I) nTQ-l(O) c TQ-I(QT 1(0». Hence 

R(T) n T(O) = D(T-I ) n N(T 1) 

c D(QT-I)nN(QT-l) 

c TQ-l(QT-l(O» = TQ-l(O) = TT-I(O). 

H N(T) is relatively closed in D(T), then 

R(T) nT(O) :> T(O) = TT-I(O) = TT-I(O), 

and equality holds. 

Corollary 2.3.9 1fT E LR(X, Y) is open and N(T) is closed then 

(a) N(T) = N(QT). 

(b) 'Y(T) 'Y( QT). 
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PROOF 

(a) Since T-1(0) is closed, R(T) n T(O) = T(O). The result follows from Proposition 2.2.3. 

(b) As in (a), the result follows from Proposition 2.3.6 

o 

The last results in this section will be concerned with the behaviour of the minimum modulus and 

norm of the composition of linear relations. We will need the following property: 

Proposition 2.3.10 Let M be II non-empty subset of R(T), and let 'Y(T) < 00. Then for N C 

D(T) we have 

d(T N, M) ~ 'Y(T)d(N, T-1 M). 

PROOF 
If TNnM:J:. 0, then 0 :J:. T-l('J'NnM) = (N+N(T»n(T-IM) and, thus, d(N,T-1M) = O. 

Suppose TN n M = 0, let c > 0, and choose m E M and n E N such that 

d(TN, M) > d(Tn - m, 0) - c. (2.13) 

Now 

d(Tn - m, 0) = d(Tn - m T(O),O) = d(Tn, m + T(O» = d(Tn, TT- 1m) 

= inf d(Tn, Th) = inf d(T(n - h), 0) = inf IIT(n - h)11 
hET-1 m hET-1 m hET-1 m 

'Y(T) inf den - h, T-1 (0» = 'Y(T) inf den, h + T- 1(0» 
hET-1m hET-1m 

> 

'Y(T)d(n, T-1m) ~ 'Y(T)d(n, T-1 M) ~ 'Y(T)d(N, T-1 M). 

Since c was chosen arbitrarily, it follows from ( 2.13) that 

d(T N, M) ~ 'Y(T)d(N, T-1 M). 

o 

Proposition 2.3.11 Let T E LR(X, Y) and 8 E LR(Y, Z). Then 

'Y(8T) ~ 'Y(8IR(T)h(T) (00.0 excluded). (2.14) 

with 'Y(8T) = 00 when 'Y(T) = 00 (even if 'Y(8IR(T» = 0). Furthermore 

8-1(0) c R(T) => 'Y(8T) ~ 'Y(8h(T). (2.15) 

PROOF 
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Let x E D(ST). We first consider the case when 'Y(S), 'Y(T) < 00. Since ST = (SIR(T»T, we 

suppose that S = SIR(T)' Then S-IST(O) = T(O) +S-I(O) C R(T) and T- l (O) C T-1S- l (0). It 

follows from Proposition 2.3.10 that 

IISTxll = d(STx, ST(O» > 'Y(S)d(Tx, S-lST(O» 

> 'Y(S)')'(T)(x, T- l S-1 ST(O» 

= 'Y(S)')'(T)d(x, T-1S-1(0». 

Thus, applying Proposition 2.3.2, inequality (2.14) holds. Now suppose S-I(O) C R(T) and that 

it is not necessarily the case that S = SIR(T)' Then 

d(Tx,S-1ST(0» 2:: 'Y(T)d(x,T-1S-1ST(0» 

Thus, as before, 

and implication ( 2.15) follows. 

= 'Y(T)d(x,T-1( (T(O) nD(S» + S-I(O») 

= 'Y(T)d(x, T-1 S-1 (0». 

Next we consider the case 'Y(T) = 00, and suppose S = SIR(T)' By Proposition 2.3.2, N(T) = 
D(T). Since N(T) C N(ST) and D(T) :J D(ST), it follows that N(ST) is dense in D(ST). Thus 

'Y(ST) = 00, and the desired inequality in ( 2.14) holds. If S-I(O) c R(T), then the proof of 

inequality ( 2.15) is similar. 

Lastly suppose that 'Y(S) = 00 and 0 < 'Y(T) < 00, and suppose S = SIR(T)' Since S-I(O) is 

dense in D(S) it follows that d(Tx,S-I(O)) = O. Therefore, 'Y(T)d(x,T-lS-1(0» = 0 (applying 

Proposition 2.3.10), i.e. N(ST) is dense in D(ST). Thus 'Y(ST) = 00, and again and the desired 

inequality in ( 2.14) follows. If S-1(0) c R(T), then the proof ofinequality ( 2.15) is similar. 

o 

Remarks 2.3.12 If 'Y(S) = 00 and 'Y(T) = 0, then inequality ( 2.14) may fail to hold: consider 

S := I and T := f-1 where I is a discontinuous linear functional on an infinite dimensional space. 

Then 'Y(ST) = 'YUI-1
) = 'Y(I) = 1, while 'Y(S) = 00 (since NU) X), and 'Y(T) 11/11-1 = O. 

Corollary 2.3.13 Let T E LR(X, Y) and S E LR(Y, Z). Then 

IISTII ::; IISIIIIID(s)TII (00.0 excluded). (2.16) 

with IISTII = 0 when IISII = 0 (even if ID(T) = 00). Furthermore, 

T(O) c D(S) :::} IISTII ::; IISII IITII· (2.17) 
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PROOF 

Applying Proposition 2.3.4, inequality ( 2.16) follows from ( 2.14) of Th~rem 2.3.11. 

If T(O) c D(S), then for x E D(ST) and y E Tx we have that Tx c D(S) + T(O) = D(S) (since 

x E T-l(D(S)}}. Thus ID(S)Tx = Tx n D(S} = Tx, and 

IISTI! :::; IISIlIITID(sT)II, 

from which ( 2.17) follows. 

Remarks 2.3.14 

The case when 00.0 appears on the right hand side of ( 2.16) corresponds to the analogous case in 

Theorem 2.3.11 (applying Proposition 2.3.4). In this case no conclusion can be made from the 

hypothesis (see the remarks following Theorem 2.3.11). 

In Cross [35], V.1.13, the author constructs a surprising example where the composition of a pair 

of continuous linear relations is d'E!fined but is not continuous . 

The following proposition serves as a useful tool for working with inequalities involving the norm 

of the composition of two relations (see for example Corollaries 5.3.4 and 5.3.8). 

Proposition 2.3.15 Suppose T E LR(X, Y}, and S E LR(Y, Z) is continuous with D(S)::J 

T(O). Then 

PROOF 
Let Q denote QT, and let y E Tx. Then SQ-lQy = S(y + T(O», and since S is continuous with 

D(S} ::J T(O), 

ST(O) c ST(O), 

and, hence, 

It follows that 

and, hence, 

Thus 

and the result follows. 

<> 
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2.4 Linear Selections 

Selections or the single-valued parts of set-valued maps were considered in extension problems 

in topolog-j (see for example Michael [105]), and are still investigated today. Selections play 

an important role in convex analysis, and there is a well-developed theory on selections of set

valued maps which satisfy various properties (see for example Aubin and Cellina [13] or Aubin and 

Frankowska [14]). In this section we give a brief review of linear selections of linear relations and 

consider some conditions for continuity. 

Definition 2.4.1 A single-valued linear operator A is called a linear selection (or single

valued part) of a linear relation T if 

T=A+T-T. (2.18) 

If A is a selection of T then for all x E D(T) we have 

Tx = Ax + T(O). (2.19) 

It follows from ( 2.19) that R(T) = R(A) + T(O). However, this sum may not always be direct. 

The following result provides a method for constructing selections. 

Proposition 2.4.2 If P is a single-valued linear projection with domain ReT) and kernel T(O), 

then PT is a selection ofT. Conversely, if A is a selection ofT and R(A) nT(O) = {O}, then the 

single-valued projection defined on R(T) with range R(A) and kernel T(O) satisfies A = PT. 

PROOF 
Let P be as described. Then PT(O) = {O}, and for y E Tx we have 

Tx = y + T(O) = Py + (1 - P)y + T(O) = PTx + T(O) .. 

Conversely, let A be a selection of T and let P be a linear projection defined on R(T) with range 

R(A) and kernel T(O). Then for x E D(T) we have Tx = Ax + T(O), whence PTx = PAx = 

Ax - (1 - P)Ax = Ax. 

<> 

In Cross [35J the author gives another method for obtaining selections of a linear relation T by 

considering projections on G(T). 

Proposition 2.4.3 Let T E LR(X, V). 

(a) 1fT has a continuous selection A, then T is continuous and 

IITII ::; IIA" . 

(b) IfT(O) is topologically complemented in R(T), then T is continuous 

if and only if T has a continuous selection. 
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PROOF 

(a) Suppose A is a continuous selection of T. Then for x E D(T), we have Tx = Ax + T(O), i.e. 

Ax E Tx. Since 

IIT;vll = inf Ilyll::; IIAxl1 ::; IIAllllxll, 
yET:c 

the result follows. 

(b) Let P be a continuous projection defined on R(T) with kernel TCO). If T is continuous, then 

PT is a continuous selection of T. The reverse implication is contained in (a). 

<> 

2.5 Closed and Closable Linear Relations 

In this section we give the basic properties of closed relations and we consider the relationship 

between a linear relation T and its closure. We also consider the connection between the properties 

of continuity and closedness. 

Definitions 2.5.1 The closure of a relation T E LR(X, Y) is the relation T defined 

G(T) := G(T). 

A relation is called closed if its gmph G(T) is closed in X x Y or, equivalently, if T = T. 

Proposition 2.5.2 Let T E LR(X, V). Then 

(a) T E LR(X, V). 

(b) T is closed if and only if T-l is closed. Furthermore, (T)-l = T-l. 

(c) 1fT is closedthenT(O) is closed. 

(d) If T is continuous and D(T) and T(O) are closed, then T is closed. 

PROOF 

(2.20) 

(a) and (b) follow from the definition of T and the fact that G(T) is a linear subspace of X x ~ 

(c) If {Yn} is a sequence in T(O) sm::h that Yn -4 y, then (0, y) E G(T) since T is closed. 

(d) Suppose {(Xn,Yn)} is a sequenee in G(T) such that (Xn,Yn) -4 (x,y). Then x E D(T) since 

D(T) is closed. Letting Z E Tx, i1; follows from the continuity of T that 3zn E TXn such that 

Zn -4 z. Since Zn - Yn E T(O) and Zn - Yn -4 Z - Y E T(O), it follows that Y E Z + T(O) = Tx . 

<> 

In the next chapter we will show th~~t the converse of Proposition 2.5.2(d) holds, i.e. if T is closed 

with closed domain, then T is continuous - this is the multivalued version of the classic Closed 

Graph Theorem. Thus, continuity and closedness do agree in some cases, however, the two notions 

are quite different. 
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Definition 2.5.3 A linear relation is said to be closable if T is an extension of T. 

We give an example of a continuous relation which is neither closed nor closable, and give an 

example of a closed relation which is not continuous. We note that T need not be an extension of 

T. We only have that G(T) C G(T) and Tx C Tx for all x E D(T). Furthermore, T(O) C T(O), 

and equality need not hold, as is seen in the third of the examples below. 

Examples 2.5.4 

(1) Let T be a linear relation such that T(O) ::j:. T(O). Let F be any finite-dimensional subspace of 

D(T). Then Tip is continuous. However, Tlp(O) = T(O) ::j:. T(O). Thus Tlp(O) is not closed, and 

Tip is not closable. 

(2) Let X = C([O, 1]), and letC'([O, 1]):= {! E X I P is continuous}. DefineT E LR(C'([O, 1]),X) 

by (Tf)(t) := f'(t), t E [0,1]. Then T is closed: if Xn -+ x and TXn -+ y, then {xn} converges 

uniformly to x and {x~} converges uniformly to y on [0, IJ. Taking antiderivatives of x~ and y, it 

follows that x E D(T) and Tx = y on [0,1]. However, T is not continuous: consider the sequence 

{xn(t)} = {tn}. Then IITxnll = n while IIxnll = 1. 

(3) Let {Xa I a E S} be a normalised Hamel basis of 12(JN). Recall that /Ks := {! : S -+ /K} 

and 11 (S) is the collection of sequences indexed by S such that sup 2: IXal < 00 where (S) 
«S)cS aE«S) 

denotes some finite subset of S. Let ZI be h(JN) renormed by 

and let Z := {! E /Ks : f(a) ::j:. 0 for at most finitely many a} with IIfllz := 2: If(a)l. 
aES 

Then ZI and Z are isometric to each other under the correspondence 2: CaXa H {Col}' We now 

show that Z is dense in 11(S), Let f E h(S). Then {a I f(a)::j:. O} is countable. Let {al,a2,"'} 

be the set of a's for which f(a) ::j:. O. Define the sequence fn as follows: 

00 

fn(ak) .- f(ak) if 1 ~ k ~ n 

fn(ak) .- 0 otherwise 

Then IIfn - fll = 2: If(ak)l-+ 0 as n -+ 00. 
k=n+l 

Let T E LR(l1(S),12(JN» be defined: T{ca } = 2:caxa . Since 12(JN) is embeddable as a set in 

11(S), T is onto. Thus h(S)/N(T) is isomorphic to 12(JN). Since h(JN) is separable, and 11(S) is 

not, N(T) must be infinite dimensional. Clearly N(T) = {OJ. 

Remarks 2.5.5 Clearly T is closable if and only ifT(O) = T(O), and T-1 is closable if and only 

if N(T) = N(T). However, there is an unfortunate lack of symmetry in that T closable does not 

imply that T- 1 is closable. The following example illustrates this. 
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Example 2.5.6 Let M be a non-dosed subspace of a Banach space X. Let G(T) = X x M. 

Then G(T) = G(T) = X x M. Since T(O) = M =f M = T(O), T is not closable. However, 

N(T) = X = N(T), i.e. T- 1 is closable. 

Proposition 2.5.7 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

PROOF 
Let Q := QT = Q~, and let (x,z) E G(QT). Then 3y E R(T) such that (x,y) E G(T) and 

T(O) 

Qy = z. Let (xn , Yn) be a sequence in G(T) converging to (x, y). Now QYn converges to Qy == z. 

Hence (xmQTxn) = (Xn, QYn) -+ (x,z), i.e. (x,z) E G(QT). 

Conversely, let (x,z) E G(QT). Then 3(xn,zn) E G(QT) such that 

(xm zn) -+ (x, z). Thus, 3Yn E R(T) such that (xn, Yn) E G(T) and 

QYn = Zn -+ Z E Qy E Y/T(O) for some Y E Y. Thus 3k E T(O) such that Yn -+ Y - k. 

Since T(O) C T(O), it follows that (x, Y - k) E G(T). Since Q(y - k) = Qy = z we have that 

(x, z) E G(QT). 

o 

Proposition 2.5.8 Let T E LR(X, Y). The following properties are equivalent: 

(i) T is closed. 

(ii) QT is closed and T(O) is closed. 

PROOF 
(i) => (ii) This follows from Propos:ition 2.5.7 and Proposition 2.5.2 (c). 

(ii) => (i) Applying Proposition 2 .. 5.7, 

D(T) = D(QT) = D(QT) = D(QT) = D(T). 

Furthermore, for x E D(T) we have QTx = QTx. Thus, Tx + T(O) = Tx + T(O), i.e. Tx = Tx. It 

follows that T = 

o 

Proposition 2.5.9 Let T E LR(X, Y). 

with equality holding if T(O) = T(O). 
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PROOF 

Clearly we may assume that IITII < 00. We prove by contradiction. Suppose IITII > IITII· Choose 

f > a and (xo, YO) E G(T) such that IIxoil ~ 1 and 

d(yo, T(O» > IITII + 2f. (2.21) 

Now choose (x,y) E G(T) such that IIxll ~ 1 and IIx - xoll + IIy - yoll < f. Since 

ld(yo, T(O» - dey, T(O»I ~ IIyo - yll < f, it follows from ( 2.21) that 

IITII+2€ < d(Yo,T{O» ~ d(Yo,T(O» ~ d(y,T(O»+f < IITII+f, 

which is a contradiction. Thus IITII ~ IITII. 

Suppose now that T(O) = T(O). Then for x E D{T) and y E Tx C Tx we have IITxll = 
d(Tx, T(O» = d{Tx, T(O» = IITxll, and the desired equality follows. 

o 

Corollary 2.5.10 Let T E LR{X, Y), then 

with equality holding if N(T) = N(T). 

Proposition 2.5.11 Let T E LR{X, Y) be closed and let Y be complete. If S E LR{X, Y) is 

continuous with S(O) C T{O) and D(S) :::> D{T), then T + S E LR(X, Y) is closed. 

PROOF 
Suppose T and S are single-valued, and let (xn) be a sequence in D(T) such that (T+S)xn -+ y E Y 

and Xn -+ x. Then 

(2.22) 

and, since S is continuous, the right-hand side of ( 2.22) converges to zero as m, n -+ 00. Thus, 

{Txn} is a Cauchy sequence, and 3z E Y such that TXn -+ z. Since T is closed, it follows 

that x E D(T) = D(T + S) C D(S) and Tx = z. Since S is continuous, SXn -+ Sx. Thus 

(T + S)xn -+ {T + S)x = y, i.e. T + S is closed. 

Passing to the general case, it follows from Proposition 2.5.8 that (S + T)(O) = T(O) is closed, 

and QTT is closed. Furthermore, QTS is single-valued and continuous (by Proposition 2.3.13). 

By what has already been shown, QT+s(T + S) = QTT + QTS is closed. Applying Proposition 

2.5.8, T + S is closed. 

o 
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2.6 The Adjoint of a Linear Relation 

Definition 2.6.1 The adjoint or conjugate T' of a linear relation T E LR(X, Y) is defined 

where 

Remarks 2.6.2 

We note that the terms adjoint and conjugate are used interchangeably throughout. 

If (yl,X/) E G(T') then yly = a/x for all y E Tx, x E D(T), i.e. Xl E T'y' {:> XiX = y'Tx for 

all x E D(T), i.e. 

If T is densely defined, then y'T, which is single-valued, has a unique extension to X, making T' 

single-valued. Thus, we may make the following assertions: 

Proposition 2.6.3 T' E LR(Y', XI) is a closed relation with 

D(T') = {y' E:: yl I y'T is continuous and single-valued} 

and T'y'x = y'Tx E lK for x E D(T) and yl E D(T' ). 

Proposition 2.6.4 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

(a) (T)' T' 

(b) (TI)-l = (T-1 ), 

(c) (>IT)' = >..T' 

PROOF 

We need only verify (c): Let >. E 1£(, >. =f; O. Then 

G«>.T)/) = {(y', x') I yly = Xl X far (x, y) E G(>'T)} 

= ((y',>.xl) I yl(>..y) = (>..xl)x far (x,y) E G(T)} 

= O(>..T'). 

<> 

The following equivalences are generalisations of well-known properties for closed single-valued 

operators (cf. Goldberg [60], N.1.2). The proofs are significantly simplified by the multivalued 

concept unifying them. 
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Proposition 2.6.5 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

(a) N(T') = R(T).L 

(b) T'(O) = D(T).L 

(c) N(T) = R(T') T 

(d) T(O) = D(T') T 

PROOF 
Statements in (b) and (d) follow from (a) and (c), respectively, by substituting T with T-l. Thus 

we only show that the latter two hold. 

(a) 

(c) 

y' E N(T') {::? (y', 0) E G{T') 

¢} y'y = 0 'Vy E R(T) 

{::? y' E R(T).L. 

x E N(T) ¢} (x,O) E G(T) = G(T).L T = G«_T-1)')T = G(_(T')-I)T 

¢} x' X = 0 "Ix' E R{T') 

¢} x E R(T')T. 

Proposition 2.6.6 Let S, T E LR{X, Y). Then 

(a) G{S' + T') c G( (S + T)'). 

(b) (S + T)' is an extension of S' + T' if and only if (D{S) n D(T) ).L = D(S).L + D(T).L. 

(c) If D(T) C D(S) and S is continuous, then S' + T' = (S + T)'. 

PROOF 

<> 

(a) Let (y',x') E G(S' + T'). Then (y',xD E G(S') and (y',x~) E G(T') where xi E S'y' and 

x~ E T'y', x' = xi +x;. Let (x,s+t) E G(S +T), s E Sx, t E Tx. Then 

y'{s + t) - XiX = y's +y't - xix - x~x = 0, 

i.e (y', x') E G( (S + T)' ). 

(b) Since (S + T)' is an extension of S' + T' if and only if (S + T)'(O) = S'(O) + T'{O), the result 

follows from Proposition 2.6.5 (b). 

(c) We first show that the domains are equal. Suppose y' E D( (S+T)'). Then y'S(O) +y'T(O) = 
y'(S + T)(O) = 0 and thus, y' S(O) = y'T(O) = 0 . Since S is continuous, so is y'S, and also y'T 
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since y'Tx = y'(S+T)x-y'Sx for all x E D(T) C D(S). Thus, y' E D(T')nD(S') = D(S' +T') . 

Since it follows from (a) that D(S' +T') c D( (S+T)'), the domains are equal. Now D(S) :J D(T) 

implies (D(S)nD(T».l.. = D(S).l..+D(T).l.., and hence (b) holds. It follows that S' +TI = (S+T).' 

o 

The following collection of results deal with the composition of relations. The next result is due 

to Kasdc [73J (see Cross [35]). 

Proposition 2.6.7 Let T E LR(X, Y), S E LR(Y, Z). Then 

(a) G(T'S') c G( (ST)'). 

(b) If either 

(1) R(T') = X' and D(S) C R(T) 

or (2) D(S') = ZI and R(T) C D(S) 

then (ST)' = T'SI. 

PROOF 

(a) Suppose (z', x') E G(T'SI) 

(Z',yl) E G(SI) and (y',x') E 

(x, z) E G(ST), Le. (Zl, Xl) E G( CST)'). 

Then' there exists yl E 

G(TI). Hence Zl z = yly 

yl such that 

XiX for all 

(b) Suppose (1) holds, and let (z',x') E G«ST)'). Since x, E X, = R(T'), there exists y' E Y' 

such that (y', x') E G(T'). Let (y .. z) E G(S). Then y E D(S) c R(T), and there exists x E D(T) 

such that (x,y) E G(T). Thus tr'y = x'x, and since (x,z) E G(ST), ZIZ = x'x = y'y, i.e. 

(z',yl) E G(S'). From this it follows that (z',x') E G(TIS'), and equality follows from (a). 

Now suppose that (2) holds. By Proposition 2.6.4 (b), we have that 

R«S-l y) = Z', and D(T-1 ) C R(S-l). Thus, by what has been shown, 

(T-IS-l), = (S-1),(T- 1),. 

Another application of Proposition 2.6.4 (b) yields the desired result. 

o 

An example showing that equality need not hold is given in Cross (III.1.7). 

Notation 2.6.8 Let E be a subspllce of a normed linear space X. We let Ji denote the natural 

injection map from E into X, i.e. for x E E, Ji x = x EX. 

Proposition 2.6.9 Let E be a subspace of X. Then 

(a) (Ji)' = Q~:. 
. X , X' (b) If E ~s closed, then (Q E) = JBi . 
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PROOF 

(a) Applying Proposition 1.7.9, Q~: : X, -t E' with 

for x' E X' and e E E. 

Similarly (Jg)' : X' -+ E' and 

«Jg)'x'), (e) = x'(Jg)e = x'e 

for x' E X' and e E E. Equality follows on combining ( 2.23) and ( 2.24). 

(b) Applying Proposition 1.7.9 again, (Q~)': El. -+ X, with 

«Q§)'e/) (x) == e'(Q~)x == e'x 

for x E X and e' E El.. 

Similarly J:~ : El. -+ X' with 

(J:~el) (x) == e'x 

for x E X and e' E El.. Equality follows on combining ( 2.25) and ( 2.26). 

Proposition 2.6.10 Let T E LR(X, V). Then 

(a) (QTT)' = T' i~[o)J.. . 

(b) (T JD(T»' = QT,T' • 

(c) (QTT JD(T»' = QT,T' JT(O)J. . 

PROOF 

These equalities follow from direct applications of Propositions 2.6.7 and 2.6.9. 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

o 

o 

Corollary 2.6.11 Let T E LR(X, V). Then D(T') = D«QT)/). Furthermore, T'y' = (QT),y' 

for y E D(T'). 

Proposition 2.6.12 Let T E LR(X, V). Then 

IIT'II ~ IITII· 

PROOF 

We may clearly assume that IITII < 00. Letting J:= JD(T) we have from Proposition 2.6.10 that 

(2.27) 
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By Proposition 2.6.5, the domain of the above relation contains D(T'), and hence for y' E D(T') 

we have (QT J)'y' = QTfT' JT(O)~Y" Furthermore, (QT J)' is single-valued since QT J is everywhere 

defined. Thus 

sup II(QT J)'y'll 
lI'EBD (T') 

s sup sup Ily'(QT J)xll 
lI'EBD(TJ) :lJEBD(T) 

s sup sup Ily'llllQT Jllllxli 
lI

f
EBD (T') :lJEBD(T) 

< IIQT JII = IITII· 

<> 

Proposition 2.6.13 Let T E LR(X, V). Then 

'Y(T') ;:::: 'Y(T). 

PROOF 

This follows from Proposition 2.Ei.12 combined with Proposition 2.3.4. 

<> 

In the Chapter 3, we show that the converses of (a) and (b) of the next proposition also hold; the 

converses of (c) and (d) are contai.ned in Propositions 2.2.12 and 2.3.5. 

Proposition 2.6.14 Let T E LR(X, V). Then 

(a) If T is continuous, then D(T') = T(O)J.. 

(b) 1fT is open, then R(T') = N(T)J.. 

(c) 1fT is continuous, then IIT'II := IITII < 00. 

(d) If T is open, then 'Y(T') = 'Y(T) > O. 

PROOF 

We need only show that (a) and (e) hold. 

(a) Suppose T is continuous. Then by Proposition 2.6.12, (QT J)' is continuous, and, by Propo

sition 2.6.3, its domain is the whole space, i.e. T(O)J.. Thus, by Proposition 2.6.10, the desired 

equality holds. 
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(c) 

IITtl1 = sup II(QT J)lytll 
II'EBD (T') 

= sup sup Ilyl(QT J)xll 
II'EBD (T') zEBD(T) 

= sup sup Ilyt(QT J)xll 
II'EBT (O)J. :cEBD(T) 

= sup II(QT J)xll 
ZEBD(T) 

= IIQT JII = /lTII· 

0 

2.7 Dimension Theorems and The Nullity, Deficiency and 

Index 

In this section we show that the fundamental theorem of linear algebra holds for multi valued oper

ators (Proposition 2.7.2). We then give an algebraic proof of an index theorem for the composition 

of multivalued operators in Proposition 2.7.3. 

We give the duality relations between the dimensions of the kernels and the codimensions of the 

. ranges of T and Tt in Proposition 2.7.6. These quantities also satisfy important inequalities 

when an open relation T is perturbed by another relation of suitably small norm. This is given 

in a multivalued generalisation of the classic small perturbation theorem for linear operators and 

its corollaries in Chapter 3. These perturbation results are central to the proofs of the various 

stability results for Fredholm type operators which are considered later on. We begin with some 

definitions. 

Definitions 2.7.1 The nullity and the deficiency of a linear relation T E LR(X, Y) are defined 

respectively as follows: 

aCT) .- dim N(T), and 

peT) .- codim R(T) .- dim Y j R(T). 

The quantity peT) is defined as follows : 

peT) := codimR(T) .- dimYjR(T). 

If either aCT) < 00 or peT) < 00, then we define the index of a linear relation as follows: 

x;(T) := aCT) - peT), 

where the value of the differences is taken to be x;(T):= 00 if aCT) is infinite and peT) < 00 and 

x;(T) := -00 if peT) is infinite and aCT) < 00. 
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The reduced index R(T) of a linear relation is defined analogously : 

R(T) := aCT) - i3(T) , 

prOvided aCT) < 00 or i3(T) < 00, and where R(T):= 00 if aCT) is infinite and i3(T) < 00, 

R(T) := -00 if i3(T) is infinite and aCT) < 00. 

Proposition 2.7.2 Let T E LR(X, V). Then 

dim D(T) + dim T(O) dim R(T) + dim N (T). 

PROOF 

For single-valued operators we have the equality 

dim D(T) = dim R(T) + dim N(T), (2.28) 

Let q: Y -+ YjT(O) be the quotient map from Y onto YjT(O). Then qT is single-valued with 

D(qT) = D(T) and N(qT) = N(T). Furthermore, qT satisfies the equality ( 2.28). Now 

dim R(T) = dim R( qT) + dim T(O). 

Thus, combining ( 2.28) and ( 2.29), we have 

dim D(T) + dim T(O) = dim D(qT) + dim T(O) 

= dimR(qT) + dimN(T) + dim T(O) 

= dimR(T) +dimN(T). 

Proposition 2.7.3 Let T E LR(X,Y) and S E LR(Y,Z). Suppose D(S) = Y. Then 

(2.29) 

-0 

a(ST) + f3(T) + (3(8) + dim (T(O) n N(S» = (3(ST) + aCT) + a(S). (2.30) 

PROOF 

We first suppose that S is single-valued. The map 

n N(ST)jN(T) -+ R(T) n N(S) 

n[x] ,- Tx n N(S) 

is onto and has a single-valued inverse. Thus, by Proposition 2.7.2, dim N(ST) j N(T) +dim n[O] = 
dim (R(T) n N(S) ), and hence 

dim N(ST) + dim n[O] = dim (R(T) n N(S) ) + dim N(T). (2.31) 

Let A := R(T) n N(S) , and choose a subspace B such that N(S) = A + B, 

An B = {OJ. Thus we have that 

dimN(S) = dim A + dim B. (2.32) 
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Furthermore R(T) n B = {OJ, and we may choose a subspace C such that Y R(T) + B + C and 

(R(T) + B) n C = {OJ. Then 

codim R(T) = dim B + dim C. (2.33) 

Now S is a one-one map on C since N(S) = A + B c R(T) + B. Thus 

dimS(C) = dimC and R(S) = S(R(T) + C) = R(ST) + S(C) with R(ST) n S(C) = S(O) = {OJ. 

It follows that dim Yj R(S) = dim Yj(R(ST) + S(C» and thus, 

codimR(S) + dimC = dim YjR(ST). 

By equalities ( 2.31), ( 2.32), ( 2.33) and ( 2.34), we have 

a(ST) + dim (T(O) n N(S» :,.. {J(T) + {J(S) + dim C 

= dim A + aCT) + dim B + dim C + {J(ST) 

= a(S) + aCT) + {J(ST) + dim C 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

Now if dim C 00, then {J(T) = 00 by ( 2.33) and ( 2.34) implies that 

{J(ST) = 00 and equality, hence, holds in equation (2.30). If dim C < 00, then subtracting 

dim C from equation ( 2.35) yields the desired equality. 

For the case when S is multivalued, we consider the single-valued operator qsS: Y ~ ZjS(O), 

where qs : Z ~ ZjS(O) is the natural quotient map. Let D be a subspace of Z such that 

Z = R(ST)+D and R(ST)nD = {OJ. Then {J(ST) = dimD, and qs(Z) = qs(R(ST»+qs(D) 

with qs( R(ST» n qs(D) = {OJ. Now qs is a one-one map on D since S(O) C R(ST). Thus 

dimqs(D) = dimD, and 

{J(qsST) = {J(ST). 

Since N(ST) C N(qsST) C N(qSTST) = N(ST), where qST: Z ~ ZjST(O) is the natural 

quotient map, it follows that 

a(qsST) = a(ST). 

It follows similarly that 

a(qsS) = a(S) 

and 

{J(qsS) = {J(S). 

Thus, substituting qsS for S, the result follows from the case when S is assumed to be single-valued. 

o 

Corollary 2.7.4 Let T E LR(X, Y) and S E LR(Y, Z). Suppose D(S) = Y and suppose T and 

S have finite indices. Then 

K(ST) = K(T) + /'i-(S) - dim (T(O) n N(S». 
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Lemma 2.7.5 Let S,T E LR(X, Y) and let S be an extension ofT such that dimD(S)jD(T) = 

n < 00. 

(a) If T is closed, then so is 8. 

(b) If T(O) is closed and R(T) is closed, then ReS) is closed. 

(c) 1fT has an index, then 11':(8) = n + II':(T). 

PROOF 

(a) By the hypothesis, D(S) == D(T) Ef) N where dimN = n. Let x E D(T), sEN. If 

(x + s,y) E G(S), then, since S(O) = T(O), is follows that y = Yl + Y2 where Yl E Sx = Tx 

and Y2 E Ss. Thus (x,yt) E G(T), (S,Y2) E G(SIN) and (x + s,y) (X,Yl) + (S,Y2). Thus, 

G(S) = G(T) + G(SIN)' Furthermore, since S(O) = T(O) , it follows that 

. G(QS) = G(QT) + G(QSIN) (2.36) 

Since QS is single-valued, dimG(QSIN)::; dimN < 00. Hence, since G(QT) is a closed subspace, 

G(QS) is closed. 

(b) If R(T) and T(O) are closed, then R(QT) is closed and by ( 2.36) 

R(QS) = R(QT) + QS(N) (2 .. 37) 

Thus, since QS(N) is finite-dimensional, R(QS) is closed. It follows that R(S) is closed. 

(c) If q denotes the quotient map defined on Y with kernel T(O), then II':(S) = II': (qS) and 

II':(T) = lI':(qT). It suffices then to prove the statement for the case when T, and so S, are single

valued, and n = 1. 

Suppose N = sp{x} for some x E D(S), x ¥= O. If Sx ¢ R(T), then R(S) = R(T)+sp{w}, where 

w = Sx, N(S) = N(T) and, henc,e, peT) = peT) + 1 and o:(T) = o:(S). Thus II':(S) = II':(T) + 1. 

If Sx E R(T), then R(S) = R(T). Thus, there exists a non-zero z E D(T) such that 

Sx Tz = Sz. Since S(z-x) = 0 and z-x ~ D(T), it follows that N(S) = N(T)+sp{z-x}, 

Le. o:(S) = o:(T) + 1. Thus I\:(S} = II':(T) + 1. 

Proposition 2.7.6 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

(a) o:(T') = peT). 

(b) o:(T) ~ peT'). 

PROOF 

We apply Propositions 2.6.5 and 1.7.9. 

(a) 

o:~) = ilimN~)=ilimRm~ 

= dim(Yj R(T»' = dim Y j R(T) 

= P(T). 
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(b) 

aCT) = dimN(T) = dimN(TY 

= dimXI/N(T).l. 

< dim XI/ R(TI) 

= {J(T') 

2.8 The Graph Operator and Relative Boundedness 

<> 

An arbirary linear relation T E LR(X, Y) may be considered as a bounded relation on D(T) as 

follows: 

Definitions 2.8.1 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then (XT, II-liT) denotes the vector space D(T) endowed 

with the norm IlxIIT:= IIxll + IITxll for x E D(T). The graph operator, GT E LR(XT' X) 

is defined 

D(GT) := XT, GTX:= x for x EXT. 

We let G denote the graph operator GT when T is understood. Clearly XT = XQT and, thus, 

GQT = GT. We note also that XT is nOrm isomorphic to G(T) when T is single-valued. 

Proposition 2.8.2 Let X and Y be complete and let T E LR(X, Y) be closed. Then XT is 

complete. 

PROOF 

The space XT = XQT is norm isomorphic to G(QT) which is closed in the Banach space X x 

Y/T(O). 

<> 

Proposition 2.8.3 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then TG is bounded with 

IITGII = 1~1i'¥11 
where : := 1. 

PROOF 

IITGII = sup IITGxl1 
IIJEXT IIxllT 

= sup IITxl1 
IIJED(T) IIxll + IITxl1 

IITxll -1 = sup 
1 + IiTxllllxll-1 ·lIxll IIJED(T) 

= IITII 
1 + IITII' 
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<> 

Proposition 2.8.4 Let T E LR(X, V). Then TG is open if and only if T is open and 

{ 

00 if 
'Y(TG) = ~ 

T=O 

otherwise 
(2.38) 

I+1(TJ 

where : := 1. 

PROOF 

Clearly the expression is true for T = O. For the case T :j:. 0, N(TG) = N(T) as a subspace of the 

vector space D(T). Now 

d(x,N(TG) ) = inf Ilx - ZIIT 
z€N(TG) 

= inf (11x - zll + IIT(x - z}1D 
z€N(TG) 

= inf Ilx - zll + IITxl1 
z€N(T) 

= d(x,N(T» + IITxll. 

Thus, 

'Y(TG) = inf IITGxll 
z€Xp\N(TG) d(x,N(TG) ) 

= inf IITx/l 
z€D(T)\N(T) d( x, N(T) ) + IITxll 

= [ sup d( x, N(T» + IITxll r 1 

z€D(T)\N(T) IITxll 

= [ 'Y(T)-l + 1 r 1 

= 'Y(T) 
1 + 'Y(T), 

<> 

The renorming of D(T) is also useful when one wishes to consider a perturbation T + S of the 

relation T by some S E LR(X, V). For example, to show that some property holds, it may be 

sufficient for the relation GTS E LR(XT, Y) to be continuous. 

Definitions 2.8.5 A relation S ii~ said to be T-bounded if D(S) C D(T) and T(O) :::> S(O), 

and there exist a, b E 1R such tha;t 

IISxll :5 allxll + bllTxll for x E D(T). (2.39) 

If Sis T bounded, then the infimum of all b such that ( 2.39) holds is called the T - bound of S. 
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The next proposition generalises a result due to B. Sz. Nagy (see [124]) : 

Proposition 2.8.6 Let T E LR(X, Y) and suppose S E LR(X, Y) satisfies S(O) C T(O) and 

D(S) ::J D(T), and is T-bounded with a, b > 0, b < 1 such that for x E DCT) 

IISxll :::; allxll + bllTxll· 

ra) The norms II-liT and II-IIT+S are equivalent. 

(b) If X, Y are complete and T is closed, then T + S is closed. 

PROOF 

We prove (a) and (b) together and note that the argument for (a) does not require that T be closed 

or that the spaces be complete. We first assume that T and S are single-valued. Let x E D(T). 

Then 

IICT + S)xll :::; IITxll + IISxl1 :::; allxll + (1 + b)llTxl1 (2.40) 

and, 

,,(T + S)xll ;::: I/Txll-I/Sxll ;::: -aI/xII + (1- b)IITxll 

or equivalently 

IITxll < (1- b)-t(II(T + S)xl/ + allxll) 
a 1 

= (1 - b) Ilxll + (1 _ b) II(T + S)xll· (2.41) 

Thus the norms are equivalent. Now suppose T is closed, the spaces are complete and suppose 

3 {xn } C D(T) such that Xn -+ x and (T + S)xn -+ Y E Y. Then, by ( 2.41), {Txn } is Cauchy 

and converges in Y. Furthermore, since T is closed, x E D(T) = D(T + S) and TXn -+ Tx. Thus, 

applying ( 2.40), 

II(T + S)(Xn - x)l/ :::; allxn - xii + (1 + b)llTxn - Txll -+ o. 

It follows that (T + S)xn -+ (T + S)x. 

Passing to the general case, we note that (T + S)(O) = T(O) is closed, and that QTT is closed. We 

also have that 

IIQTSxll :::; IIQsSxll == IISxll :::; aI/xII + bllTxll = aI/xII + bIlQTTxll· 

Thus, QTS is single-valued and T-bounded, and, by what has already been shown, QT+s(T+S) = 

QTT + QTS is closed. Applying Proposition 2.5.8, it follows that T + S is closed. 

o 

Corollary 2.8.7 The norms II-liT and II-IL>'-T are equivalent. 

PROOF 

Since II>'xll:::; 1>'llIxll + bll- Txll for any b < 1, the property follows by substituting )..J for S in 

Proposition 2.8.6. 

o 
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2.9 Canonical Factorisation 

The canonical factorisation of T' E LR(X, Y) provides a single-valued inverse for T similar to the 

way that the product QTT is a single-valued operator corresponding to T. 

Definitions 2.9.1 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then the injective component l' of T is the map 

l' ;:= T(Q~(T))-l E LR(X/N(T), Y). 

The represenatation T = TQ:(T) is referred to as the canonical factorisation of T'. 

Clearly T[x] = Tx for x E D(T)., where [x] = x + N(T) E X/N(T). We note that if N(T) is not 

closed then X/N(T) is not a normed linear space. 

Proposition 2.9.2 Let T E LR(X, Y). If N(T) is closed, then 

(a) T is closed if and only if l' i~i closed, 

(b) ,(T) = ,(1'). 

PROOF 

We first note that 

(2.42) 

(a) Applying Proposition 2.5.8 to T-l, it follows that from ( 2.42) above that T- 1 is closed if and 

only if 1'-1 is closed. 

(b) By ( 2.42) above and the definition of the norm quantity, we have 

(2,43) 

Thus by ( 2.43) and Proposition :t3.4, the desired equality holds. 

Corollary 2.9.3 Let T E LR(X, Y). If T(O) is closed, then IITII = 111'11. 

Substituting T with T-1 in Propo13ition 2.9.2, the desired equality follows from ( 2.43). 
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2.10 Notes and Remarks 

The material of this chapter is derived from Cross [35], Chapters I, II and III (references to 

original sources and research papers can be found there). For reference and completeness, we give 

proofs here as well ~ most of the proofs given are essentially the same as those provided by Cross, 

though minor differences occur in some arguments. We note, however, that the proof given for 

Proposition 2.8.4 ( which is simpler than the arguments given in Cross [35], IV.3.1O and IV.3.11) 

and the generalisation given in Proposition 2.8.6 are due to the author. The definitions and proofs 

given in Section 2.9 are also due to the author - the definitions given here are equivalent to those in 

Cross [35], V.13; the proofs of the statements in Proposition 2.9.2 are simpler than the arguements 

given in [35J, V.13. 

The contents of Sections 2.1 to 2.6 form part of the basic toolbox for investigating linear relations, 

and are applied variously in the sequel. Properties on the nullity and deficiency introduced in 

Section 2.7 form a fundamental part of the theory of Fredholm relations. Results on the index are 

applied in Chapter 6 (remarks are also made in the introduction to Section 2.7). Properties in 

Section 2.8 on the graph operator and relative boundedness are also applied in Chapter 6 where 

some of the stabilty theorems are extended to classes of relatively bounded and relatively compact 

relations. Properties of the canonical factorisation of a linear relation are given in Section 2.9 for 

application in Chapters 6. 
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Chapter 3 

Theorems for Multivalued Linear 

Operators 

Three famous theorems are said to form the basis of functional analysis, namely the Hahn-Banach 

theorem (stated in Chapter 1), the Uniform Boundedness principle (also referred as the Banach

Steinhaus theorem), and the Closed Graph / Open Mapping theorem. In this chapter we give 

an operator version of the Baire property, and we illustrate this with a proof for multi valued 

linear operators. Both the Uniform Boundedness Principle and the Closed Graph/Open Mapping 

theorem are consequences of the Baire property. Furthermore, these results are closely related to 

one another. The former (or one of its corollaries) is sometimes given as a consequence(s) of the 

latter (see for example Goldberg [60], Wilansky [143] or Willard [144]). In our treatment, we give 

the Uniform Boundedness Principle as a simple consequence of the Baire property. In Section 3 

we discuss the Closed Graph, Open Mapping and Closed Range theorems. In Section 4 we derive 

the State Diagram for linear relations from results contained in the earlier sections in this chapter. 

This construction summarises some of the relationships between properties of a linear relation and 

those of its adjoint. The Small Perturbation theorem, given in Section 5, serves as the basis for the 

perturbation and stability results of the index which are discussed Chapter 6. The basic theorem 

in this section only requires that the operator be open. The final section introduces a new class 

of linear relations, Multivalued Linear Projections. We derive conditions for the sums of closed 

subspaces in a Banach space to be closed by applying properties of continuous projections, the 

characterisation of multivalued projections in terms of pairs of subspaces combined with the closed 

graph and closed range theorems. 
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3.1 The Baire Category Theorem for Linear Relations 

Definitions 3.1.1 Let M be a subset of a topological space X. We let MO denote the interior of 

the set M, i.e. 

If M is dense in some non-trivial open set, then M is said to be somewhere dense, i.e. 

otherwise M is called nowhere dense. 

A set is said to be of first category if it is the union of a countable family of nowhere dense sets. 

Otherwise it is said to be of second category. 

Example 3.1.2 ([J is dense in JR, JR is not dense in JR2, ([J is first category in JR, Z is first 

category in JR, but second category in itself. 

Letting A = X \ M, it follows that M is nowhere dense if and only if To = X, i.e. a closed 

set is nowhere dense if and only if it's complement is open dense in X. We note equivalent 

characterisations of the Baire property: 

Let X be a topological space, let {Xn} be an arbitrary sequence of closed subsets of X, and let 

An := X \ X n. The following are equivalent: 

(i) X is second categoT'y in itself. 

(ii) X = U Xn => 3 n E IN such that X~ =F 0. 
nEN 

(iii) V n E IN, X~ = 0 => (U Xn)O = 0. 
nEN 

(iv) V n E IN, An = X=>C nAn) = X. 
nEN 

The Baire category theorem states that a complete metric space is of second category in itself. 

Instead of considering an indexed family of dense subsets of a complete metric space, we consider a 

sequence of spaces linked by a sequence of continuous maps, each having dense range. The classic 

result, which proves that the inte:rsection of a family of dense subsets is dense, then follows as a 

special case. The Baire theorem for linear relations, Theorem 3.1.6, is applied in Theorem 7.6.2 

on the domain of iterates of a linear relation in Chapter 7. 

Definitions 3.1.3 Let (Xn)nEN be a sequence of non-empty sets, and let (Tn)nEN be a sequence 

of maps such that Tn: Xn -+ Xn~~l' Then the inverse limit lim(Xn, Tn)nEN is defined by: 
t--
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For k E IN, let 1fk denote the kth co-ordinate projection from n Xn onto Xk. Then 

{ x E X k I 3 (Xn)n~k E II Xn such that 
n~k 

Xk = x and Xn E Tn+l(xn+l) 'tin 2: k }. 

Example 3.1.4 If (Xn)nEN is a sequence of non-empty subsets of a set X such that 

Xl :J X 2 :J ... , and if Tn : Xn -+ X n- l is the injection mapping for each n, then lim (Xn, Tn) 
<-

00 

is isomorphic to n X n . This identification follows easily from the followng equalities: 
n=l 

00 

l~(Xn,Tn) = {(Xl,X2, ... ) I Xn =Xn-l 'tin} = {(Xl,X2, ... ) I Xl E n X n }. 
n=l 

The notion of the inverse limit of a sequence of sets arose out of questions about the topological 

properties of infinite products II Xn . Particularly, if each set Xn has the discrete topology, then 

the same does not necessarily hold for II Xn (cf. Willard [144]). 

Questions about the existence of invariant subspaces of linear operators led to the investigation 

of properties of sets of the form 

where T is a linear operator on a normed linear space X . The set F~ is referred to as the orbit of 

the point x EX. The relevance of invariant subspace problems is discussed briefly in the concluding 

section of Chapter 7 on spectral theory. 

Example 3.1.5 H T E L(X), Xn := X and Tn:= Tn, then set F~ may be identified with the 

point 

Theorem 3.1.6 (The Baire property for Linear Relations) Let {(Xn, 1I-lIn)}~=o be a se

quence of Banach spaces and let {Tn}~=l be a sequence of continuous linear relations such that 

each Tn maps Xn into X n- 1 with dense range and Tn(O) is closed for each n. Then 

00 n TlT2 ... TnXn is dense in (Xo, 11-110) (3.1) 
n=l 

PROOF 

We first suppose Tn(O) = X n- l for some n E IN. Let Tk be the first map in the sequence such 

that Tk(O) = Xk-l' Since 0 E Tk+lTk+2 .. . Tk+nXk+n for any n E IN, it follows that for any 

m E IN such that m 2: k we have : 
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Hence, 

00 k-l n T11"2 ... TnXn n T1T 2 ••. T nX n 
n=l n=l 

which is clearly dense in (Xo, 11-110)' 

Now suppose Tn(O) =I X n - 1 for any n E IN. For m ~ n we abbreviate the composition of 

relations, Tm+ITm+2'" Tn E LR(Xn' Xm) as follows: define im,n E LR(Xn , Xm) by 

ii m < n 

ii m=n 
(3.2) 

We show that lim(Xn , Tn) =I !~, and that given any Xo E Xo, we may construct a sequence 
+-

Zn E Xn such that Zo E 1T'0( lim(Xn , Tn) ) is arbitrarily close to Xo· 
+-

Let Xo E Xo, let € > 0, and for n ~ 1, select Xn E Xn such that 

Fixing m, it follows that for n 2: m, 

d( im,n(xn ) , im,n+l(Xn+d) = d( im,n(xn ) , im,n(Jn,n+l(Xn+d) ) 

< Ilim,nll d ( Xn , in,n+l(xn+d ) 

< 

Furthermore, if p 2: m and q > 0, then 

< 

< 

< 

< 

d(Jm,p(xp), im,p+q(xp+q» 

Ilim,pll d(xp , ip,p+q(xp+q» 

Ilim,pll [d(xp , fp,P+l(xp+l» + d(Jp,p+l(xp+d, i p,p+2(Xp+2» 

+ ... + d(Jp,p+q-I(Xp+q-d, ip,p+q(xp+q» 1 
Ilim,pll (d(xp , lp,p+l(Xp+l» + Ilip,pHl1 d(XP+l , i p+l,p+2(Xp+2» 

+ ... + Ilip,p+q-111 d(Xp+q_l , ip+q-l,p+q(Xp+q» J 
€ 2-P € 2-(pH} 

Ilim,pll [ IIT11lIlidl ... IITpll + Ilip,p+dIIITIIIIIT2//" .IITp+l11 
€ 2-(p+q-l) 

+ ... + Ilip,p+q-111 IIT111I1T2 11 ... IITp+q-111 J 

2-P e.2-(p+l) 

Ilim,pll [ IITIIIII~all ... IITpll + IIT1 1111T211 ... IITp// 
2-(p+q-l) 

e. ] 
+ ... + IITIII IIT211·· ·IITpll 

L~q-12-i 
e ~=p 

IITIII···IITmll 
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In particular, for m = p and n > m, 

2:~ 2- i 

Let Om,n := € IITli'I .. 1IT", II , and for each n > m, choose zm,n E fm,n(xn ) C Xm such that 

Then it follows from the above that {zm,n}n>m is a Cauchy sequence, and since Xm is complete, 

{zm,n}n>m converges to some Zm E X m . Furthermore, IIxm - zmll < €.2.(IIT1 11 ... IITmll)-l. 

Now for n;:::: m+ 1 we have 

Zm,n E fm,n(xn ) = fm,m+l (fm+l,n(Xn )) 

= fm,m+l(zm+l,n + fm+l,n(O)) 

= fm,m+l(zm+l,n)' 

Moreover, since zm,n -+ Zm, it follows that 

Similarly, zm+l,n -+ Zm+l, and since fm,m+l is continuous, it follows that 

i.e. 

Since fm,m+l (0) is closed, it follows that 

Since m was fixed arbitrarily, it follows that 

00 

Thus, Zo E n T 1T2 ... TnXn, and, since € was arbitrary, 
n=l 

00 n T 1T2 ••• TnXn is dense in Xo· 
n=l 

<> 

Corollary 3.1.7 Let {(Xn , II-/ln) }~=o be a sequence of Banach spaces, and {Tn}~l be a 

sequence of continuous everywhere-defined linear relations such that each Tn maps Xn into X n- 1 

with dense range, and Tn(O) is closed for each n. Let Gn be a sequence of subspaces such that each 

Gn is dense in X n . Then 

00 

r Go n n T1Tz ··· TnGn is dense in (Xo, II-II) (3.3) 
n=l 
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PROOF 
First, let Ao:= Go and define An := Gn n T,;-l(An_d. Then Tn(An) C An- 1 for all n. Fur-

thermore, since Tn is continuous for each n E IN, it follows that TnAn is dense in 

n E IN. Thus, by Theorem 3.1.6, 

for each 

00 _ 

n T 1T2 ··· TnAn is dense in Ao. 
n=l 

Furthermore, since An C Gn for all n E IN, and Ao is dense in Xo, it follows that r is dense in 

Xo· 

<> 

Corollary 3.1.8 Let {(Xn. dn)}~o be a sequence of Banach spaces, and {Tn}~l be a sequence 

of continuous linear relations such that Tn maps Xn into X n - 1 with dense range, and Tn(O) is 

closed for each n E IN. Then 'rIk E IN 

<> 

Theorem 3.1.6 is a topological result and can be proved in terms of open balls rather than the 

derivation given above which used properties of the norm. In Lennard [91], this method was used 

to prove the same theorem for a sequence of single-valued operators acting on complete metric 

spaces. The requirement that the operators be linear is not necessary in that approach, and hence, 

considering dense subsets rather than dense subspaces, Theorem 3.1.9 below, the Baire Category 

Theorem for Banach spaces, which is stated here without proof, could be deduced as a corollary. 

Theorem 3.1.9 (The Baire Category theorem for normed linear spaces) A Banach space 

X is second category in itself. 

3.2 The Uniform Boundedness Principle 

Theorem 3.2.1 (The Uniform Boundedness Principle) Let {TA E LR(X, YA) I >. E A} be 

an indexed family of everywhere defined continuous linear relations from a Banach space X into 

normed spaces YA, >. EA. If for e.ach x E X we have 

then 

sup IITAxl1 < 00, 
AEA 

sup IITAII < 00. 
AEA 
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PROOF 
Let An:= {x E X I IITAxl! :::; n, A E A}. Now X = U An. Thus, by the Baire Category 

nEN 
theorem, there exists k E IN such that Ak , which is a closed set, contains a non-empty open ball. 

Let B(a,r) C Ak be a ball with radius r > 0 and centred at a. Then for x E X, IIxll < r, we have 

x + a E B(a, r). Thus, for each A E A, 

It follows that IITAII ~ 2k/r for all A E A. 

<> 

The following example illustrates that the assumption of completeness cannot be omitted from 

Theorem 3.2.1. 

Example 3.2.2 Let Coo denote the collection of real-valued sequences x = {xn} such that Xn i: 0 

for at most a finite number of n E IN, and IIxll := sup Ixnl. Let {tn} be a sequence of linear 
n 

functionals defined by tn(x) := nxn. Then {tn} is pointwise bounded and limtn(x) -+ 0 for each 
n 

x E X. However, Iltnll n for each n E IN. 

The next corollary, also called the Banach-Steinhaus (closure) theorem, is sometimes given as an 

alternative form of the Uniform Boundedness principle (the latter may be derived from the former). 

Corollary 3.2.3 Let X be complete and let {Tn} C LR(X, Y) be a sequence of everywhere defined 

continuous linear relations. 1fT E LR(X, Y) is an everywhere defined relation such that Tn(O) C 

T(O) for each n E IN and lim IITnx - TxlI = 0 for all x E X, then T is continuous. 
n~oo 

The next example shows that the condition, Tn(O) C T(O) for each n E IN, is necessary in 

Corollary 3.2.3. 

Example 3.2.4 Let X be a nonzero normed space, let T E LR(X) be an unbounded linear relation 

and suppose R(Tn) X for all n. Then for x i: 0, 

Completeness is not required in the next corollary. 

Corollary 3.2.5 Let X be a normed linear space. Suppose that for each Xl E Xl, W C X satisfies 

Then W is bounded. 

PROOF 

sup Ixlwl < 00. 
wEW 

The result follows from Theorem 3.2.1 with W considered as a subset of Xli. 
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3.3 The Closed Graph, Open Mapping and Closed Range 

Theorems 

In Proposition 2.5.2 we showed that a continuous linear relation T, with closed domain and T(O) 

closed, is closed. The Closed Graph theorem (Theorem 3.3.7 below) gives a partial converse of 

this property. The Closed Range Theorem is closely related to this result and, in the setting of 

linear relations, the Open Mapping and Closed Domain theorems are trivially equivalent to the 

Closed Graph and Closed Range theorems, respectively. These theorems apply to closed relations 

defined on complete spaces. Proposition 3.3.2 and its Corollary 3.3.3 are consequences of the 

Uniform Boundedness principle, but hold more generally, i.e. the relation need not be closed, nor 

is it necessary that the spaces be eomplete. 

We note that the Closed Graph and Closed Range theorems are well-known for single-valued 

operators on general topological linear spaces. We prove results for multi valued linear relations 

in the setting of normed spaces. In [13], the authors prove the Closed Graph theorem for convex 

processes. 

Notation 3.3.1 We let X denote the completion of a normed linear space X, and 

if T E LR(X, V), then T, defined by G(T):= (G(T)r, denotes the completion ofT. 

In the Closed Graph / Open Mapping and Closed Range / Closed Domain Theorems, it is assumed 

that the spaces are complete and that the operator is closed. Analogous properties follow by passing 

to the completion of the spaces and of the operator. Thus, more generally, we show that : 

and 

R(T) is closed -¢} R(T') is closed # R(TI) is weak*-closed, 

D(T) is closed {::> D(TI) is closed # D(T') is weak*-closed, 

1~ is open # R(T) is closed, 

T is continuous # D(T) is closed. 

Proposition 3.3.2 Let T E LR(X, V). Then 

(a) T is continuous if and only if D(T') = T(O).L. 

(b) T is open if and only if R(T') N(T).L. 

PROOF 

(a) By Proposition 2.6.14, we only need to prove the reverse implication. We first assume that T 

is single-valued. Then D(T') = T(O).L = yl, and hence, for any y' E Y' we have 

sup Iy'yl 
YET(UD(T) 

sup ly'Txl 
roEUD(T) 

< Ily'TII 
< 00. 
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By Corollary 3.2.5, T(UD(T») is bounded, and hence, 11TH < 00. More generally, if T is 

multivalued, then the result follows from the above and the equivalence IIQTII = IITII. 

Clearly (b) is equivalent to (a). 

Corollary 3.3.3 Let T E LR(X, Y) be closed. Then 

(a) T is continuous if and only if D(TI) is weak*-closed. 

(b) T is open if and only if R(TI) is weak*-closed. 

PROOF 
We need only verify (a). By Proposition 3.3.2, D(TI) = T(O).L = D(TI) T.L = D(TI) *. 

<> 

<> 

Lemma 3.3.4 Let T E LR(X, V). 

(a) 1fT' is open, then TUD(T) :) "Y(T')UR(T) , 

(b) If T' is continuous, then IIT'IIT 1 U R(T) :J U D(T)' 

PROOF 
We note that (b) follows from (a) by replacing T with T-l, To prove (a), let "Y:= "Y(T'), We first 

assume that T' is injective. Suppose y E U R(T) (0, "Y), y ¢ TU D(T)' Since TU D(T) is closed and 

convex, by Theorem 1.6.3, there exists yl ::j:. 0, y' E Y' such that 

Reyly ~ Reik V k E TUD(T)' 

Now if x E UD(T) then, using polar form, y'Tx lylTxleio , Sincee-iox E UD(T), it follows that 

Rey'y ~ ReyIT(eiOx) lylTxl 

for all x E U D(T)' In particular, if x = 0, then lyIT(O)I::; Re yly, and hence, it must be the case 

that yIT(O)::::: O. Thus yl E D(TI), and, since (r)-1 is single-valued, 

lIyl llllyll ~ Iylyl ~ sup ly'Txl = IITVII > "Yllylll· 
XEUD(T) 

It follows that Ilyll ~ "Y, which is a contradiction. 

Suppose T' is not injective. Let S E LR(X,R(T)) be defined Sx := Tx. Then S' is injective 

since {O}-t = R(T).L = N(S'), where R(T).L is considered as a subset of R(T)'. Furthermore, 
R(T) 

T = JR(T)S and identifying spaces up to isomorphism, Y'jR(T).L = R(T)' and T' = S'Q~ 
R(T)J.. 

SIQY' (Proposition 1.7.9). Thus, by Proposition 2.9.2, S' = TI(QY' )-1 is open and "Y(SI) = 
N(T') N(T') 

"Y(T') . Thus, by what has already been proved, 

and the result follows. 
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o 

Lemma 3.3.5 Let X be a normed linear space. If K C X is a convex set satisfying 

K and the interior of K is nonempty, then the point ° (zero) is also an interior point 

inK. 

PROOF 
By the hypothesis, there exists u E K and A > 0 such that AU x + u C K. Choose v E X such that 

Ilvll < 2A. Then 

v v 
v (u + '2) - (u - '2) 

E UX(U,A)-UX(U,A) 

c K+K=2K 

since K is convex. Thus Ux(0,2A.) C 2K, from which it follows that Ux(O, A) C K. 

Lemma 3.3.6 Let T E LR(X, Y) be closed, and single-valued. 

(a) If Y is a Banach space then 

AUD(T) C 

(b) If X is a Banach space then 

AU R(T} C T B D(T) => AU R(T) C T B D(T)' 

PROOF 

(a) Let V := T-l BR(T) = {x E X IllTxl1 :5 I}, and assume UD(T) (0, A) C V. Then 

U(O,aA) C aV, a> O. 

o 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Let 0 < € < 1. If x E X and Ilxll <: A, then x E V and there exists Xl E V such that IIx xd I < €A 

and 

x - Xl E U(O,€A) C eV. 

Thus there exists X2 E € V such that Ilx - Xl - x211 < €2 A. By induction, we may construct a 

sequence (Xn)nEN such that 

n 

n 

II~c - I>ill < €n A, Xi E €i-1V. 
i=l 

Let Sn := L: Xi· Then by ( 3.6) and the definition of V, it follows that Sn -+ X and 
i=l 
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For n > m, we have 
00 00 

IITsn - TSml1 < 2.: IITxill::; 2.: €i-l = --* 0 
i=m+l i=m+l 

as m --* 00. Thus (TSn)nEl'l is a Cauchy sequence, and TSn --* y for some y E Y. Since T is 

closed, it follows that Tx = y and 
00 

IITxll = IIYII ::; 2.: IITxil1 ::; 
i=l 

provided Ilxll < A. Since € > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that x E V. 

(b) The implication, ( 3.5) follows from ( 3.4) of (a) by replacing T with T-1 . <> 

By Propositions 2.2.11 and 2.3.3, the right hand sides of ( 3.4) and ( 3.5) are geometric charac

terisations of continuity and openess, respectively. 

Theorem 3.3.1 (The Closed Graph and Open Mapping theorems for Linear Relations) 

Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and let T E LR(X, Y) be closed. 

(a) T is continuous if and only if D(T) is closed. 

(b) T is open if and only if R(T) is closed. 

PROOF 

Suppose T is continuous. Let {xn } C D(T) be a sequence such that Xn --* X, X E X. Since QT 

is continuous, QTxn is a Cauchy sequence and hence, converges to some y E Y /T(O). Since QT 

is closed, (x, y) E G(QT), and hence, x E D(T). 

To see that the converse holds, we first suppose T is single-valued. Without loss of generality, we 
00 

may assume that D(T) X. Let V:= T- 1 B R(T). Since T is linear, X = U n V and, by the 
11.=1 

Baire Category theorem, there exists k E IN such that kV = kV has an interior point. It follows 

that V has a interior point. FUrthermore, V is convex and satisfies V = - V. Thus, by Lemma 

3.3.5, there exists A > 0 such that U(O,A) C V. Thus, it follows from Lemma 3.3.6 that for any 

point x E D(T), the inverse image of a neighbourhood Tx is a neighbourhood of x. 

Passing to the the general case, we have that QT is closed and D( QT) = D(T). By what has 

already been proved, the claim holds for QT. Thus, IITII = IIQTII < 00 and T is continuous. 

Clearly the statement in (h) is equivalent to the one in (a). 

<> 

Theorem 3.3.8 (Closed Range theorem for multivalued linear operators) Let X and Y 

be Banach spaces and let T E LR(X, Y) be closed. The following are equivalent: 

(i) R(T) is closed. 

(ii) R(T') is closed. 

(iii) R(T') is weak*-closed. 
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PROOF 

Clearly (iii) => (ii). 

(i)=> (ii) 

By Theorem 3.3.7, if R(T) is closed then T is open. By Proposition 2.6.13, this implies T' is 

open. The desired implication follows from Theorem 3.3.7 applied to T'. 

(i)<=> (iii) 

By Theorem 3.3.7, R(T) is closed if and only if T is open. By Proposition 3.3.2, T is open if and 

only if R(T') = N(T)J... Since R(T') T N(T) (Proposition 2.6.5), it follows that T is open if 

and only if R(T') = R(T') T J.. = 'R:(T') *. 

(ii) => (i) 

By Theorem 3.3.7, T' is open. By Lemma 3.3.4, TBD(T) => j(T')UR(T). Since T is closed, it 

follows from Lemma 3.3.6 and Propositions 2.3.3 and 2.3.5 that T is open. Hence, it follows 

from another application of Theorem 3.3.7 that R(T) is closed. 

o 

Theorem 3.3.9 

(a) If X is complete, then j(T):= j(T'). Furthermore, if j(T) > 0, then R(T) is closed. 

(b) If Y is complete, then IITII:::: IIT'II. Furthermore, if 111'11 < 00, then D(T) is closed. 

PROOF 

(a) If T' is not open, then, by Proposition 2.6.13, j(T) ~ j(T') = O. H T' is open, then, by the 

Open Mapping and Closed Range Theorems, 3.3.7 and 3.3.8, respectively, R(T) is closed, and 

furthermore, by Proposition 2.3.3, there exists A > 0 such that 

TBx => ABR(T)' (3.7) 

Without loss of generality, assume that T is closed. Now if x E Bx and (x,y) E G(T) such 

that y E Y, then there is a sequence (xn' Yn) E G(T) such that (xn, Yn) -+ (x, Y), and hence 

(x, y) E X x Y since X is complete. We have shown that 

TBx nYc TBD(T)' 

Furthermore, since T is closed, it follows that x E B D(T) and yET B D(T)' Thus, 
00 ex;> 

R(T) n Y => R(T) = U nTBD(T) => (U nTBx) n Y = R(T) nY, 
n=l 

and hence, R(T) is closed. By taking intersections of both sides of ( 3.7) with R(T), it follows that 

TBD(T) => ABR(T)' (3.8) 

Applying Proposition 2.3.3 again, it follows that T is open, and hence, by Proposition 2.6.14, 

j(T) = j(T'). 

(b) follows from (a) by substituting T-l for T and applying Proposition 2.3.4. 

o 
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3.4 The State Diagram of Linear Relations 

State diagrams for unbounded and/or closed linear operators were compiled for single-valued op

erators by Goldberg [60J as summaries of some of the relationships which exist between a linear 

relation T and its adjoint T'. M. Moller extended the diagrams to linear relations( M.Sc. disser

tation, 1976, cf. Cross [35]), and Cross showed that similar diagrams hold for the essential states 

of linear relations (see Theorem 5.8.4). 

Definition 3.4.1 A linear relation T E LR(X, Y) is classified according to the following states: 

I R(T) = Y 

II R(T) # Y but R(T) = Y 

III R(T) # Y 

1 T- 1 is single - valued and continuous 

2 T- 1 is single - valued but is not continuous 

3 T- 1 is not single - valued 

As examples, if R(T) = Y then T is said to be in state I, written T E I. Similarly, T E 3 means 

that T is in state 3, i.e. T is not injective. If for example T E I and T E 3, then we write T E 13 , 

The same classification and corresponding notation is applied to TI. If for example we have that 

T E 13 and T' E IIIt then we write (T, T') E (Is,IIIt). The implications and equivalences of 

Proposition 3.4.2 are summarised in a table of Theorem 3.4.3. 

Proposition 3.4.2 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

(a) TEl ¢} T' E I. 

(b) T' E 1 =? TI ¢ II. 

(c) T E II uIIt ¢} T' E It· 

(d) T E I II ¢} T' E 3. 

(e) T E 3 =? T' E III. 

(f) If Y is complete and T E I, then T' E 1. 

PROOF 

(a) TEl ¢} R(T') = N(T).l. = Xl (Proposition 3.3.2 ) 

¢} T' E I 

(b) 

(c) 

T' E 1 =? R(TI) is closed (Theorem 3.3.7 ) 

=? T' 1:. II. 
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T E 11 U III {::> T' E I and R(T)..L = {O} (applying part(a) ) 

{::> T' E I and N(T') = {O} (Proposition 2.6.5 ) 

{::> T' E 11 ( Theorem 3.3.7 ) 

(d) TE III {::> R(T)..L N(T') 1= {OJ (Proposition 2.6.5 ) 

{::> T' E 3 

(e) TE3 =? {OJ 1= N(T) c R(T') T ( Proposition 2.6.5 ) 

=? 'P' E III 

(f) Suppose Y is complete. Then 

TEl =? R(T) = Y 

=? N(T'):= {OJ and R(T') is closed 

( Proposition 2.6.5 and Theorem 3.3.8, respectively) 

=? T' E 1 (Theorem 3.3.7) 

Theorem 3.4.3 The State Diagram for Linear Relations 

. III3 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

IlIa 1111111 y y 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

IIII 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 · 

II3 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 I 
II2 1111111 y 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111 1111111 1111111 ! 

Ih 1111111 1111111 1111111 i 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 i 

13 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

t Ia 1111111 1111111 1111111 i 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

T' 11 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

Y : this state cannot occur if Y is complete 
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Proposition 3.4.4 Let X be complete, and let T E LR(X, Y) be closed. 

(a) T' E II =} TEll. 

(b) T' E II h =} T E 13 • 

(c) If X is reflexive and T is injective, then R(T') is dense in X'. 

PROOF 
(a) Suppose T' E II' By the State Diagram for linear relations Theorem 3.4.3, T' E II {::} T E 

h U I h. By Theorem 3.3.9, "Y(T) = "Y(T') > 0 and R(T) is closed. Hence, T E h. 

(b) T' E IIh {::} N(T') = {OJ, T' is open and R(T'):p X'. Thus, if T' E IIh, then it follows 

from Theorem 3.3.9 that "Y(T) = "Y(T') > 0 and R(T) is closed. Hence, by Proposition 2.6.5, 

R(T) = R(T)l. T = NCT,)T = Y and N(T) = R(T')T :p {OJ. 

(c) 
N(T) = {OJ =} {O}l. = N(T)l. = R(T') " (Proposition 2.6.5 ) 

=} R(T') = X since X is reflexive 

Theorem 3.4.5 The State Diagram for Closed Linear Relations 

III3 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 Xre 

1II2 1111111 y y 1111111 Xrc 1111111 1111111 1111111 
1111111 Xrc Y 1111111 . 1111111 II I" II 1111111 

IIh 1111111 Xc 1111111 Xc Xc 1111111 1111111 1111111 

II3 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

II2 1111111 y 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

Ih 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

13 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

t 12 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

T' II 1111111 1111111 Xc 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 III I III 

Y : this state cannot occur if Y is complete 

Xc: this state cannot occur if X is complete and T is closed 

X rc : this state cannot occur if X is complete and reflexive and T is closed 
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In Goldberg [60], examples are given to illustrate the states (T, T') which can occur for single

valued linear operators. These Gan be extended to linear relations. Noting that (T-l), = (T')-l, 

one may also derive the Inverse State Diagram from the above, by replacing the operator T with 

it's inverse T- I
• In this case th4~ states for a linear relation T E LR(X, Y) may be given 

I : D(T) = X 

II D(T) ¥ X but D(T) = X 

I II ]:J(T) ¥ X 

1 : T is single - valued and continuous 

2 : 'J' is single - valued but is not continuDUs 

3 : T is not single - valued 

Theorem 3.4.6 The Inverse State Diagram for Linear Relations 

Ills 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 Yrc 

IlI2 

IlII 

lIs 

Il2 

III 

1111111 X X 1111111 Yrc 1111111 /lIlUI 11I11t1 
1111111 Yrc X 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 11111119 1111111 Yc Yc 1111111 1111111 1111111 

1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

1111111 X 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 11111/1 1111111 1111111 1111111 

Is 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

t 12 " 11111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 
T' h 

""" I 
1111111 Yc 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

Is Ih Il2 lIs IIll IIl2 Ills 

X : this state cannot occur if X is complete 

Y c : this state cannot occur If Y is complete and T is closed 

Y rc : this state cannot occur if Y is complete and reflexive and T is closed 
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3.5 The Small Perturbation Theorem 

We use the following fundamental lemma, due to Krein, Krasnosel'skii and Milman, which gives a 

geometric property of normed linear spaces. It applies Borsuk's antipodal mapping theorem. 

Lemma 3.5.1 Let M, N be subspaces of X with dimM > dimN. Then 3m E M, m =t- 0 such 

that Ilmil = d(m,N). 

If we take X to be JR2 and M and N to be non-perpendicular lines through the origin, we see that 

the lemma need not apply when dimM = dimN. 

Theorem 3.5.2 Let T E LR(X, Y) with 'Y(T) > O. Suppose S E LR(X, Y) satisfies D(S) :> 

D(T), S(O) c T(O) and IISII < 'Y(T). Then 

(a) aCT + S) ~ aCT) 

(b) P(T + S) ~ peT) 

PROOF 
(a) We may clearly assume that aCT + S) > 0 and choose x E N(T + S), x =t- o. Then 

'Y(T)d(x, N(T)) < IITxll = IIQTxl1 where Q:= QT 

= IIQSxl1 since Q(Tx + Sx) = 0 

~ IISlIlIx/i 

< 'Y(T)lIxll· 

Since the choice of x was arbitrary, we have shown that 

d(x, N(T» < IIxll Vx E N(T + S), x =t- o. 

Thus, by Lemma 3.5.1, aCT + S) ~ aCT). 

(b) Now, from the properties ofadjoints, we have 'Y(T') = 'Y(T), IIS'II = IISII, and T'+S' = (T+S)'. 

By Proposition 2.6.5, T'(O) :> S'(O). Replacing X by D(S) if necessary, we may assume that S' 

is single-valued. Applying Proposition 2.7.6 and (a) yields the desired result, Le. 

P(T + S) = aCT' + S') ~ aCT') S peT). 

o 

Theorem 3.5.3 Let T E LR(X, Y) be open and injective. If S E LR(X, Y) satisfies D(S) :> 

D(T), S(O) c T(O) and IISII < 'Y(T), then T + S is open and injective, and P(T + S) peT). 

PROOF 

Let 'Y := 'Y(T), and choose n E IN such that 
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Let x E D(T + S), then for 0 :5 k :5 n, we have 

II(T + S ~S)xll > 
n 

k IITxll-II(1 - - )Sxll 
n 

> -Yllxll- (1- ~ )IISllllxll 
n 

> (-y -IISII) IIxll· 

Thus for 0 :5 k :5 n we have 

-y(T + S - ~S) ::::: -y IISII. 

since S(O) C T(O) 

Particularly -y(T + S) > O. Replacing T by T + S - ~S and S by ~S in Theorem 3.5.2, we see 

that 

- k 1 - k (3(T + S - TiS - fiS) :5 (3(T + S - TiS). 

Letting k ::::: n - 1, n 2, ... , 1,0 successively yields 

peT) :5 P(T + S). 

Equality follows from Theorem 3.5.2. 

o 

Corollary 3.5.4 Let T E LR(X, Y) be open, injective and have dense range. If S E LR(X, Y) 

satisfies D(S) :::> D(T), S(O) c T(O) and IISII < -y(T). Then T+S is open, injective and has dense 

range. 

o 

3.6 Multivalued Linear Projections 

A multivalued linear projection operator P defined on linear space X is a multivalued linear 

operator which is idempotent and has invariant domain. We investigate the properties of such 

relations in normed linear spaces. After giving a formal definition, we show that a multivalued 

projection may be characterised in terms of a pair of linear subspaces. Descriptions of adjoints 

and closures ( or completions) of linear projections follow naturally in terms of the adjoints and 

closures (completions), respectively, of su bspaces. 

The continuity of a projection is related to the properties of the subspaces associated with it. 

Criteria for continuity are summarised, and a well-known theorem on the sums of closed subspaees 

in Banach spaces is deduced as a corollary of Theorem 3.6.7. We note, however, that a continuous 

multivalued projection does not necessarily decompose the space into topologically complemented 

subspaces (examples are given at l;he end of the section). 

Definition 3.6.1 Let P E LR(X). 

Then P is said to be a multivalued linear projection if it satisfies the conditions 

(1) p2 ::::: P, and 

(2) R(P) C D(P). 
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Projections can be characterised in terms of subspace pairs, i.e. any pair of subspaces of a normed 

linear space determines a projection and vice-versa. We have: 

Proposition 3.6.2 (Characterisation of Multivalued Linear Projections) Let M and N 

be linear subspaces of a normed linear space X. Define 

G(P) := { (m + n, m) I m E M, n EN}. 

Then P is a multivalued linear projection satisfying D(P) = M + N, R(P) = M, N(P) = Nand 

P(D) MnN. 

Conversely, if P is a multivalued linear projection, then P determines a pair of subspaces M and 

N such that G(P) = { (m+n,m) 1m EM, n EN} with D(P) = M +N, R(P) = M, N(P) = N 

andP(D) MnN. 

<> 

From the above it follows that the relation I - P is a projection whenever P is, and R(I - P) = 

N(P), N(I - P) = R(P) and G(I - P) = { (m + n,n) 1m E R(P), n E N(P)}. 

Note that not all idempotents are projections. The equivalence 

(3.9) 

shows that P is an idempotent if and only if its inverse p-l is an idempotent. However, the inverse 

of a projection P is generally not a projection. Part (a) of Proposition 3.6.3 below follows from 

( 3.9), while (b) is easy to verify. 

Proposition 3.6.3 Let P E LR(X, V). Then 

(a) P is an idempotent if and only if p-l is an idempotent, 

(b) If P is projection then the following are equivalent: 

(i) p-l is a projection. 

(ii) D(P) = R(P). 

<> 

Proposition 3.6.4 If P is a projection with subspace pair R(P) = M and N(P) N, then pI is 

a projection with subspace pair satisfying R( PI) = N J.. N (PI) = M J.. and pI (0) = M J.. n N J.. • 

PROOF 

We have 

G( (p')2) C G( (P2),) = G(PI). (3.10) 

(Proposition 2.6.7). It follows from ( 3.10) that (PI)2(D) C P'(D) and, thus, (P' )2(D) = pI (D) . 

To see R(P') C D(P'), let x' E D(P') and suppose y' E P'x'. Then, for x E D(P), 

y'(Px) C P'x'(Px) = x' P(Px) = x'Px 
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since R(P) C D(P). Since x' P is single-valued, we have Y' Px == x' Px, and, since x E D(P) was 

arbitrarily chosen, it follows that Y' P is continuous and single-valued, i.e. yl E D(P I
). 

To see G( (P')2) => G( (p2)') = O(pt), let (y',x') E G(PI). Since R(P') C D(pt), it follows that 

y' E D«P')2) and for (x,Px) E G(P) we have 

Thus (y', x') E G( (p')2 ), and the desired inclusion holds. 

By Proposition 2.6.5, N(P') = R(P)ol Mol. 

Similarly, R(P') = N(Ixl P');;;;;; R(I P)ol == N(P)ol = Nol. 

<> 

Proposition 3.6.5 If P is a projection with R(P) M and N(P) = N, then P is a projection 

with R(P) == M, N(P) == N , cmd P(O) MnN. 

PROOF 
- - - -2 

We first show that R(P) C D(P) and G(P) C G(P ). Let (x,y) E G(P). Thus, there exists a 

sequence {(xn , Yn)} E G(P) such that (xn, Yn) -+ (x, y). It follows that {(Yn, Yn)} E G(P) and 
- - '-2 

(Yn,Yn) -+ (y,y) E G(P), i.e. Y E D(P) and (x,y) E G(P ). 

For the reverse inclusion we have: 

Hence, 

-2 -
and thus, G( P ) = G(P). 

To verify M == R(P) => R(P), we have that Y E R(P) if and only if (y,y) E G(P) if and only 

if there exists {(Xn, Yn)} C G(P) such that (xn' Yn) -+ (y, y). Now {(Yn. Yn)} C G(P) since 

R(P) C D(P), and thus (Yn>Yn) -+ (y,y). Since {Yn} C M, it follows that Y E M. Therefore 

R(P) C R(P). To see that the r€!verse inclusion holds, we note that each step in the argument 

just given is reversible, and, hence R(P) = R(P) == M. The case N = N(P) = R(I - P) follows 

similarly. 

<> 

Corollary 3.6.6 If M and N are closed subspaces of a normed linear space X, with associated 

projection P E LR(X), then P is closed. 
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The familiar duality properties about subspace pairs are immediate consequences of Proposition 

3.6.5: 

MJ..nNJ.. = (M+N)J.. 

(MJ.. +NJ..)T MnN. 

Combining the Closed Graph and Closed Domain theorems for multi valued linear operators with 

Propositions 2.6.5, 3.604 and 3.6.5 yields the following theorem: 

Theorem 3.6.7 Let X be a normed linear space, and let P E LR(X) be a projection with R(P) = 
M and N(P) = N. The following are equivalent: 

(i) P is continuous 

(ii) D( p) is closed 

(iii) D(P') is weak*-closed 

(iv) D(P') = D(P') is closed 

(v) P' = P' is continuous 

(vi) M + N is closed 

(vii) M + N = (MJ.. n NJ..)T 

(viii) MJ.. + NJ.. is weak*-closed 

fix) MJ.. +NJ.. = (MnN)J.. 

(x) MJ.. + NJ.. is closed 

Corollary 3.6.8 Let M and N be closed subspaces of a Banach space X. Then 

M + N is closed <=> M +N = (MJ.. n NJ..)T 

<=> M J.. + N J.. is weak * -closed 

<=> MJ.. + NJ.. is closed 

<> 

<> 

Corollary 3.6.8 may be proved via techniques involving quantities referred to as the geometric 

opening, opening or gap between subspaces of a Banach space (cf. Kato [75], Mennicken and 

Sagraloff [103] and [104], and also Cross [35] (IlIA». Proposition 3.6.9 below restates Propositions 

3.3.2 and 2.6.14 for the particular case when the linear relation is a projection, and gives a necessary 

and sufficient condition for the equality MJ..+NJ.. = (MnN)J.. to hold. The latter does not require 

that the subspaces M and N be closed subspaces of a Banach space (cf. Corollary 3.6.8). 

Proposition 3.6.9 Let P E LR(X) be a projection with R(P) = M and N(P) = N. 

(a) P is continuous if and only if D(P') = MJ.. + NJ.. = (M n N)J.. = P(O)J... 

(b) If P is continuous, then IIP'II = IIPI/. 
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We recall a well-known proposition on subspaces and the existence of continuous projections. It is 

extended to a multivalued analogue in Proposition 3.6.11 (cf. Theorems 1.7.13 and 1.7.13). 

Proposition 3.6.10 Let X be a normed linear space, and let M and N be closed subspaces with 

dim N < 00, and M n N = {o}. Then the single-valued projection P with domain M + N, range, 

M, and kernel, N, is continuous. 

Proposition 3.6.11 Let P be a multivalued projection in a normed linear space. 

(a) If R(P) is closed and dim N (P) < 00 then P is continuous. 

(b) If N(P) is closed and dim R(P) < 00 then P is continuous. 

PROOF 

<> 

(a) Let A denote a single-valued projection defined on R(P) with kernel P(O) R(P) n N(P). 

Then A is continuous, and AP is a selection of P. To see that P is continuous, it is sufficient to 

show that AP is continuous (Proposition 2.4.3). Now AP is a single-valued projection defined on 

D(P) with finite-dimensional kernel N(AP) = p- l A-l(O) = N(P) and range R(AP) A(R(P». 

Since A is continuous, so is IR(p) - A, and hence, N(I - A) = R(A) R(AP) is closed in D(A). 

Thus, by Proposition 3.6.10, AP is continuous. 

(b) follows from (a) by replacing P with 1- P. 

<> 

Proposition 3.6.12 If P E LR(X) is a multivalued projection, then P is open. 

PROOF 

Let M and N be the subspaces associated with P where R(P) = M and N(P) N, and let U be 

an open set in M + N. Then P(U) = P(U n (M + N» ::J P(U n M) = Un M which is relatively 

open in M. 

Idempotents are generally not open: if P is an unbounded projection, then its inverse p-l is 

idempotent but is not open. We conclude with some examples: 

Examples 3.6.13 

(1) Let N be a dense proper subspace of an infinite dimensional normed space X. Eet 

P E LR(X) be a projection with kernel N and range M = R(P) satisfying X 

M n N {a}. Then P is not continuous, while P and pi are. 

M + Nand 

{2} A separable Banach space X admits a pair of quasi-complements, i.e. for a given clo8ed 

subspace M of X, there exists closed subspace N such M n N = {O}, and M + N is dense in X 
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(see for example Lindenstrauss [93}; see also Murray [110} and Mackey [100}]). In this case, the 

associated projection P is closed but not continuous. 

(3) Let X be a Banach space and let M and N be closed infinite-dimensional subspaces such that 

X = M + N. Suppose M is topologically complemented in X, but M n N is not topologically 

complemented in M. Then the multivalued projection P with range R(P) = M and kernel N(P) = 

N is continuous. However, if A is a single-valued projection defined on M with kernel M n N = 

P(O), then A is not continuous. Furthermore, the selection AP of P with N(AP) = M n N is not 

continuous. 

Remarks 3.6.14 

Example (1) illustrates that continuity of P does not necessarily follow from the continuity of f> 
or pI, while Example (2) shows that a dosed projection need not be continuous. In Example (3) 

it is shown that continuous multi valued projections do not in general have the same decomposi

tion properties with regard to topological complementation as their single-valued counterparts. If 

however, a projection, with range R(P) = M and kernel N(P) = N, is continuous and P(O) is 

topologically complemented (for example if P(O) is finite dimensional or dosed and finite codimen

sional), then M and N are topologically complemented in M + N. An illustrative example is also 

given in the context of Atkinson relations - see Example 6.2.11. 

3.7 Notes and Remarks 

The Baire property for (single-valued) linear operators is due to Beauzamy (17] (see remarks in 

Section 3.1 above). The proof of the generalisation to linear relations, Theorem 3.1.6, is due to the 

author, and is based on the Mittag-Leffler theorem on inverse limits for single-valued operators (d. 

Bourbaki [22]). Lennard ([91] and (92]) proved Corollary 3.1.7 directly for single-valued operators, 

and then deduced the theorem of Beauzamy as a special case. In the second paper he deduced 

Corollary 3.1.7 from the Mittag-Leffler theorem. The same approach is used here. However, the 

proof given for Corollary 3.1.7 is simpler than the argument given by Lennard in [92]. Theorem 

3.1.6 is applied in Theorem 7.6.2 of Chapter 7. 

The proofs given here for the Uniform Boundedness Principle for linear relations, Theorem 3.2.1, 

and it's corollaries, are given in Cross [35]. 

In Section 3.3 on the Closed Graph and Closed Range theorems, Proposition 3.3.2 is due to P. 

Pillay (cf. Cross, [35]). Lemma 3.3.4 is based on Lemma II.4.1. given in Goldberg [60]. The 

more general result given here is due to the author; in Goldberg, the lemma is proved for the case 

when T is a densely-defined single-valued linear relation and its adjoint T' has a bounded inverse. 

Lemmas 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 can be found in Gohberg and Goldberg [55]. Lemma 3.3.6 is presented 

here as an independent result, whilst in Gohberg and Goldberg it is contained in the proof of the 

Closed Graph theorem. The proof of the Closed Graph theorem (and, hence, the Open Mapping 

theorem) for multivalued linear operators, given here as Theorem 3.3.7, is based on the proof given 
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in Gohberg and Goldberg [55]. The proof of the Closed Range theorem, given here as Theorem 

3.3.8, is due to the author. 

As already mentioned, the State Diagrams for unbounded and for closed linear (single-valued) 

operators were compiled by Goldberg [60]; M. Moller extended the diagrams to linear relations 

(M.Sc. dissertation, 1976, cf. Cross [35]). Further comments on the Essential State Diagram, due 

to Cross, are made at the end of Chapter 5. 

The Small Perturbation theorems for open relations are given in this chapter for reference in 

Chapters 5 and 6 ; the. generalisation of these theorems for multivalued linear operators were given 

in Cross [35]. 

Multivalued Linear Projections were first considered by R.W. Cross (cf. Cross [39]), who g;ave 

proofs of Properties 3.6.2, 3.6.3, 3.6.4 and 3.6.5. The proofs given here are based on the ones 

given in [39}. The statements comprising Theorem 3.6.7 and Corollary 3.6.8 were summarised 

by the author. Further communic:ation with Professor Cross led to the formulation given here. In 

particular, the proof of Corollary 3.6.8, on the sums of subspaces, is deduced from the Closed 

Graph and Closed Range theorems and from properties of subspace pairs. The proof does not 

apply techniques based on gap quantities. On the other hand, the properties for pairs of closed 

subspaces in a Banach space may be proved via gap quantities, and without use of the Closed 

Graph and Closed Range theorems. The Closed Graph and Closed Range theorems may then 

be deduced from a theorem analogous to Corollary 3.6.8 (cf. Cross [35}; further comments are 

given in [35], and are also given immediately after Corollary 3.6.8 above). Propositions 3.6.9 

and 3.6.11, and the concluding examples, are also due to the author. The examples, to further 

illustrate the properties of multiwllued projections, were assembled by the author. Properties of 

Multivalued Projections are applied in the proofs of the duality properties of Atkinson relations in 

Section 6.2. 
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Chapter 4 

Operator Quantities 

4.1 Quantities for Linear Relations 

Definitions 4.1.1 Let I(X), C(X) and P(X) denote the infinite dimensional, finite codi

mensional and closed finite codimensional subspaces, respectively, of a normed linear space X. Let 

Axy := {r, ro f'o, ~, T, TO, To} where f: LR(X, Y) -t [0,00] E Axy is defined as follows: 

If dimD(T) < 00 then f(T):= 0 for all f E Axy. 

Otherwise, 

r(T) .- inf IITIMII 
MEI{D{T» 

ro(T) .- inf IITIMII 
MEC{D{T» 

f'o(T) .- inf IITIMII 
ME1'(D(T» 

~(T) .- sup r(TIM) 
MEI(D(T» 

T(T) .- sup inf IITml1 
MEI{D(T» mESM 

To(T) .- sup inf IITml1 
MEC(D(T» mESM 

To(T) .- sup inf IITml1 
ME1'(D(T» mESM 

In this chapter, we will restrict our attention to the quantities r(T), ro(T), f'o(T) and ~(T) which 

will be applied directly in the sequel. Properties of operator quantities are applied in perturba

tion theorems, and show the stability properties of Fredholm operators in greater generality (cf. 

Gohberg and Krein [57] and Goldberg [60]). Further properties of operator quantities are given in 

Cross [35] for linear relations and in Labuschagne [84] for single-valued operators. 

Proposition 4.1.2 Let X be a normed linear space. 

(a) Let ME C(X), N E I(X). Then M nNE C(N). 

(b) Let ME P(X), N E I(X). Then M nNE P(N). 
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(c) Let M E I(X). Then 

PROOF 

C(M) = {Mn NIN E C(X)} 

P(M) = {M n NIN E P(X)} 

(a) The space XjM is finite-dimensional. Define A : NjM n N -+ XjM by A(n + M n N) = 
n + M, n E N. Since A is injective, dim N j M n N < 00. 

(b) This follows from (a) 

(c) Suppose N E P(X). Since M nNE P(M) (from (b) above), we have {M nN I N E P(X)} C 

P(M). If L E P(M), then there exLsts a subspace F eM such that dim F < 00, L + F = M and 

L n F = {OJ. Let Xl,." Xk be a basis for F. Since L is closed, it follows from the Hahn-Banach 

theorem that there exists xi, ... Xk E XI such that X~Xj = Oij and xHx) = 0 for all x E L, where 

i,j ~ k. The subspace N := n xjl(O) C X is closed and finite-codimensional. Furthermore 
i<k 

L = M n N, and the reverse inciusion follows. 

o 

Proposition 4.1.3 Let T E LR(X, Y). 

If M E C(X) and f E {f, r o, ~} then f(TIM) = f(T), and if M E P(X), f = to then 

f(TIM) = f(T). 

PROOF 
The result follows trivially if D(T) is finite-dimensional. Suppose dimD(T) = 00, and let M E 

C(X). 

For the case f r, clearly f(T) ~ r(TIM)' For the reverse inequality, let to > O. Then there exists 

E E :r(X) such that 

reT) + to ;::: IITIEI!;::: NEIfitnE) IITINII ;::: NEI(WnD(T» IITINII r(TIM)' 

The case f = r o, to follow similarly, noting that if E E C(X), (E E P(X) ), then MnE E C(M), 

( M nEE P(M) ) by Proposition 4.1.2. 

Now suppose f = ~. For N E I(D(T», it follows from Proposition 4.1.2, and what has just been 

shown, that r(TIN) = r(TIMnN). Thus 

~eTIM) = sup f(TIN) = sup r(TINnM) = sup r(T~N) ~(T) 
NEI(M) NEI(D(T» NEI(D(T» 

o 

Corollary 4.1.4 Let F, T E LR(X, Y), and suppose F satisfies D(F):J D(T) and dim R(F) < 
00. 

(a) If f E {f, f o, ~}, then f(T + P) ~ f(T) with equality if F(O) C T(O). 

(b) If F is continuous and f = tOJ j:hen f(T + F) ~ f(T) with equality if F(O) C T(O). 
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PROOF 

(a) Now dimD(F)/N(F) = dimD(F)/N(QF) < 00 since QF is single-valued and R(F) is finite

dimensional. If x E N(F) then 

II(T + F)xll = IIQ{T+F)(O){T + F)xll ::; IIQT{o)Txll = IITxll· 

Thus, by Proposition 4.1.3, 

J(T + F) = J{{T + F)IN{F» ::; J(TIN{F» = J(T). 

If F(O) c T(O), then equality holds in ( 4.1), and hence also in ( 4.2). 

(b) If F is continuous then N(F) E P(X). Thus applying Proposition 4.1.3 again, 

fo(T + F) = fo«T + F)IN(F» ::; fo(T!N(F» = fo{T). 

with equality if F(O) C T(O). 

Proposition 4.1.5 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

reT) ::; .!l(T). 

PROOF 
By Proposition 4.1.3 we have 

..!l(T) = sup r(TIM) 
MEI(D(T» 

> sup r(TIM) 
MEC(D(T» 

= reT). 

Proposition 4.1.6 Let T E LR{X, Y). Then 

.!l(T) ::; ro(T). 

PROOF 

We assume without loss of generality that D(T) = X and dim X = 00. 

Suppose N E I{D(T». Then 

= 

< 
M~~fN) IITIMII = M~~X) IITIMnNl1 

M~~fx) IITIMII = ro(T). 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

o 

o 

Since N was arbitrary, the desired inequality follows by taking taking the supremum over all 

N E I(D{T». 
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o 

Proposition 4.1.7 Let T, S E L.R(X, V). Then 

1'(S + T) ::; a(S) + r(TID(s», 

PROOF 
The result follows trivially if D(T + S) is finite-dimensional. Suppose dim D(T + S) = 00, and 

without loss of generality, let X =: D(T). 

Let ME I(D(S», and for t > 0, choose N E I(M) such that IISINH ::; r(SIM) + e. Then 

reT + S) ::; II(S + T)IN/I ::; IITINII + /lsINI! 

< IITINII + r(SIM) + e 

< IITINII + a(s) + e 

< IIITIMIl + a(s) + e. 

Since M and t > 0 are arbitrary, the desired inequality holds. 

Corollary 4.1.8 Let T, S E LR(X, V). Then 

a(s + T) ::; a(S) + aCT). 

PROOF 

For any M E I(D(S + T» we have 

Thus 

a(s +T) 

1'«S + T)lM) < a(SIM) + r(TIM) 

< a(S) + aCT). 

sup r«s+T)IM) < a(S)+a(T). 
MEI(D(T+S» 

Proposition 4.1.9 Let T, S E LR(X, V). Then 

PROOF 

roes + T) < roeS) + 1'o(T), and 

toes + T) < toeS) + to(T). 

We assume without loss of generalj,ty that D(T) = X and dim X = 00. 

o 

o 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

To see that inequality ( 4.3) holds, let e > 0, choose M 1 , M2 E C(X) such that ro(T) > IITIMlll- ~ 

and roeS) > IISIM211- ~, and let 1\1 := M1 n M2 . It follows that ME C{X), and 
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Since € was arbitrary, the desired inequality follows. 

Inequality ( 4.3) follows similarly. 

<> 

Lemma 4.1.10 Let T E LR(X, Y) and S E LR(Y, Z). If T is single-valued with 

R(T) C D(S) and, if M is a subspace of X, then 

whenever the righthand side is defined. 

PROOF 
The inequality is not defined for the cases r(TIM) = 0, ~(SIT(M» 00, and 

r(TIM) = 00, ~(SIT(M» = 0. It is enough to show that the statement holds for 0< r(TIM) < 00 

and ~(SIT(M» < 00. Furthermore, we need only consider the case dim D(ST) n M = 00. 

D(T) D(ST) since R(T) C D(S). Let € > 0, and choose N E Z(M n D(T» such that 

By applying Corollary 2.3.13, 

< 

inf IISTILII 
LeI(N) 

inf IISIT(L)III1TILII LeI(N) 

~ IITINII Lj¥fN) IIS IT(L)II 

(4.5) 

If dim T(N) = 00, let V:= N n T-l (W) where W E Z(T(N». Then T(V) = W and dim V = 00 

since dim T(V) = 00 and T is single-valued. Thus, 

since ~(SIT(M» < 00. Thus 

Lj¥fN) IISIT(L) II ~ weir-t(N» IISlwl1 
< r(SIT(N» < 00 

(4.6) 

If dimT(N) < 00, let K:= N(TIN) E ZeN). Then r(STIN) ~ IISTIKII = 0, and inequality 

( 4.6) holds. Applying ( 4.5), 

(4.7) 

and, since M and € > 0 are arbitrary, the desired inequality holds. 

<> 
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Proposition 4.1.11 Let T E LR:(X, Y) and S E LR(Y, Z). If T is single-valued then 

6.(ST) ::; 6.(S)6.(T) 

whenever the righthand side is defined. 

PROOF 

Let SI := SIR(T)' By Lemma 4.1.10 we have 

for M E I(D{T)). Taking the supremum over such M, we have 

Since SIT = ST and 6.(St} ::; 6.(8), the desired inequality follows. 

o 

Proposition 4.1.12 Let T E LR(X, Y) and ME P(X). Then 

(a) If TIM is continuous then so i,s T. 

(b) T is continuous if and only if ]['o(T) < 00. 

PROOF 
(a) Without loss of generality, we may assume that D(T) = X. Suppose ME P(X) and IITIMII < 
00. Then there exists a subspace N C X such that dim N < 00, M + N = X and M n N = to}, 
and a continuous projection P such that R(P) = M and N(P) = N. Since dimN < 00, it follows 

that TIN is continuous. Thus for:1.' E X we have 

IITxl1 ::; IITPxll + ~fT(l- P)xU ::; IITIMlIlIPllllxl1 + IITINIIIII - Pllllxll 

(b) The forward implication is clear from the defintion of fo, and if fo{T) < 00 then there exists 

ME P(X) such that IITIMII < 00. The reverse implication then follows from (a). 

Proposition 4.1.13 Let T E LR(X, Y) be single-valued, and S E LR(Y, Z). Then 

(a) fo(ST) < fo(T)fo(S), and 

(b) ro{ST) < ro{T)ro(S), 

whenever the righthand side of the inequalities are defined. 

PROOF 

o 

(a) The inequality does not apply when either fo{T) = 0 and foeS) = 00 , or 

fo{T) = 00 and foeS) O. For the cases when the inequality is defined, it is enough to show that 

the statement holds for 0 < fo(T) < 00 and foeS) < 00. 
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By Proposition 4.1.12, Sand T are continuous, and since T(O) C D(S), IISTI! < 00 (Corollary 

2.3.13). Let e > 0, and choose M E P(X) and N E P(Y) such that 

IITIMII < fo(T) + e, and 

IISINII < foeS) + €. 

Let W:= T-l(N n D(S» n M. By Proposition 1.7.6, T-l(N n D(S» E C(D(ST», and hence 

WE C(D(ST». Thus we have 

fo(ST) inf IISTIEII 
EE'P(X) 

where ( 4.8) follows from the continuity of ST. 

= 

< 

< 

sup IISTxl1 
:cEwnD(ST) /Ix/! 

/lSTxll sup 
:cEwnD(ST) IIxll 

/I Tx II 
IISIN/I sup -11-1-1 

:cEwnD(ST) X 

(fo(S) + €) (f'o(T) + €) 

(4.8) 

(b) The proof is similar to the one given for (a). Continuity of ST is not needed since the infimum 

for ro(ST) is taken over sets in C(D(ST». 

<) 

Proposition 4.1.14 Let T E LR(X, Y) and suppose dim D(T) = 00. Then aCT) < 00 implies 

-yeT) :5 r(T). 

PROOF 
Clearly we need only consider the case -yeT) > O. Letting M E I(D(T», it follows from Lemma 

3.5.1 that there exists m EM, m::j:. a such that Ilmil = d(m,N(T». Thus, 

""il' - IITmll (T) m - d(m,N(T» 2: -y , 

and therefore, IITIMII 2: -yeT). Since ME I(D(T» was arbitrary, 

<) 

4.2 Conjugate Quantities for Linear Relations 

Definition 4.2.1 Let F(Y) and £(Y) denote the classes oj finite dimensional and closed subspaces 

oj infinite codimension, respectively, oj a normed linear space Y. Let AXY:= {rf" r', ill} and 

let J: LR(X, Y) -+ [0,00] E AXY be defined as follows: 

If dim Y < 00 then J(T):= 0 for all f E AXY' 

Otherwise, 
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ri>(T) .- inf{ IIQMTIII ME F(Y) } 

r'(T) .- inf{ IIQMJyTlI1 ME feY) } 

,6/(T) .- sup{ r'(QMT) I ME feY)} 

where Jy denotes the natural injection of Y into Y. 

Lemma 4.2.2 Suppose M C X is a closed subspace. 

(a) If N c X is a closed subspace such that MeN, then 

X/M = (X/M)/(N/M) , with 

where equality of spaces is given Uj:J to isometry. 

(b) If E is a closed subspace of X/M, then N := (QM)-l(E) is closed, MeN, and (X/M)/E = 

X/No 

PROOF 
(a) Elements in X/M are the form {x + m I m E M} while elements in N/M are the form 

{n + m I mE M}. Thus, if [x} E (X/M)/(N/M), then, 

[x} = {x + m I m E M} + { {n + m I m E M} I n E N} = {x + n I n E N} E X / N 

since N:::> M i.e. (X/M)/(N/M) C X/No The reverse inclusion follows similarly. Furthermore, 

• X/M = mf IIQN/M(x-m)11 
mEM 

= inf ( inf lI(x - m) - nil) 
nEN mEM 

= inf rlx nil = flQ;x!t. 
nEN 

(b) Clearly (QM)-l(E) is closed, and M = (QM)-I(O) eN. Furthermore, (QM)(N) = E implies 

(X/M)/E (X/M)/(N/M) = X/No 

Lemma 4.2.3 Let Y be infinite dimensional and suppose M E feY). Then 

(a) rh(QMT) = inf {IIQM+FTIII FE F(Y)} 

(b) r'(QMT) inf {IIQNJyTIl I N E feY), N:::> M} 

(c) ,61(QMT) sup {r'(QNT) I N E feY), N:::> M} 

PROOF 
(a) By definition and Lemma 4.2.2 

r~(QMT) = in£{ IIQ:/M (QMT)III HE F(YjM)} 

= inf { IIQ:TIII N = M + H, H E F(Y) } 
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(b) Letting M denote the closure of M in Y, we note that Y jM = (YjM)~ and 

JylMQM Q:Jy . Thus, by the definition and Lemma 4.2.2, 

r'(QMT) 
• YIM _ 

= mf {IIQH JyIM(QMT)1I1 HE £«YjM) ) } 
Y --

= in£{ IIQNJyTll1 N E £(Y), N ~ M} 

(c) As before, it follows from the definition and Lemma 4.2.2 that 

a'(QMT) sup {r'(Q:/M (QMT» I HE £(YjM)} 

= sup {r'(QNT) IN E £(Y), N ~ M} 

Corollary 4.2.4 Let Y be infinite dimensional and suppose M E £(Y). Then 

(a) r~(QMT) ::; r~(T), 

(b) r'(QMT) ~ r'(T), 

(c) A'(QMT) ::; a'(T). 

PROOF 

<> 

(a) If FE F(Y), then IIQM+FTII ::; IIQFTII, since Fe M +F. The desired inequality follows from 

Lemma 4.2.3 (a) and the definition of r~. 

(b) and (c) follow from Lemma 4.2.3 (b) and the definition of r', and Lemma 4.2.3 (c) and the 

definition of a', respectively. 

Proposition 4.2.5 Let Y be infinite dimensional and suppose F E F(Y). Then 

(a) r~(QFT) = r~(T), 

(b) r'(QFT) = r/(T), 

(c) A'(QFT) = A'(T). 

PROOF 

(a) By Lemma 4.2.3 

y 

inf {IIQNTIII N F + H, HE F(Y)} 

~ inf {IIQ:TIII N E F(Y)} 

= r~(T). 

The reverse inequality follows from Corollary 4.2.4 (a). 
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(b) By Corollary 4.2.4 (b), we need only consider the case r'(T) < 00. Let c > 0, and choose 

E E feY) such that IIQEJyTl1 Ie < r'(T). Then E + JyF E feY). Applying Lemma 4.2.3 (b), 

y 

< IIQE+JyFJyTII 
y 

< IIQEJyTl1 

< r'(T) + c. 

Since € was arbitrary, r'(QFT) ::; r'(T). The reverse inequality follows from Corollary 4.2.4 (b). 

(c) We have 

sup {r'(QNT) IN E feY), N:J F} 

sup{r'(QM+FT) I ME feY)} 
Y/M y 

sup {r'(Q(M+F)/MQ(MT) 1M E feY)} 

sup {r'(Q:T) I ME feY)} 

Jj.'(T), 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

where equality ( 4.9) follows from Lemma 4.2.3, equality ( 4.10) follows from Lemma 4.2.2, and 

equality ( 4.11) is a consequence of (b) above since (M + F)/M E F(Y/M). 

Proposition 4.2.6 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

r'(T) ::; Jj.'(T) ::; r~(T). 

PROOF 

It suffices to prove the result for the case dim Y = 00. Let E E feY). Then we have 

r'(T) < r'(QET) 

< r~(QET) 

< rb(T), 

o 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

where inequalities ( 4.12) and ( 4.14) follow from Corollary 4.2.4, and inequality ( 4.13) follows 

directly from the definitions. Taking the supremum over E E feY) yields the desired result. 

o 

Proposition 4.2.7 Let T E LR(X, Y) and suppose S E LR(Z, X) satisfies S(O) C D(T). Then 

Jar J E {r~, r', Jj.' } 

J(TS) < IISII J(T) (00.0 excluded). 
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PROOF 

By Corollary 2.3.13, we have 

IIQMTSII < IIQMTlllIslI, Me Y, and 

IIQMJyTS" < IIQMJyTIlIiSII, Me Y 

(since S(O) c D(T». Thus, by the definitions, inequality holds for f = q and f = r'. In 

particular, we have 

and hence the inequality for f = /).' follows as welL 

Proposition 4.2.8 Let T,S E LR(X, Y). Then 

(a) ro(T + S) :::; ro(T) + ro(S), 

(b) r'(T + S) :::; /).'(JyT) + r'(s), 

(e) /).'(T + S) :::; /).'(JyT) + /).'(S), 

PROOF 

(a) Let FE F(Y). Then 

ro(T + S) :::; IIQF(T + S)II :::; IIQFTII + IIQFSII :::; IIQFTII + IISII 

<> 

Thus, by taking the infimum over F E F(Y), ro(T + S) :::; ro(T) + IISII. Applying Proposition 

4.2.5, we have for F E F(Y). 

ro(T + S) = ro(QF(T + S» 

:::; q(QFT) + IIQFSII 
= ro(T) + IIQFSII 

Again, by taking the infimum over F E F(Y), the desired inequality follows. 

(b) Let € > 0 and choose E E £(Y) and ME £(Y/E) such that 

respectively. We have 

IIQEJySII- €/2 < r'(S), and 

IIQ:;E Q:JyTII- €/2 :::; r'(QEJyT), 

IIQ:;EQ:Jy(T+S)l1 < 
Y!E Y Y/E Y 

IIQM QEJyTIl + IIQM QEJySIl 

< r'(QEJyT) + €/2 + IIQMIIIIQEJySII, 

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 4.2.3. Thus, by Corollory 4.2.4 (b), and the initial 

choice E, we have 
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Taking the supremum over E E E(Y), it follows that 

r'(T+S) :s; Ll,1(JyT) + r'(S) + E. 

Since E was arbitrary, the result follows. 

(c) Let E E E(Y), and let E denote the closure of E in Y. As in Lemma 4.2.3 (b), we identify 
1" 

Jy/EQE = Q/ffJy . By Corollary 4~.2.4 we have 

Thus, by (a) above and ( 4.15), we have 

r'(QE(T + S» < Ll,1(Jy/EQET) + r'(QES) 

< Ll,1(JyT) + r'(QE S), 

The desired inequality follows by taking the supremum over E E E(Y). 

Corollary 4.2.9 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

(a) rti(JyT) :s; rti(T). 

(b) r'(JyT) = r'(T). 

(c) Ll,1(JyT) ;::: Ll,1(T). 

PROOF 

(4.15) 

o 

(a) Since Y c Y, the infimum for left hand side of the inequality is evaluated over 

F(y) :::> F(Y). 

(b) This follows directly from the d.efinition. 

(c) This follows from Proposition 4.2.8 (c) with S = O. 

<> 

Proposition 4.2.10 Let T E LR(X, Y) and suppose S E LR(Y, Z) satisfies dim S(O) < 00 and 

D(S) = Y. Then 

PROOF 

Without loss of generality we assume that rh(S) < 00 and rh(T) < 00. 

Letting E > 0, we may select, F E F(Y) such that IIQFTII :s; rh(T) + E and, since S(O) is finite di

mensional, S(F) E :F(Z). By Proposition 4.2.5, the latter implies that 

r~(S) == r~(QS(F)S), Thus, by Lemma 4.2.3, we may select G E :F(Z) such that 
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Now let N := N(QS(Fl+GS} :> F. Representing QS(Fl+GS = (QS(Fl+GStQN (it's canonical 

factorisation), we have 

Since € was arbitrary, the result follows. 

4.3 Notes and Remarks 

< I I (QS(Fl+GSrll IIQNTII 

< IIQs(Fl+GSIIIIQNTIl 

< IIQs(Fl+GSIIIIQFTII 

< (r&(S) + €) (r&(T) + e). 

<> 

The material of this chapter is based on Cross [35], Chapter IV. Labuschagne presented properties 

of conjugate quantities for single-valued operators in [85]. References to original sources and 

research papers can be found in both these works. Proofs of theorems, which are applied in the 

sequel, are given in this chapter for reference and completeness - most of the proofs are essentially 

the same as those presented in [35J, though minor differences occur in some arguments. 
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Chapter 5 

Fredholm Type Linear Relations 

5.1 Multivalued Semi-Fredholm Operators 

Definitions 5.1.1 We denote the classes of upper semi-Fredholm, lower semi-Fredholm 

and Fredholm linear relations from X into Y by F+(X, Y), F_(X, Y) and F(X, Y), respec

tively, and 'Use the corresponding abbreviations F+, F_ and F when X and Yare understood. 

The sets are defined as follows: 

F+(X,Y) 

F_(X, Y) 

F(X,Y) 

.-

.-

.-

{T E LR(X, Y) I 3M E C(D(T» s.t. TIM is injective and open} 

{T E LR(X, Y} I T' E F+(Y', X')} 

F+(X, Y) n F_(X, Y). 

We say T is partially continuous or partially open if there exists a finite codimensional 

subspace M of D(T) such that TIM is continuous or open, respectively. 

Remarks 5.1.2 The generalised definitions for Fredholm Relations 

Many of the properties and theorems for semi-Fredholm type relations considered below are proved 

by verifying the single-valued case, and inferring the properties of T from the quotient QT. The 

following equivalences are used extensively, and without further reference: 

T E F _ {::> T' E F + 

TEF+ {::> QTEF+ 

TEF_ {::> QTEF_, 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

where ( 5.1) is an immediate consequence of the definitions, ( 5.2) follows from Corollary 2.3.9 

and ( 5.3) follows from ( 5.1) and ( 5.2). 

The definitions given for the classes F+(X, Y), F_(X, Y} and F(X, Y} explicitly include properties 

of openess which are implicit in the classes <P +, <P _ and <P defined below, while not specifying that 

the relations be closed or defined on Banach spaces. Moreover, the condition of partial openess is 
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sufficient to ensure stability of Fredholm properties under additive perturbation. The notation for 

the classes of q> +, q> _ and q> linear relations stems from the classic definitions and notation for 

closed (single-valued) semi-Fredholm operators on Banach spaces (see for example Gohberg and 

Krein {57} or Goldberg [60] ). We later show that the converse implications of Proposition 5.1.4 

below also hold (see Theorem 5.~LlO). 

Notation 5.1.3 

We write T E q>+(X, Y) if aCT) < 00 and R(T) is closed, and write T E q>_(X, Y) if peT) < 00 

and R(T) is closed. The set q>(X, Y) is defined q>(X, Y) := q>+(X, Y) n q>_(X, Y). When X and 

Yare understood, the abbreviations q> +, q> _ and q>, respectively, are used. 

Proposition 5.1.4 Let T E LR(X, Y) be closed and let X and Y be complete. 

(a) T E q>+(X, Y) =? T E F+, and 

(b) T E q>_(X, Y) =? T E F_. 

PROOF 
By the Open Mapping Theorem 3;.3.7, it follows that a linear relation T E q>+(X, Y) U q>_(X, Y) 

is an open map. 

(a) Since aCT) < 00, D(T) = M $N(T) where ME P(D(T». Thus R(TIM) = R(T) and TIM is 

closed, and TIM is open and injective, i.e. T E F+. 

(b) By the Closed Range Theorem 3.3.8, R(T') is closed. Thus, aCT') = peT) = peT) < 00, 

(Proposition 2.7.6), and T' E F+(Y', X'), i.e. T E F_. 

o 

Proposition 5.1.5 Let T E LR(X, Y). The following properties are equivalent. 

(i) TEF+ 

(ii) 3M E C(D(T» and c > 0 sttch that IITml1 ~ cllmfl for all mE M. 

PROOF 

(i) =? (ii): Suppose T E F+ . TheIll 3M E C(D(T» such that TIM is bounded below, i.e 3 M E 

C(D(T» such that 1'(TIM) > 0 and N(TIM) = {OJ. Thus for m E M, 

(ii) =? (i): Clearly the stated inequality implies injectivity. Furthermore, 0 < c :5 1'(TIM) implies 

that TIM is open. 

(> 
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Proposition 5.1.6 Let T E LR(X, Y). The following are equivalent: 

(i) TEF_ 

(U) T JD(T} E F_. 

(iii) QFT E F_ for FeY such that dimF < 00. 

PROOF 
Applying Proposition 2.6.10, the equivalence (i) <=> (ii) follows from the equivalences 

(i) <=> (iii): By Propositions 2.6.7 and 2.6.9, (QFT)' = T'JFJ.. Thus, the desired equivalence 

follows noting that FJ. is finite codimensional, and T' E F + <=> T' J FJ. E F +. 

<> 

The next example illustrates that the class of Fredholm relations may contain non-closed single-

valued relations even when X and Y are complete. 

Example 5.1.7 Let X and Y be arbitrary Banach spaces, and let S E F = F+ nF_ be single

valued. Let P denote the natural bounded projection of G(S) onto D(S), let M be a dense subspace 

ofG(S) of codimension one, and let Jp(M) denote the identity embedding of P(M) in X. Choose 

Yo E Y, Yo '# 0 arbitrarily and let (xo, Sxo) E G(S) \ M. Let T E LR(X. Y) be defined by : 

{ 
Txo = yO 

T Jp(M) := SJp(M) with 
Txo=O 

if Sxo = 0 

if Sxo '# O. 

Then D(T) = D(S), and we may choose (Xn, TXn) = (xn• SXn) E M .such that (xn• SXn) -+ 

(xo,Sxo) '# (xo, Txo). Thus T is not closed. Since P(M) is finite codimensional and Tlp(M) = 
Slp(M), it follows that T E F+. To see that T E :F_, we let F = sp{Txo. Sxo}. Since S E F_, the 

desired property follows from the equality QFT = QFS and Proposition 5.1.6 

The next proposition gives equivalent conditions for an upper semi-Fredholm relation to be open: 

Proposition 5.1.8 Suppose T E LR(X, Y) and aCT) < 00. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) T is open, 

(ii) For every M E P(D(T», T(M) is closed in R(T), and if N(T) n M = {O} then TIM is 

open and injective, 

(iii) There exists M E P(D(T» such that T(M) is closed in R(T) and TIM is open and 

injective. 

PROOF 

Clearly we may assume that D(T) is infinite dimensional. 
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(i) :::} (ii) : Let M E P(D(T». Then M + N(T) is closed since aCT) < 00. Now suppose 

QTxk --)0 QTx for {Xk} C M. Since T is open, we have d(x - Xk, N(T» --)0 O. Thus, there 

exists {nk} C N(T) such that Xk + nk --)0 x. Since M + N(T) is closed, x E M + N(T) and 

hence, Tx E T(M), i.e. R(TIM) is closed in R(T). 

Since aCT) < 00, there exists M E P(D(T» such that M n N(T) = {O} and TIM is injective. 

Hence, suppose M n N(T) = {a}, let P be a continuous single-valued projection defined on 

M + N(T) with kernel N(T) and: let {Xk} eM be as before. We have 

Furthermore, for x E D(T) we have T Px = Tx since (I -P)x E N(T), and hence, (TIM -1 )TXk = 
XIc --)0 x. Since {Txk} C T(M) was arbitrary, it follows that TIM is open. 

The implication (ii) :::} (iii) is obvious. 

(iii) :::}(i) : Suppose M E P(D(T», TIM is open and injective and T(M) is closed in R(T). Since 

aCT) < 00, there exists a finite dimensional subspace Fe D(T) such that M +F+N(T) = D(T), 

(M + F) n N(T) = {O}, and M n F = F n N(T) = M n N(T) = {a}. Furthermore, we have 

dimR(T)jT(M) :5 dimD(T)jM < 00. 

Thus, R(T) = T(M)+Fa, where Fa is finite dimensional, and (TIM+F)-1 is single-valued with do

main T(M) + Fa· Now «TIM+F)-I)IF2 is continuous since dimF2 < 00, and 

((TIM+F )-1 )IT(M) = TIM -1 is continuous. Thus, (TIM+F )-1 is continuous, i.e. TIM+F is 

open. Thus 

a < ,(TIM+F) 

= inf IITxll 
(lIEM+F lj;if 

:5 inf IITxl1 
xEM+F d( x, N(T) ) 

= inf IITxl1 
xED(T)\N(T) d(x,N(T) ) 

= ,(T). 

<> 

5.2 Compact, Strictly Singular and Upper Semi-Fredholm 

Relations 

The theory of compact (single-valuBd) operators is attributed mainly to F. Riesz, and forms part 

of the classic core of functional analysis and operator theory. Riesz showed that if K is a compact 

operator defined on a Banach space then the operator T )..1 - K has finite dimensional kernel and 

closed finite codimensional range (see the Chapter 0, the Introduction). Bounded strictly singular 
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operators were introduced by Kato [74] (see also Goldberg [60]), while unbounded strictly singular 

operators are discussed in Cross [37]. It is clear from the definitions that if T is a strictly singular 

relation then T ~ :F +. The proof that precompact linear relations form a subclass of the class 

of strictly singular relations, is given in Theorem 5.2.4 below. While the adjoint of a compact 

operator is also compact (see Theorem 5.2.2 below), the same does not hold for strictly singular 

operators. This motivated the consideration of the the class of strictly cosingular relations which 

are discussed in Section 5.5. For convenience, we introduce the term Singular Type Relation to 

refer to any linear relation which is precompact, compact, strictly singular or strictly cosingular. 

This section recalls some of the basic properties of singular type relations, and the relationships 

between Fredholm type and singular type properties. Theorem 5.2.9 is fundamental to the latter, 

and is used to establish Theorem 5.2.10 which completes Proposition 5.1.4. 

Definitions 5.2.1 A relation T E LR(X, Y) is precompact if QTTBx is totally bounded. If 

QTTBx is compact in Y, then T is called compact. T is said to be strictly-singular if there 

does not exist ME I(D(T» such that TIM is injective and open. 

These definitions coincide with the standard definitions for precompact, compact and strictly 

singular single-valued operators. Indeed, if T is single-valued, then QTTBx = T Bx. 

Theorem 5.2.2 (Schauder) Let T E LReX, Y) be continuous and llingle-valued. Then T is 

precompact if and only if T' is compact. 

Corollary 5.2.3 Let T E LR(X, Y) be continuous. Then T is precompact if and only if T' is 

compact. 

PROOF 
Since T is continuous and pre compact if and only if QT J D(T) is continuous and precompact, and 

eQT JD(T»)' = QT,T' JT(O)J. is single-valued, the result follows from the theorem for single-valued 

relations. 

Theorem 5.2.4 1fT E LReX, Y) is precompact, then T is continuous and strictly singular. 

PROOF 

Continuity follows from the fact that totally bounded sets are bounded, i.e. QT(BD(T» is a 

bounded set, and hence QT is continuous. To see that T is strictly singular, suppose QTI M is 

open and injective for some subspace M of D(T). Then it follows that BM is totally bounded since 

QT(BM) is totally bounded. Thus, by Theorem 1.4.9, M must be finite dimensional. 
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Proposition 5.2.5 Let T E LR(X, Y) be continuous with finite dimensional range. Then T is 

compact. 

PROOF 

By Proposition 2.2.11, 

QTBx c IITIIQBR(T) C IITIIBR(QT)' 

Since dimR(T) < 00, BR(QT) is a compact subset of QY. Thus, T is compact. 

<> 

The next example illustrates that the property may fail if T is not assumed to be continuous. 

Example 5.2.6 Let M be a nonclosed, dense subspace of a normed linear space X and let P 

denote a projection of X onto M with kernel N satisfying M +N = X and MnN = {O}. Then 

R(I - P) = N is finite-dimensionc!l, while I - P is not continuous. 

Lemma 5.2.7 Let B be a bO'IJ,nded subset of a normed linear space X, and suppose 

{xi , x~, ... , x~} is a finite subset of X'. Then for any t > 0 there exists a finite set 

{Xl. X2, ... ,Xm} C B such that for any x E B, there exists Xj E {Xl, X2, .. . ,xm} satisfying 

n 
E Ix~x - x~xjl ::; 10, and 
i=1 

PROOF 
Define K: X -t IKn by Kx:= (xix, X~X, ... , x~x). Then K is continuous with finit.e 

dimensional range, and therefore, by Proposition 5.2.5, K is compact. Let t > O. Since K(B) is 

totally bounded, it follows that there exists a finite set {Xl, X2, ... , Xm} C B such that for x E B, 

there exists Xj E {Xl, X2, ... , xm} such that 

n 
E Ix~;x - x~xjl ::; IIKx KXjll::; t. 
i=l 

Hence, the inequalities Ix~x - X~Xj I ::; t, 1::; i ::; n, also hold. 

<> 

Proposition 5.2.8 Let T, Tn E LR(X, Y) be everywhere-defined relations with each Tn precom· 
00 __ 

pact, U Tn(O) C T(O) and lim liT'll Til = O. Then T is precompact. 
n=l n-7'''' 

PROOF 
Let t > 0, and choose N E IN such that 

(5.4) 
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Since TN is precompact, QTN TN B X is totally bounded. Thus there exists a subset {Xl, X2, ... Xm} C 

Bx such that for each X E Bx, 3 Xi E {XI,X2," .xm} for which 

I': 
IITNX - TNxill < 3' (5.5) 

Since TN (0) C T(O), it follows from ( 5.4) and ( 5.5) that 

IITx - Tx,II = IITx - TNX + TNX - TNXi + TNXi TXili 

< IITx - TNx/I + IITNX - TN Xi II + IITNXi - TXil1 

< 1':. 

<> 

Theorem 5.2.9 Let T E LR(X, Y}. Then the following properties are equivalent. 

(i) T ~ F+. 

(ii) There does not exist M E P(X) such that TIM is injective and open. 

(iii) Given I': > 0, 3 M E Z(X) such that TIM is precompact with IITIMII ~ €. 

In this case, if T is closed, then we may assume M is closed. 

PROOF 
Since T(O} = TIM(D) , it suffices to prove the result for QT. Therefore, we will assume that T is 

single-valued. 

Clearly (i) => (ii). 

(ii) => (iii): Suppose (ii) holds. Let I': > O. By Proposition 5.1.5 and the Hahn-Banach Theorem, 

we may select Xl E D(T} and x~ E X' such that 

!lXI II 1 and IITxl" < 3-1
1':; 

IIx~1I = 1 and X~Xl = II xIi I = 1. 

Since N(x~} is dosed and finite codimensional, we may apply Proposition 5.1.5 and the Hahn

Banach Theorem again, and select X2 E N(xD and x~ E X' such that 

IIx211 = 1 and IITx211 < 3-2 €; 

"x~1I = 1 and X~X2 = IIX2/1 = 1. 

Similarly N(xD n N(x~) is closed and finite codimensional, and there exists X3 E N(xi} n N(x~} 
and x~ E X' such that IIX311 = 1, IITx311 < 3-3

1':, IIx211 = 1, and x2X2 = IIx211 = L Continuing in 

this way we obtain: 

IIxkll = "xkll = XkXk = 1 

IITxkll < 3-k
l': for 1 ~ k < 00 
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k-l 
Xk E nN(xD 

i=1 

i.e., X~Xk = 0 for l:S:i<k (5.7) 

Clearly the set {Xk 11 :s: k < oo} is linearly independent. Let M = Sp{Xk I 1 :s: k < oo}. Then 
m 

M is an infinite dimensional subspace of D(T). For x EM, we have x L aiXi, and, applying 
i=1 

( 5.6) and ( 5.7), 

Now by ( 5.6) and ( 5.7) again, for j :s: m, 

j-l 
xjx = L aixj(xi) + aj. 

i=1 

Hence, the inequality lakl:S: 2k - 11lxll for k < j :s: m, implies 

j-l 
IQ;jl :s: Ixjxl + L laillxj(xi)1 

i=1 

j-l 
:s: IIxll + L 2i

-
2 11xll 

and thus, by induction, lak I :s: 2k-.1 1Ix II for 1 :s: k :s: m. 

Let Pn denote the projection of M onto Sp{Xl,X2, ... , xn} with kernel Sp{Xn+l,Xn+2, .. . }. Then 
m 

for x = L ajXi E M, we have 
i=1 

IITx - T Pnxll 

Since 

= 

< 

< 

= 

-+ 

00 

II L aiTxil1 
i=n+l 
00 

L lailllTxil1 
i=n+l 

00 

L 2i
-

13-i el!xll 
i=n+l 

1 00 2i 
e-Ilxll L -2 . 3 

~=n+l 

o as n -+ 00. 

it follows that TPn is continuous. Thus, since dimR(TPn) < 00, it follows from Proposition 5.2.5 

that TPn is precompact. Hence TIM is precompact (Proposition 5.2.8). Furthermore, for x E EM 

we have 
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m m 

IITxl1 S E lailllTxili < E 2i
-

1a- i ellxll < e!lxll 
i=l i=l 

Thus IITIMII seas required. 

(iii) :::} (i): Suppose (iii) holds while T E F+. Let M E Z(X) be a subspace such that TIM 

is precompact. Choose E E C(X) such that TIE is injective and open. Hence 3 A > 0 such 

that TBEnM :;) ABT(EnM)' Since TBEnM is totally bounded, the unit ball of R(TIEnM) is also 

totally bounded and R(TIEnM) is finite-dimensional. Since TIEnM is injective, En M must be 

finite-dimensional as well, a contradiction. 

Theorem 5.2.10 Let X and Y be complete, and T be closed. The following are equivalent: 

(i) TEF+ 

(ii) T E q,+ 

PROOF 
The implication (ii) :::} (i) follows from Proposition 5.1.4. 

We prove (i) :::} (ii) for the case when T is single-valued first. 

o 

By Proposition 5.2.9, 3 M E C(D(T» such that 'Y(TIM) > 0 and (TIM)-l(O) = 0 and since 

T is closed, we may assume that M is closed as well. From this it follows that D(T) = M Ef) N, 

where N is finite dimensional and N(T) c N. Thus aCT) < 00 and N = F Ef) N(T) for some 

Fe D(T), dimF < 00 • Since TIM is closed and 'Y(TIM) > 0, R(TIM) is closed. Thus, since 

dimTF < 00, it follows that R(T) = T(M + F) = TM + TF is closed. 

Passing to the general case, since T(O) is closed it follows that N(T) = N(QT). Furthermore, since 

R(QT) = R(T)jT(O) is closed, we have that R(T) is closed. 

o 

Corollary 5.2.11 T E F- {:} t E q,_ 

PROOF 

Since TI is closed, the result follows from Proposition 2.7.6 and the Closed Range Theorem 3.a.8. 

o 

In Corollary 5.8.5, we show that the equivalence T E F+ {:} t E q,+ also holds. 

5.3 Operator Quantities and the Classification of Linear Re

lations I 

Certain classes of linear relations may be characterised as sets for which a particular operator 

quantity is zero. In particular, compact relations and, more generally, linear relations which are 
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not upper semi-Fredholm, occur~ as the zero sets of quantities given in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4. 

The classification of relations in terms of operator quantities is applied in Section 5.6 where it is 

shown that semi-Fredholm properties are stable under various additive perturbations. Analogous 

theorems for lower semi-Fredholm relations are given Section 5.5 and Section 5.7. of this chapter. 

Theorem 5.3.1 Let T E LR(X, Y) and dim D(T) = 00. Then 

T E F+ if and only if reT) > O. 

PROOF 

It suffices to prove the result for qT, and hence we may assume that T is single-valued. 

Suppose T E F+. By Proposition 5.1.5, there exists M E C(D(T» and c> 0 such that IiIT.::iP2: c 

for any m E M, m'f. O. Thus IITINII ~ c for any N E I(M), and hence 

r(TIM) = inf /lTIN!! ~ c. 
NEI(M) 

By Proposition 4.1.3, it follows that reT) ~ c> O. 

Conversely, suppose T ¢ F+. Given 10 > 0, it follows from Theorem 5.2.9 that there exists 

ME I(D(T) such that IITIMI! ~ 10. Thus 

reT) = inf IITIMII ~ 10. 
MEI{D(T» 

Since 10 is arbitrary, reT) = O. 

<> 

Theorem 5.3.2 Let T E LR(X, V). Then T is strictly singular if and only if ~(T) = O. 

PROOF 
As before, it suffices to prove the result for QT, and hence we may assume that T is single-valued. 

Suppose T is strictly singular. Then clearly TIM is strictly singular for any M E I(D(T», and 

hence, TIM ¢ F+ for any M E I(D(T». By Theorem 5.3.1, this implies that 

~(T) = sup r(TIM) = O. 
MEI{D{T» 

Conversely, if ~(T) = 0, then r(TIM) = 0 for every M E I(D(T». By Theorem 5.3.1 again, 

TIM ¢ F+ for any M E I(D(T)). In particular, TIM does not have a continuous single-valued 

inverse for any M E I(D(T», and hence, T is strictly singular. 

<> 

Corollary 5.3.3 1fT, S E LR(X, Y) are strictly singular then T + S is strictly singular. 

PROOF 
This follows from Theorem 5.3.2 and Corollary 4.1.8. 
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Corollary 5.3.4 

(a) If T E LR(X, Y) is strictly singular and S E LR(Y, Z) is continuous, and if 

T(O) C D(S), then ST is strictly singular. 

(b) If S E LR(Y, Z) is continuous and strictly singular and T E LR(X, Y), and if 

T(O) C D(S) and 6.(T) < 00, then ST is strictly singular. 

PROOF 

o 

(a) Suppose first that T is single-valued. If S is continuous then, by Proposition 4.1.12, 6.(S) S 

fo(S) < 00, and hence the inequality 

6.{ST) S 6.(S)6.(T) 

of Proposition 4.1.11 is defined. Thus the result follows from Theorem 5.3.2. 

More generally, let Q denote QT. Now QT is single-valued and strictly singular, and since S is 

continuous, so is SQ-l. Thus, since T(O) C D(S), it follows from Proposition 2.3.15 and what 

has already been proved that QSTST = QSTSQ-IQT is strictly singular. The result follows. 

(b) The argument for this case is the similar to (a). 

o 

Theorem 5.3.5 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

(a) T is precompact if and only if fo(T) = O. 

(b) T is partially precompact if and only if ro(T) = o. 

PROOF 
(a) It suffices to prove the result for QT, and hence we may assume that T is single-valued. Without 

loss of generality, we assume further that D(T) = X. 

Suppose T is precompact, and f > O. There exists {Xl, X2, ... , Xn} C Bx such that for X E Bx 

there exists Xk E {Xl, X2, ... , xn} such that 

By the Hahn-Banach theorem, we may choose {yL y~, ... , y~} C By' such that 
n 

y~Txi = IITxill, 1 SiS n, and lyiTxl S IITxlI. Let N .- n N(yiT). 
i=l 

Then for X E N n Bx we have 

IITxlI < IITxkl1 + IITx - TXkl1 

< 
, f 

YkTxk + 2 

ly~(Txk - Tx)1 
f 

= + 2 

< IITxk - TxII 
f 

+ -
2 

f f 
< - + -2 2' 
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Since x E N n Bx was arbitrary, /lTINII < f. Since N is closed and finite codimensional in X and 

f was arbitrary, it follows that f'n(T) = inf IITINII = O. 
NE1'(X) 

Now suppose f'o(T) = 0, and let f > O. Choose M E P(X) such that IITIMII < f. There 

exists a finite dimensional subspace F of X such that X = M + F and M n F = {OJ, and 

hence we may fix some basis {b l , b2 , ••• , bn } for F. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists 

{x~, X2' ... , x~} C M.l such tha.t Xibj Oij. Thus, for x E X we may write 
n 

X = m+ Exi(x)bi, 
i=l 

where m EM, and hence, 
n 

Ilmil S Ilxll + E Ixi(x)! IIbi ll· 
i=l 

Since IITIMII < f, it follows that 

n 

tlTxlt <' fllmll + L /xHx H IITbi fl 
i=l 
n 

<' fl\xll + L Ix~(x)1 ( f Ilbill + IITbi11 ) 
i=l 

n 

:s fllxll + c L Ix~(x)J (5.8) 
i=l 

where c := maxi f IIbi li + IITbill lIS i S n}. By Lemma 5.2.7, there exists 
n 

{Xl, X2, ... , Xk} C Bx such that for Z E B, we have l:lx~z - x~xkl < f for some 
i==l 

Xk E {Xl, X2, ... , xd. From ( 5.8) it follows that 

Since f is arbitrary, TBx is totally bounded. 

(b) We may assume that D(T) is infinite dimensional. If T is partially precompact then there 

exists M E C(X) such that TIM is precompact and hence, by (a), f'o(TIM) = O. Since ME C(X), 

poeT) = Po(TIM) S f'o(TIM) = o. 

Conversely, if poeT) = 0 then for any f > 0 there exists M E C(X) such that IITIMII < f, and 

hence, IITIMII is continuous. It follows that 

o poeT) 

Thus, by (a), TIM is precompact. 

Corollary 5.3.6 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

(a) Tis precompact if and only if for any f > 0 there exists ME P(D(T» 

such that IITIMII < f. 

(b) T is partially precompact if and only if for any E > 0 there exists ME C(D(T)) 

such that IITIMII < E. 
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PROOF 
(a) and (b) follow from the definitions of to(T) = 0 and ro(T) = 0 , respectively. 

o 

The arguments for the following two corollaries are similar to those given for Corollaries 5.3.2 and 

5.3.4. 

Corollary 5.3.7 If T, S E LR(X, Y) are precompact (partially precompact) then T + S is 

precompact (partially precompact). 

PROOF 
This follows from Theorem 5.3.5 and Proposition 4.1.9. 

Corollary 5.3.8 

(a) 1fT E LR(X, Y) is precompact (partially precompact) and S E LR(Y, Z) is continuous, 

and if T(O) c D(S) then ST is precompact (partially precompact). 

(b) If S E LR(Y, Z) is precompact (parti.ally precompact) and T E LR(X, Y), and if 

T(O) c D(S) and to(T) < 00, (or ro(T) < 00, ) then ST is precompact 

(partially precompact). 

PROOF 

<> 

(a) Suppose first that T is single-valued. If S is continuous then, by Proposition 4.1.12, ro(S}::; 

toeS) < 00, and hence the inequalities 

to (ST) ::; to (S)to (T) , and 

ro(ST) ::; ro(S}ro(T} 

of Proposition 4.1.13 are defined. Thus the result follows from Theorem 5.3.5. 

More generally, let Q denote QT. Now QT is single-valued and precompact (partially precompact) 

and, since S is continuous, so is SQ-I. Thus, since T(O) c D(S}, it follows from Proposition 

2.3.15 and what has already been proved that QSTST = QSTSQ-IQTis precompact (partially 

precompact). The result follows. 

(b) follows by the same argument applied in (a). 

o 
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5.4 Perturbation 'I'heorems for Upper Semi-Fredholm Lin

ear Relations 

Proposition 5.4.1 Let T E LR(X, Y) and S E LR(Y, Z). Then 

(a) If IISII < 00 and T(O) C D(S), then ST E:F+ =} TID(ST) E :F+. 

In addition, if D(ST) E C(D(T», for example if R(T) C D(S), then T E :F+. 

(b) If S, T E:F+ then ST E :F+. 

PROOF 

(a) We apply Corollary 2.3.13 and Proposition 5.1.5. Since T(O) C D(S) and ST E :F+, there 

exists M E C(D(ST» and c> a such that 

IISlllITmli ~ IISTmll ~ cllmll V mE M. 

Thus, TIM is bounded below, and by Proposition 5.1.5 again, TID(sT) E :F+. If D(ST) E C(D(T», 

then M E C(D(T», and T E :F+. 

(b) Clearly it is enough to consid.er the case dimD(ST) = 00. It follows that dimD(T) = 00, 

reT) > a and, since aCT) < 00, W!~ also have dim R(T) = 00 and dim D(S) = 00. 

Choose M E C(X) and V E C(Y) such that TIM and Siv are injective and open. Then T(M) E 

C(R(T», and hence dimT(M) = co. Since VnT(M) E C(T(M», it follows that T-l(VnT(M») E 

C(M + N(T)). Thus, since aCT) < 00 and M is finite codimensional, T-l(V nT(M» E C(D(T». 

Let L:= T-I(V n T(M» n ME C(D(T» and let SI := SIVnT(M)' Then 

D(SIT) = T-I(V n T(M) n D(S)) = T-l(V) n M n D(ST) E C(D(ST». 

Now TIL is bounded below, IISl111 < 00 and SIT(O) C D(S!,1). Thus, for x E L we have, by 

Corollary 2.3.13, 

for some c > O. Thus SIT is bounded below on L E C(D(T», and hence reST) = r(SlT) > O. 

o 

Proposition 5.4.2 Let S, T E LR(X, Y). If S(O) C T(O) then 

PROOF 

Assume reT) - ~(S) > O. Then we may choose 40 such that reT) - ~(S) > 40 > O. Suppose 

T + S ~ :F+. Then reT + S) = 0, and there exists M E 'L(D(T + S» such that II(T + S)IMII < e. 

Since S(O) C T(O), we have for x E M 

IITxll $ IITx + Sxll + IISxll < ellxll + IISxll· 
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Thus for x E BM, IITxll-IISxll < E, and hence, IITINII < IISINII + E for N E I(M). Taking 

the infimum over N E I(M), it follows that r(TIM)::; il.(S) + E which is a contradiction. 

o 

Proposition 5.4.3 Suppose T E .1'+ (X, Y) with G(S) c G{T) and dim D{S) = 00. Then S E 

.1'+. 

PROOF 

Since G(S) c G(T), we have for x E D{S) 

IITID(S)xll = dey, T{O» far y E Tx 

::; d(y, T{O)) far y E Sx 

< d{y,S{O)) since S(O) C T(O) 

= IISxll, 

i.e. IITD(s)11 ::; IISII. Thus 

0< r(T) = inf IITIMII < inf IITIMII MeI(D(T» - MeI(D(S» 

< inf IISIMII = r(S) MeI(D(S» 

and the result follows. 

5.5 Lower Semi-:Fredholm Relations 

We begin by summarising some properties. 

Proposition 5.5.1 Let T E LR{X, Y). The following are equivalent: 

(i) T E .1'_, 

(ii) peT) < 00 and 'Y(T') > 0, 

(iii) t E <»_, 

(iv) T JD(T) E .1'_, 

(v) QT E .1'_, 

(vi) QpT E .1'_ for F E F{Y). 

PROOF 

(i) {:::> (v) was observed from the definitions {see equivalence ( 5.3) in Section 5.1), 

(i) {:::> (iv) {:::> (vi) are contained in Proposition 5.1.6, and 

(i) {:::> (iii) is a restatement of Corollary 5.2.11. 

o 

(i) {:} (ii): Since T' E .1'+, we have P(T) = a(TI} < 00 (Proposition 2.7.6). Since T' = 1'1 E <»+ 

(Theorem 5.2.10), R(TI) is closed. By the Open Mapping Theorem 3.3.7, this implies that T' 
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is open, i.e. f(T') > 0. Conversely, if jj(T) = a(T') < 00, and f(T') > 0, then R(T') is closed 

(another application of the Open Mapping Theorem), and hence applying Theorem 5.2.10 again, 

T' E :F +. 

Theorem 5.5.2 Let T E LR(X, V). The following properties are equivalent. 

(ii) There does not exist F E :F(Y) such that T'IF.L is bounded below. 

(iii) Given € > 0, there exists a compact operator K E LR(X, Y) such that 

IIKII < €, D(K)::> D(T) and jj(JyT - K) 00. 

PROOF 

o 

(i) =? (ii): Suppose T (j. F_ and let F c Y be finite dimensional. Then FJ.. E P(Y'). By 

Theorem 5.1.5, since T' (j. F+, there does not exist ME C(Y') such that T'IM is bounded below. 

In particular, T'IF.L is not bounded below. 

(ii) =? (iii): Let € > 0 and 0 > 0" Since T' is not bounded below, we may select yi E D(T') and 

Y1 E Y such that 

lIyUI = 1 and IIT'y~ II < 2- 1(1 + O)-1.€; 

Y~Y1 = 1 and IIY111:5 (1 +0). 

Suppose {YL Y2' ... ,Y~-d CD(T') and {Yl. yz, ... ,Yn-1} C Y have been selected such that 

IIYkH = 1 and IIT'yW < 2-k(1 + 0)-1(2 + O)1-k .€; 

YkYj = Okj and IIYkll::; (1 + 0)(2 + O)k-l (5.9) 

for 1 ::; k, j::; n-1 and n ~ 2. By (ii), the restriction ofT' to the subspace {Y1, Yz, ... , Yn_1}J.. C 

Y' is not bounded below and hence there exists 

y~ E {Y1, Yz, ... ,Yn_dJ.. n D(T') and Y E Y such that 

IIY~II 1 and IIT'Y~II < 2-n (1+0)-1(2+0)1-n.€; 

y~y = 1 and lIylI::; (1 + 0). 

n-l 
Then Yn:= Y I: Yk (Y)Yk satisfi,es 

k=1 

Y~(Yk) { ° if 1::; k < n, 

y~(y) = 1, if k=n 

Y~(Yn) = yHy) - Yk(Y) = 0 if 1 :s; k < n, 
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i.e. Y~(Yj) = Okj for 1 S k, j S n, and 

n-l 
llYn II < lIyli (1 + I: IIYkll) 

k=l 
n-l 

< (1 + 0)(1 + I: (1 + 0)(2 + o)k-l) 
k=l 

= (1 + 0)(2 + (W·-1
• 

Thus, there exists sequences {y~} C Y' and {Yn} C Y such that the conditions ( 5.9) hold. 

Define the single-valued operators K n , K E LR(X, Y) as follows: 

n 

Knx .- I:T'Y~(X)Yk' and 
k=l 
00 

Kx .- I:T'Y~(X)Yk' 
k=l 

Clearly D(K) ~ D(T). Furthermore, 

n n 

IIKnx11 < I: IIT'Y~lIllxllIIYkll < €(I: 2-k) Ilxll 
k=l k=1 
00 00 

IIKxl1 < I: IIT'Y~lllIxllllYkll < €(I: 2-k) IIxll = €lIxll· 
k=l k=1 

Thus K exists since Y is complete, and Kn -+ K. Now Kn is continuous and has finite-dimensional 

range for each n E IN. Thus, by Proposition 5.2.5, Kn is compact for each n E IN. By Proposition 

5.2.8, it follows that K is compact. Furthermore, if x E D(T) then ( 5.9) implies that y1(Kx) = 

T'y~(x) = y~T(x), i.e. y~ E R(JyT - K)l. for any k E IN. Since {y~} is an infinite sequence 

of linearly independent elements, P(JyT - K) = 00. 

(iii) :::} (i): Let K be a compact operator satisfying (iii), and suppose T E :F_. Since JyT E :F_, 

it suffices to consider the case when Y is complete. 

Now T' E :F+, and K' is compact (Corollary 5.2.3) with ~(K') = 0 (Theorem 5.3.2) and D(K') = 

K(O)l. = Y'. The latter implies that the equality (T - K)' = T' - K' holds (Proposition 2.6.6). 

Since K'(O) = D(K)l. C D(T)l. = T'(O), it follows from Theorem 5.4.2 that T' - K' =E :F+. 

Thus P(T - K) = a(T' - K') < 00, which contradicts (iii). 

Corollary 5.5.3 Let T E LR(X, Y). The following are equivalent 

(i) TE:F_, 

(ii) P(JyT + K) < 00 for every single-valued compact operator K E LR(X, Y) such that 

D(K) ~ D(T). 

PROOF 

(ii) :::} (i): The arguments of (i) :::} (iii) in Theorem 5.5.2 apply. 
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(i) =} (ii): Suppose (i) holds and K E LR(X, Y) is a single-valued compact operatpr such that 

D(K) :J D(T). Then KI is compact (Corollary 5.2.3), and hence (T+K)' = T' +KI (Proposition 

2.6.6). By Theorem 5.4.2 T' + 1:(' E F+, and thus 

tJ(T + K) = aCT' + K'} < 00. 

<> 

Proposition 5.5.4 Let T be closed and let F E F(Y). Then QpT is closed. 

PROOF 

Suppose T is single-valued. Let q := Q~, and let (xn' QVn), where Vn E Txn, be a sequence in 

G(QT) such that (Xn, QVn) -T (a:, [z]) E X x Y/F. Then there exists a sequence {In} C F such 

that Vn + In -T V, V E [zJ. 

Suppose {In} is unbounded. Then there exists a subsequence {In'} of {In} such that IIln'lI -T 00 

and IIYnf~~j'I' -T O. Now II~::II is bounded and hence, since F is finite dimensional, there exists 

a subsequence {In"} C {In'} such that 11::::11 -T I for some I E F, 11111 = 1. It follows 

that II~:::II -T -land 1I~=;;11 -t O. Since T is closed, (0, - I) E G(T) and -I = T(O), which 

contradicts 11111 = 1. It follows that {In} is bounded. 

Since {In} is bounded and F is finite dimensional, there exists a convergent subsequence {In'} 

of {In} such that In' -T I for some f E F. It follows that Vn -T V - I and since F is closed, 

(x,V - f) E G(T). Thus (X, V) E G(QFT). 

Passing to the general case, we have that Qp(T(O)} = T(O) + F which is closed, since T is closed 

and F is finite dimensional. Furthermore, we have 

Since QT(o)T is closed and single-valued and F/T(O} is a finite dimensional subspace ofY/T(O), it 

follows from what has already been proved that Q~~;IFQpT is closed, and hence, QpT is closed. 

<> 

Proposition 5.5.5 Let X be complete and let T E LR(X, Y} be closed. Then the following ar'e 

equivalent: 

(i) T E F_, 

(ii) peT) < 00 and ,(T) > 0, 

(iii) peT) < 00 and R(T) is closed, 

(iv) QpT is open and surjective for some F E F(Y), 

(v) P(QpT) < 00 and ,(QpT) > 0 lor some F E F(Y). 
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PROOF 
(i) =? (li): Since T' E F+, we have P(T) = a(TI) < 00. By Theorem 3.3.9 'Y(T) = 'Y(TI) > 0. 

The equivalence (li) {::} (iii) follows from Theorem 3.3.9. 

(li) =? (iv): Since 'Y(TI) 2:: 'Y(T) > 0, and a(TI) == peT) < 00, we have T' E <P+, or 

equivalently, TI E F+. By Theorem 5.5.2, there exists F E F(Y) such that TIIF.L == (QFTY is 

bounded below. By Proposition 5.5.4, QFT is closed. Hence, by the State Diagram for closed 

linear relations, Theorem 3.4.3, QFT is surjective. Since X is complete, it follows from Theorem 

3.3.9 that 'Y(QFT) = 'Y«QFTy) > 0. 

The implication (iv) =? (v) is obvious. IT (v) holds, then (QFTY E F+, and hence QFT E F_. 

Since F E F(Y), it follows that T E F_ (Proposition 5.5.1), and hence, (i) holds. 

o 

5.6 Operator Quantities and the Classification of Linear Re

lations II 

Recall that a single-valued operator T E LR(X, Y) is said to be strictly cosingular if there is no 

closed infinite codimensional subspace M of Y such that QMT is surjective (see Pelczynski [118J 

or Whitely [142]). This property is generalised in the definition given below. 

Definition 5.6.1 A linear relation T E LR(X, Y) is said to be strictly cosingular if d/(T) = 0. 

Proposition 5.6.2 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) rh(T) = 0, 

(ii) 3 FE F(Y) such that QFT is precompact. 

PROOF 
(i) =? (li): Let t > O. Since rh(T) = 0, we may choose F E F(Y) such that IIQFTII < t. Then 

!I (QFT),I I = IITIJF.LII < t, and hence f'o(T' ) == O. By Theorem 5.3.5, TI is compact. Thus QFT 

is precompact, since (QFTY is compact. 

(ii) =? (i): Suppose (ii) holds. Since r:'(QFT) = rh(T), it suffices to consider the case when T is 

precompact. 

Given t > 0 there exists {Xl, X2, . .. , xn} C BD(T) such that for any X E BD(T) there exists 

Xk E {XI. X2,··., xn} such that IITx TXkll < t. Let F := SP{Yl, Y2,'''' Yn} where Yi E 

TXi, 1:::; i :::; n. Then 

IIQFTxlI == IIQF(Tx - Yk)11 = IIQF(Tx - TXk)11 

< IIQF!! IITx - TXkl1 

< t 
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<> 

Proposition 5.6.3 Let T E LR(X, Y) and FE F(Y). If QFT is precompact, then T is strictly 

cosingular. In particular, T is strictly cosingular if T is precompact or dim R(T) < 00. 

PROOF 

By Proposition 5.6.2, r~(QFT) = O. Thus, by Proposition 4.2.6, 6.'(T) S r~(QFT) = O. 

<> 

Theorem 5.6.4 Let T E LR{X, Y) and T(O) E £(Y). Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) T E .1"_, 

(ii) r'(QT) > O. 

PROOF 

Since T E .1"_ if and only if QT E .1"_, it suffices to consider the case when T is single-valued and 

dimY = 00. 

(ii) => (i): Suppose T rt .1"_, and let € > O. Then there exists a compact operator K E LR{X, Y) 

such that IIKII < € and M:= R{K - JyT) E £(Y) (Theorem 5.5.2). Thus, QMJyT QMK 

and furthermore, Q M K is compact. It follows that 

(applying Corollary 4.2.4 and Proposition 5.6.2). 

(i) => (ii): Suppose r'(T) = 0, and let € > O. Then there exists M E £(Y) such that IIQMJyTl1 < 

€. Thus II{QMJyT),11 = liT'JMLl1 < €. Since T is single-valued, Y' ::J D(T') ::J M.l., and M.l. E 

I(Y'), it follows that reT') = O. Hence, by Theorem 5.3.1, T' rt .1"+, Le. T rt .1"_. 

<> 

Corollary 5.6.5 Let dim Y = 00 and let T E LR{X, Y) satisfy T(O) E F(Y). Then the following 

are equivalent: 

(i) T E 

(ii) peT) > O. 

<> 

The condition T{O) E £(Y) is included to ensure that dim Y jT{O) = 00 and, hence, r' (QT) is not 

strictly zero. 
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5.7 Perturbation Theorems for Lower Semi-Fredholm Lin

ear Relations 

Proposition 5.7.1 Let T,S E LR(X, Y), D(S)::J D(T), and let T E :F_. Then 

(a) If dimR(S) < 00, then T + S E :F_. 

(b) If S is preeompaet, then T + S E :F _ . 

(e) If IISII < ,eT'), then T + S E :F_. 

PROOF 

(a) By Proposition 5.5.1, QR(s)(T + S) == QR(s)T E :F_, and hence, T + S E :F_. 

(b) A(SI) = 0 since SI is compact, and since D(S) ::J D(T), {T + sy = T' + S' (Proposition 

2.6.6), and SI(O) C TI(O). Thus by Proposition 5.4.2, (T + sy E :F+. 

(c) r E :F+ and thus aCT') < 00 and l(T')::::; reT') (Proposition 4.1.14). We have 

A(S') ::::; I/SIII ::::; I/sil ::::; l{TI). 

Thus, as in (b), (T + sy E :F+ by Proposition 5.4.2. 

<> 

Proposition 5.7.2 LetT E :F_ and suppose JyS E LR{X, Y) is strictly eosingular, D(S) ::J D(T) 

and dimQTS{O) < 00. Then T + S E :F_. 

PROOF 
Now JyT E :F_ if and only if T E :F_, and thus, we may assume that Y is complete. We first 

consider the case when S is single-valued. Then QT+s{T + S - S) == QTT, and hence, 

r/(QTT) = r'( QT+s(T + S) - QT+SS ) 

< r'( QT+s(T + S» + A'( QT+SS) (5.1O) 

Now ifT{O) E feY), then by Corollary 4.2.4, A/(QT+sS)::::; A'(S) = O. Thus, since QTT E :F_, 

( 5.10) implies that r'{ QT+s{T + S» > 0 and T + S E :F_ (Theorem 5.6.4). If T(O) E C(Y), 

then QT+SS has finite dimensional range and, hence, QT+s(T + S) = QTT + QTS E :F_ 

(Proposition 5.7.1). 

More generally, if dim QTS(O) < 00, let F := QTS(O) E :F(QT(Y». Then 

(5.11) 

Since QTT E :F_, it follows from Proposition 5.5.1 that QFQTT E :F_, and thus, by ( 5.11) and 

what has already been shown, Q (S+T)(O) (T + S) == Q FQT(T + S) E :F _, i.e. T + S E :F _ . 

<> 
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5.8 The Essential State Diagram 

We present an analogue of the State Diagram given in Section 3.4. The Essential State Diagram, 

Theorem 5.8.3 below, was developed by Cross (see [35], V.7) and has been generalised to include 

the dual properties of closed relations ([35}, V.8). We begin by defining the Essential States. 

Definitions 5.8.1 The essential states of a linear relation T E LR(X, Y) are defined as follows: 

Ie R(T) is closed and fJ(T) < 00 

I Ie R(T) is not closed and P(T) < 00 

II Ie P(T) = 00 

Ie T E:F+ 

2" aCT) < 00 and T f/. :F+ 

3e aCT) = 00 

We use notation analogous to the notation used for the State Diagram, i.e. if TEl" and T E 2e 

then we write T E he, and similarly for the adjoint. The results of Proposition 5.8.2 yields the 

Essential State Diagram for linear relations, the configuration of which coincides with the State 

Diagram for linear relations, Theorem 3.4.3. 

The proof of Proposition 5.8.2 below uses properties of operator ranges (see, for example, [351, 

V.6). Recall that a subspace M of a normed linear space X is said to be an operator range if 

there exists a conti:l\uous single-valued and injective operator T: Y -t X defined everywhere on 

a Banach space Y with range RCT) = M. Hence, the domain and range of a completely closed 

relation are operator ranges. Furthermore, it can be shown that if R(T) has a complementary 

subspace, then it is complete ( see [35], V.6.5). 

Proposition 5.8.2 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

(a) TE Ie ¢}T' E Ie 

(b) T E Ie U II" ¢} T' E 1" U 2e 

(c) T E 3" => T' E IIIe 

(d) T E lIe U IIIe => T' E Ite 

(e) T' f/. IIIe 

(f) If Y is complete and T E he U 13" then T' E II II" 

PROOF 

(a) Suppose T E Ie. Choose M E P(X) such TIMnD(T) is injective and open. Applying Propo

sition 3.3.2, R( Q M 1-T') = R( (T h,d) = N (T J M).1. = M'. In particular, R( Q M 1- T') is closed. 

Since M' = X' / M .1. and Q M 1- is continuous, 
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Since dimM.L<oo, it follows that dim (R(T')nM.L) <00 and hence M.L=FID(M.LnR(T'», 

R(T') + M.L = R(T') + F, and R(T') nF = {O} for some finite dimensional subspace Fe X'. 

Thus, (j(T') < 00, and, since R(T') is an operator range and is complemented in a Banach space, 

it follows that R(T') is closed (see remarks preceding Proposition 5.8.2). 

Now suppose T' E Ie, Le. R(T') is closed and (j(T') < 00. By Proposition 2.7.6, 

aCT) ~ aCT) ~ P(T') = P(T') = (j(T'). 

By the Closed Range Theorem 3.3.8, R(T) is closed. Thus, T E <1>+, and by Theorem 5.2.10, 

T E F+. By Proposition 5.1.5, there exists M E C(D(T» and c > 0 such that IITmll ~ cllml/ 

for mE M. Hence, IITml1 ~ cllmll for mE MnD(T), where MnD(T) E C(D(T». Applying 

Proposition 5.1.5 again, it follows that T E F+. 

(b) By Proposition 2.7.6 we have aCT') = peT) ~ (j(T) from which the result follows. 

(c) Suppose T E 3e • Then dimN(T) = dimN(T) = 00. By Proposition 2.7.6, we have 

00 = aCT) = aCT) ~ P(T') = peT'). 

(d) Suppose T E lIe U 1I1e . Then by (a), T' E Ie, and by (b), T' E Ie U 2e. Now T' E Ie implies 

T' E <1>+, and hence, by Proposition 5.1.4, T' E F+. 

(e) If T' E Ie, i.e. if T' E F+, then by Theorem 5.2.10, T' E <1>+, and hence, T' ¢ lIe. 

(f) Suppose T E Ie. Since (j(T) < 00 we have Y = R(T)+M, where dimM < 00 and R(T)nM = 
{O}. Thus R(T)/M = Y/M, and QMT is in state I. Since Y/M is complete, it follows from the 

the State Diagram for linear relations (Section 3.4) that T'JMJ. E 1. In particular, R(T'JMJ.) is 

closed and N(T'JMJ.) is finite dimensional. Thus T'JMJ. E F+, and hence, since M.L E C(Y'), it 

follows that T' E F+, Le. T' E Ie. Now if T E 12e U lae, then from (a) above, T ¢ Ie ::;.. T' ¢ Ie, 

Le. T' E lIe U IIIe. By (e) above, T' ¢ IIle. Hence, T' E I1I1e . 

o 
Theorem 5.8.3 The Essential State Diagram for Linear Relations 

III3e 1111111 1111111 1I111t1 1111111 1111111 1111111 1I111 1/ 

IIhe 1111111 y y 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

IIIIe 1I11 II I 1111111 1111111 1111111 """1 
1I3e 1111111 1111111 1111111 /111111 1111111 /111111 1111111 /111111 

1I2e 1111111 y III II II 1111 II I 1111111 1111111 II II I II 1111111 

IIIe III 1/ II 1/11111 11111 II 1111/11 /111111 II 11111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

13e 1111111 1111111 1111111 II II 1/ I 1111111 1111111 111/111 1111111 

t 12e 1111111 11111 II 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 11111 II 1111111 
T' lIe 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 

Ite 12e 13e lIte 1I2e II3e IIIle IlI2e II 13e 

T-+ 

Y : this state cannot occur if Y is complete 
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Corollary 5.8.4 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

PROOF 

By Theorem 5.8.3 and Proposition 5.5.5, T E:F+ if and only if T' E Ie if and only if T' E :F_. 

<> 

Corollary 5.8.5 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then 

PROOF 
By Proposition 5.5.1 and Corollary 5.8.4, we have T E :F+ if and only if TI E ip_. The latter 

condition holds if and only if R(T) is closed (the Closed Range Theorem, 3.3.8) and a(T) = 
f3(T1

) < 00 (Proposition 2.7.6 together with Proposition 3.3.2; in this case equality holds in 

Propositions 2.7.6 (b»). 

5.9 Singular Sequences 

Definition 5.9.1 Let T E LR(X, Y). A sequence {Xn}nEN in D(T) is said to be a singular 

sequence if IITxnll -+ 0 but !lx",,11 = 1 for each n E IN, and {Xn}nElV does not have a Cauchy 

subsequence. 

Proposition 5.9.2 LetT E :F+. Then any bounded sequence {Xn}nEN in D(T) such that {QTxn} 

is Cauchy has a Cauchy subsequence. 

PROOF 

Let {Xn}nElV be a bounded sequence in D(T) for which {QTxn} is Cauchy. By Corollary 5.8.5, 

T E <P+. We first show that the result holds for the case when T is single-valued. By Theorem 5.2.9 

and Proposition 3.6.11, there exists a continuous single-valued projection P with D(P) = D(T), 

R(P) is closed and finite codimensional, dimN(P) < 00, and TIR(p) is injective and open. Since 

N(P) = R(I - P) is finite dimensional, TIR(l-P) is continuous, and the sequence {T(I - P)xn } is 

bounded in th€ finite dimensional space R(T(I - P». Choose a subsequence {xn/J of {xn} such 

that {T(I - P)xnk } is Cauchy. Then letting k, l -+ 00 it follows that 

Thus, {T Pxnk } is Cauchy and, since TIR(P) is injective and open, we have 
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Hence {Pxnk } is Cauchy. Choosing a subsequence {wn } of {xnk } such that {(I - P)wn } is Cauchy, 

it follows that {wn } = {Pwn + (I - P)wn } is Cauchy. 

Since IIQTTxll2:: IIQr TxlI, x E D(T), it follows that if {QTTxn } is a Cauchy sequence, then 

so is {QrTxn}. Hence, replacing T by QrT, it follows from the above that the result holds for 

the multivalued case. 

Theorem 5.9.3 The following properties are equivalent: 

(i) T tJ. F+ 

(ii) There exists are non-precompact bounded subset W of D(T) 

such that QT(W) is precompact. 

(iii) T has a singular sequence. 

PROOF 
Clearly (iii) * (ii), while (ii) * (i) follows from Proposition 5.9.2. 

<> 

(i) * (iii) : It suffices to show that the result holds for the case when T is single-valued. Assume 

T tJ. F+. We first consider the case when T is bounded, and show that T has a singular sequence. 

Since T tJ. <P+, by Theorem 5.2.9, there exists a closed subspace M E reX) such that TIM is 

compact. If dim(M n N(T» = 00, , then clearly T does have a singular sequence. If M n NeT) 

is finite dimensional, there exists a closed infinite dimensional subspace N of M such that N + 
(M n N(T» = M and N n N(T) = {a}. By Proposition 5.1.5, there exists a norm one sequence 

{xn} C N such that IITxn l/ -+ O. Then {xn} cannot have a Cauchy subsequence for then Xn -+ y 

for some yEN with IIyll = 1 and, since T is continuous, Ty = 0, a contradiction. Thus, since 

T has a singular sequence {xn }, it follows that a sequence {zn} C D(T) such that IIznl/ = 1 and 

Ilzn - X n " < ~ for each n is a Singular sequence for a bounded relation T. 

Since N(T) = N(TG) as subsets of D(T), it follows from Proposition 2.8.4, T tJ. F+ if and only 

if TG tJ. F+. Thus, if T is unbounded, then, we may pass to TG and it follows from the above 

that TG has a singular sequence {zn} eXT. Now, {zn} does not have a Cauchy subsequence 

with respect to II-liT, and since IlznllT = 1 and IITGznl1 -+ 0, it follows that {Gzn} C D(T) does 

not have a Cauchy subsequence and IIGznll -+ 1. Since (IIGznll-l )TGzn -+ 0, it follows that 

{IIGznll-lGzn} is a singular sequence for T. 

<> 

5.10 Notes and Remarks 

The material of this chapter is based on Cross [35], Chapter V. Proofs of the theorems given here 

are applied in the sequel, and are given in this chapter for reference in Chapters 6 and 8, and 

for completeness. Most of the proofs are essentially the same as those provided by Cross, where 
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further properties of upper and lower semi-Fredholm relations are given. Discussion of the zero 

sets of operator quantities, given in Section 5.3 above, differs from that given in Cross, though. 

In Cross [35J, V.2, it is first established that T is precompact (partially precompact ) if and only if 

l'o(T) = 0 ( ro(T) = 0). This property is then used to show that T E F+ if and only if r(T) > 0, 

and the latter is used, in turn, 1;0 show that T is strictly singular if and only if A(T) = O. In 

Theorem 5.3.1 above, we first show that T E F+ if and only if r(T) > OJ next, in Theorem 5.3.2, 

we show that T is strictly singulall" if and only if A(T) = 0, and lastly, in Theorem 5.3.5 we show 

that Tis precompact (partially precompact ) if and only if l'o(T) = 0 ( ro(T) = 0). 

In Section 5.4, the proof of Proposition 5.4.1 (b) is also due to the author. This proof does not 

require that the relation T be single-valued (cf. Cross [35}). Proposition 5.4.3 is due to the author, 

and is applied in the proof of the Characterisation Theorem for ,a-Atkinson relations 6.2.5. 

We have already noted that the characterisations of classes of linear relations by means of the 

operator quantities provide more generally applicable techniques for discussing the stability of 

Fredholm properties of linear relations, and hence of quantities of relations which are defined in 

terms of Fredholm properties. These ideas are applied in the perturbation theorems of Chapters 6 

and 8. 

We conclude with the comment that a notable property of the Gowers and Maurey space is that 

the continuous operators on that space are of the form AI + S, where S is strictly singular. This 

property received some attention Dar its connection with the invariant subspace problem ( see the 

notes for Chapter 7. ). 
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Chapter 6 

The Index and Generalised 

Inverses of Fredholm Type Linear 

Relations 

In this chapter we discuss further properties of Fredholm type linear relations. In particular, 

we consider unbounded multivalued Atkinson operators with generalised inverses, i.e multivalued 

semi-Fredholm operators for which there are continuous projections onto the kernels and onto the 

closures of the ranges. 

Our first series of stability theorems for the index are presented in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2 we 

introduce the classes of a-Atkinson and .a-Atkinson relations. In Sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5, the 

stability of Atkinson type properties. as well as further stability theorems for the index of linear 

relations, are investigated. 

6.1 The Index of Fredholm Type Linear Relations 

The small perturbation theorem (and its variants) of Section 3.5 and general properties of the 

index. the nullity and the deficiency given in Section 2.7 are applied in this section to give multi

valued analogues of the well-known theorems that the index of a closed semi-Fredholm operator is 

stable under small perturbation and under strictly singular perturbation. The perturbation theo

rems are effectively given for the case when the relation T is closed and the spaces are complete. 

More general cases are discussed in Sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. 
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Theorem 6.1.1 Let T E F+(X, Y) U F_(X, Y), and suppose S E LR(X, Y) satisfies D(S) :::> 

D(T), S(O) c T(O), and IISII < 'Y(:T), then K(T + S) = K(T). 

PROOF 

By Corollaries 5.2.11 and 5.8.5, '1' E cP+ U cP_, and, by the Open Mapping theorem, 'Y(T) > O. 

Furthermore, IISII ~ IISII < 'Y(T) (Proposition 2.5.9). Now let x E D(T). Then there exists 

(xn,Yn) E G(T) such that (Xn,Yn) -t (x,y) E G(T) where Xn E D(T) c D(S). Since S is 

continuous, (Qstxn is Cauchy and converges to some [z] E Q/I. Since (x, [z]) E G«QSt), 

x E D«QSn = D(QS) = D(S). Thus, since D(S) is closed (S is continuous), D(T) C D(S). To 

see S(O) c T(O), let Y E S(O). Then there exists Yn E S(O) such that (O,Yn) -t (O,y) E G(8). 

Since S(O) c T(O), it follows that (0, y) E G(T). Thus, we may assume that X and Y are complete 

and T and S are closed, and show that the stability holds for K(T). Since S is continuous and 

D(S) :> D(T), T + S is closed (Proposition 2.5.11). 

Suppose T E cP+. By Proposition 5.4.2, T + S E F+, and since T + S is closed, T + S E cP+. 

Now there exists M E P(D(T» such that TIM is injective and open. Since M is closed, TIM is 

closed, and it follows from the Open Mapping theorem, that R(T/M) is closed, Le. TIM E <P+. 

We first deduce the conclusion for the case IISII < 'Y(TIM)' Applying Proposition 5.4.2 again, 

(T + S)IM E F+, and since T + S is closed, (T + S)IM E cP+ and R«T + S)IM) is closed. Thus 

by Theorem 3.5.3, P«T + S)IM) = .8«T + S)IM) = .8(TIM) = P(TIM). Applying the finite 

dimensional extension lemma, 2.7.5" provided IISII < 'Y(TIM), we have: 

K(T+S) = K«T+S)IM) + codimM 

= K(TIM) + codim M 

= K(T). 

Passing to the case IISII < 'Y(T), let J denote the closed interval [0,1], and let Z:= Zu {-(X), oo} 

(where Z denotes the integers). Let I be endowed with the usual topology, and Z with the discrete 

topology, and define ?/J : I -t Z by ?/J(A):= K(T + AS). It follows from the above that, provided 

AO is sufficiently close to A, 
?/J(A) = K(T + AOS + (A AO)S) 

= K(T+AOS) 

= ?/J(Ao). 

Hence, ?/J is continuous and ?/J(I) is connected and consists of only one point. It follows that 

K(T) = ?/J(O) = ?/J(I) = K(T + S). 

If T E cP_, then T' E <P+ and R(T') is closed. Since IISII < 00 and D(S) :> D(T), we have that 

T' + S' = (T + sy (Proposition 2.6.6). Furthermore, IIS'II :5 IISII < 'Y(T) :5 'Y(T') (Propositions 

2.6.12 and 2.6.13). Now D(S):> D(T) implies S'(O) C T'(O) (Proposition 2.6.5) and, since 
_ .... A' _ -_-* --_-* _ 
S is closed and continuous, S(O) c 1'(0) implies D(S') = D(S') :::> D(T') :J D(T'). Thus, 

D(S'):> D(T'). Hence, as before, if X and Y are complete and T and S are closed, then T' + S' 

is closed (Proposition 2.5.11). As for the case T E cP+, it follows that R(T' + S') is closed, and 

K(T) = -K(T') = -K(T' + S') = -K«T + SY) = K(T + S). 
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Proposition 6.1.2 

(a) Suppose T E F+(X, Y), and let S E LR(X, Y) be strictly singular. 

If IISII < 00, S(O) c T(O) and D(S):J D(T), then K,(T + S) = K,(T). 

(b) Suppose T E F _(X, Y), and let S E LR(X, Y) be such that S' is strictly singular. 

If IIS'II < 00, S(O) c T(O) and D(S):J D(T), then K,(T + S) = K,(T). 

PROOF 

(a) By Corollary 5.8.5, T E q>+, and hence, as in Proposition 6.1.1, we may assume that X and 

Y are complete, that T is closed, and show that the stability holds for K,(T). Since D(T) C D(S) 

and S is continuous, T + S is closed. 

By Proposition 5.4.2, T+>"S E F+, and since T+S is closed, T+>"S E q>+ for all >... Let I := [0, 1J 

with its usual topology and let Z = E U { -(X)} with the discrete topology. Since >"S is continuous, 

by substituting T+>"S E q>+ for T in Proposition 6.1.1, it follows that w(>..) := K,(T+>"S) : I ---} Z 

is continuous and, is therefore, constant. Thus, K,(T) = W(D) = W(I) = K,(T + S). 

(b) By Corollary 5.2.11, T E q>_, and hence, as in Proposition 6.1.1, we may assume that X and Y 

are complete, that T is closed, and show that the stability holds for K,(T). Since D(T) C D(S) and 

S is continuous, T+S is closed. By Proposition 2.6.6, T' +S' = (T+S)'. Now IIS'II < IISII < 00, 

and as in Proposition 6.1.1, S'(O) c T'(D), and D(S') :J D(T'). Thus, applying part (a) to 

T' E q> + it follows that : 

K,(T) = -K,(T') = -K,(T' + S') = -K,«T + S),) = K,(T + S) 

o 

6.2 Generalised Inverses and Atkinson Relations 

In consideration of the existence of continuous generalised inverses for Fredholm type relations, we 

define and characterise the classes of a-Atkinson and ,B-Atkinson linear relations. 

The concept of a generalised inverse may be traced back to early contributions by Fredholm, 

Hurwitz, Hilbert, and others, in the study of integral equations, which evolved into the rich theory 

on Fredholm type operators (cf. Atkinson [I1J, Gohberg and Krein [57J, Goldberg [60], Kato [74J 

and [75J, Krein, Krasnosel'skii, and Milman [80] and Yood [146]). In 1920 Moore also introduced 

the notion of an inverse A for a singular or rectangular matrix M which satisfied 

M AM = A and AM A = M 

(cf. [112] edited by N ashed; applications of generalised inverses are also given in [26] edited by 

Campbell). 

If T E <p(X, Y), then the equalities 

AT = I-PN 

TA = I PRe 
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hold, where PN denotes a continuous projection onto N(T) , PR~ denotes a continuous projection 

onto a complement of R(T), and A is the associated continuous generalised inverse satisfying 

TAT = T and ATA = A (cf. Sche,chter [130] and Taylor and Lay [136]). 

Atkinson considered the class of relatively regular operators, where a bounded linear operator T 

is said to be relatively regular if there exists a bounded operator A such that TAT = T. This 

condition is equivalent to the existHnce of a continuous generalised inverse. However, we note that 

the class of relatively regular operators includes operators for which aCT) and !3(T) may both 

be infinite, and is not closed under compact additive perturbation (see Goldman [61] and also 

Goldberg [60]). 

Continuous left and right generalised inverses can be constructed for closed upper and lower semi

Fredholm operators which have topologically complemented ranges and kernels in Banach spaces. 

Muller-Horrig [Ill] showed that such operators may be characterised in terms of these inverses (cf. 

Moore and Nashed [109] and Nashed [112]). Applying perturbation theorems for semi-Fredholm 

operators, it follows that these subclasses of relatively regular operators are stable under small and 

compact additive perturbation. 

We extend these results to multi valued operators in arbitrary normed linear spaces. The charac

terisation theorems presented, Theorems 6.2.6 and 6.2.7, improve the characterisation theorem 

given in [111] by extending it to non-closed multivalued operators (cf. Gonzalez and Onieva [62]). 

We also give properties of adjoints of Atkinson relations. 

As in the classic case, the existence of generalised inverses is associated with the existence of 

continuous projections onto the kernels and ranges. 

Definitions 6.2.1 The classes of a--Atkinson and {3-Atkinson linear relations, denoted Aa(X, Y) 

and Ap(X, Y) respectively, are defined as follows: 

Ac,,(X,Y) .- {T E:F+ I R(T) is topologically complemented in Y} 

Ap(X, Y) .- {T E:F- I N(T) is topologically complemented in D(T)} 

Characterisations of upper semi-Fredholm relations are given in Cross [35J, V.lO. We recall two of 

these results, and note that the generalised inverses for this class are not necessarily continuous, . 

but are partially continuous, i.e. continuous on a finite codimensional subspace of Y. 

Theorem 6.2.2 ([35], V.10.2) Let T E LR(X, Y). The following are equivalent: 

(i) T E F+ 

(ii) 3 A E L(Y, X) and K E B(X) i~uch that A is partially continuous, 

D(A) = R(T), and K has finite rank, and AT = ID(T) - K. 

Theorem 6.2.3 ([35J, V.10.3) Let T E LR(X, Y). If X is complete, then the following are 

equivalent: 

(i) T E:F+ 

(ii) 3 A E B(Y,X) and a finite rank projection K E B(X) such that AT = ID(T) - K. 
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We require the following properties to verify intermediate claims in Theorems 6.2.6 and 6.2.7: 

Proposition 6.2.4 (Labuschagne [84J, Proposition 10) Let T be a relatively open operator, 

i.e. 'Y(T) > 0, with closed range and aCT) < 00. For any compact operator K with D(K) :> 

D(T), T + K is relatively open, R(T + K) is closed and iii;(T) = iii;(T + K). 

Proposition 6.2.5 (Cross [S5], Proposition V.IS.S) If N(T) is closed then under the usual 

canonical identification G(T') = G(T'). 

Theorem 6.2.6 (Characterisation of a-Atkinson Relations) Let T E LR(X, Y). If T(O) 

is topologically complemented in Y, then the following are equivalent: 

(i) T E At) (X, Y) 

(ii) 3 A E B(Y,X) and a finite rank projection K E B(X) such that R(K) C D(T), 

A is densely defined, PR(T) C R(T), where P is a continuous projection from Y onto N(A), 

R(A) C D(T), R(T) n D(A) is relatively closed in D(A), Y = D(A) + R(T), and 

AT = ID(T) - K. 

PROOF 

(i) ;::} (ii) Since TEAt) there exists a closed finite-co dimensional subspace Me D(T) such that 

TIM is open and injective. Letting TM := TIM, it follows that R(TIM) is finite codimensional in 

R(T), and hence, there exists a finite-dimensional subspace J C R(T) such that R(TM )EBJ = R(T). 

Since If(T) is topologically complemented in Y, there exists a closed subspace L :> J such that 

Y = R(TM) EB L. Let PR denote a continuous projection of Y onto R(TM) with kernel L, and let 

A:= Ti/PR' We show that D(AT) = D(T) and that R(AT) = M. We have 

(6.1) 

and D(AT) = T-ID(A) = D(T). Since R(TM) C PCA) and R(TM) E C(R(T», it follows that 

R(T) n D(A) = R(TM) + J2 where dim J2 < 00 and R(TM) n J2 = {OJ. Since R(TM) is relatively 

closed in D(A), so is R(T) n D(A). For x E D(T}and y E Tx write y = r + I where r E R(TM) 

and I E L. Then 

ATx = A(y + T(O» = Ti:l PRey + T(O» 

= Ti/(r +T(O» = mE M 

for some m E M. Thus R(AT) = M. Now D(T) = M + N(AT) = M + N(T) + F where 

dimF < 00, N(AT) = N(T) + F and M n F = F n N(T) = N(T) n M = {OJ. Letting K 

denote a continuous finite rank projection of X onto F + N(T) with complement M, it follows 

that R(K) C D(T)" and AT = ID(T) - K . 

(li) ;::} (i) We first show that the result holds for the case when T is single-valued. Since 

K is precompact (Proposition 5.2.5), .6.(K) = O. By Proposition 5.4.2 we have that AT = 

(I - K)ID(T) E .1'+ (X, Y). Since T and A satisfy the conditions of PropOsition 5.4.1, it follows 

that T E .1'+. Thus, aCT) < 00. We need to show that R(T) is complemented. Now since 

R(K) C D(T), we have 

R(I - K) n D(T) C R(AT) C D(T). (6.2) 
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Since R(I -K)nD(T) is finite codimensional in D(T), it follows that R(AT) is finite codimensional 

in R(A). Hence there exists a finite dimensional subspace N C R(A) such that R(A) = R(AT)tBN. 

Let {Ayt,AY2, ... AYn} be a basis for N. Clearly Yi rt N(A), i = 1. .. n and, letting W:= 

span{Yh" .,Yn}, we have W n N(A) = {OJ. Furthermore, W n ReT) = {OJ. Since K is 

compact, R(K) C D(T) and AT == ID(T) - K, it follows from Proposition 6.2.4 that R(AT) is 

relatively closed inD(T). Thus, R(AT) is relatively closed in R(A) and hence, R(A) = R(AT) + N 

implies that R(A) = R(AT) + Nand D(A) = A-I (R(A» = R(T) + W + N(A). 

We now show that N(A) n R(T) is finite-dimensional. The map 

1] : N(AT)jN(T) -+ R(T) n N(A) 

defined by 

1](X] := Tx 

is onto, single-valued, and has a single-valued inverse. Thus we have 

dimR(T) n N(A) = dimR(T) n N(A) = dimN(AT)jN(T) < 00, 

since R(T) n D(A) is relatively closed in D(A) so that R(T) n N(A) = R(T) n N(A). Let P 

denote a continuous projection from Y onto N(A) and let P2 denote a continuous projection from 

N(A) onto R(T) n N(A). Then PI ;= P2P is a continuous projection from Y onto R(T) n N(A) 

such that N(P1) :::> N(P). Since R('ll n N(A) c R(T), we have 

R(T) .- (I - P1)(R(T» tB R(Pd and 

N(A) -- (I - P1)N(A) ffi R(H). 

Since Y = R(T) + D(A) and D(A) == R(T) + W + N(A) and we have 

N(P1) = (I PdY ~. (I - P1)R(T) + (I - PI)D(A) 

- (I P1)R(T) + (I - PdW + (I - P1)N(A). 

Since Y = N(P) ffi N(A) = N(P) ffi (I - P1)N(A) ffi R(Pl )] and N(P) cN(P1) we have 

N(PrJ = N(P) ffi (I Pt}N(A). 

Furthermore, since (I - P)(I PrJ == 1- P and P(I - H) = (I - Pl)P, PN(Pl) is a projection 

such that 

P(N(P1» = P(J - P1)Y = (I - Pl)P(Y) = (I - Pl)N(A) and 

(I - P)(N(P1» = (1·- P)(I PdY = (I - P)(Y) = N(P). 

We show that (I P1)R(T) C N(P): First note that P(I - PIJR(T) c P(I P1)Y = (I -
PdN(A). Suppose x E P(I - Pl )R('1=i). Then x E (1 - P1)PR(T) c (I - P1)R(T) c R(T) since 

PR(T) C R(T). On the other hand, 3: E (I - Pl)N(A) c N(A). Thus x E R(T) n N(A) = R(Pl ) 

and hence, x = O. It follows that 

(I - P1)R(T) C P(l P1)R(T) + (1 - P)(l - P1)R(T) = (I P)R(T) C N(P). 
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Now (I - Pd(R(T)) E P(N(P» since (I - Pd(R(T» is closed ( I - PI is open, R(I - Pd and 

N{I - H) are closed and dimN(I - Pd < 00) and dim {I -PdW < 00. Thus, (I - P1)(R(T» is 

topologically complemented in N(PI). Hence, (I - PI) (R(T)) is topologically complemented in Y. 

Since dimR(PI) < 00, R(T) is topologically complemented in Y. 

For the case when T is multivalued, let Q :== QT and AQ :== AQ-l E LR(Y/T(O), X). For 

[y] E Y/T(O), we have AQ[Y] == A(y+T(O» C Ay+AT(O) = Ay. Thus AQ is single-valued and 

continuous. Similarly we may verify that AQQT = AT == ID(T) - K . Since AQQ,K and QT 

satisfy the hypotheses, it follows from what has been shown that QT E Aa(X, Y/T(O» . Thus 

T E F+(X, Y) since QT E F+. Since R(QT) is topologically complemented in Y/T(O) and T(O) is 

topologically complemented in Y, it follows that R(T) is topologically complemented in Y. 
<> 

Theorem 6.2.7 (Characterisation of f3-Atkinson Relations) 

Let T E LR(X, Y). If N(T) and T(O) are relatively closed in D(T) and R(T) respectively, then the 

following are equivalent: 

(i) T E A/3(X, Y) 

(ii) 3 B E L(Y, X) and a finite rank projection K E B(Y) such that BT(O) == 0, 

D(B) is dense, R(B) is topologically complemented in D(T), R(T) C D(B), R(K) C D(B), 

B' is continuous, either R(T') C D(B') or D(B'T') E C(D(T'», and 

(I - K)ID(B) is a linear selection ofTB. 

PROOF 
(i) :::} (ti) Suppose (i) holds. Let PN be a necessarily continuous projection of D(T) onto N(T) 

with kernel M. Let I - PRe be a projeBtion of Y onto R(T). Let B := Ti:/ (I - PRe) and let K := 

PRO. Then B is densely-defined with R(B) = M c D(T) which is topologically complemented in 

D(T), and K is finite rank and continuous. We have BT(O) == Tii (I - PRe )T(O) = TiiT(O) == 0 

since T(O) is relatively closed in R(T). Now G(B')::> G ( (I - K)' (Ti:/ Y) (Proposition 2.6.7). 

We show that the graphs are equal by composing B' and (I - K),(Tii)' with «I - K)-l)' = 

«I - K)')-l : 

G«(I K)')-l(I K)'(T;/Y) 

c G«(I-K)-lYB')c G«B(1-K)-1)') 

= G«T;/(1-K)(1-K)-I)')= G«TA"i)'), 

where the second inclusion follows from Proposition 2.6.7 and the last equality holds since 

D(T;/) c R(I - K). It follows that «1 - K),)-l (1 - K),(T;/), == (Ti.i)'. Thus, since 

D ( «1 - K),)-l) == R( (I - K)') = N(I - K).L ::> N(B)J. ::> N(B)l. ::> R(B'), 

we have 
D(B') = D ( «1 - K)')-l B') == D( (Tii)'). 

Since B is densely defined, B' is single-valued (Proposition 2.6.5) and hence, since 

D«Ti:/)') == D( (1 - K)' (TAil'), we have B' == (1 - Kl'(Ti.:/)'. Since T E F_, M is isomor

phic to D(T)/N(T) and N(T) is closed in D(T), Tit may be identified with 1" E F+ (Proposition 

6.2.5). Thus Tit is open. Since (1 - K)' is continuous, it follows that Bt is continuous. 
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Next, R(T') c R(TM) = D«TM
1
),) (R(T')T = N(T):J N(TM) == R(TM)T ) and, hence, 

D(B'T') = (T,)-l D(B') = (T')-l R(T') = D(T'), in particular, D(B'T') E C(D(T')). Lastly, 

TB == T(TM1(I-PRc)) == (I-PRC) + (TB-TB). 

Thus I - K is a linear selection of T B. 

(ii) :::} (i) Suppose (ii) holds. We first show that the result holds for the case when T is 

single-valued. Since K is precompact, K' is compact (Corollary 5.2.3). Therefore, applying 

Proposition 5.4.2, I - K E F+(Y) and I - K' E F+(Y'), Le. TB = I - KID{B) E F(Y). Since 

B'T' C (TB)" it follows from Proposition 5.4.3 that B'T' E F+ as well. If R(T') c D(B'), then 

D(B'T') E C(D(T'» ( D(B'T') = (T,)-lD(B') == (T')-lR(T') = D(T') ). Therefore, since T' 

and B' satisfy conditions ofProposiition 5.4.1, T' E F+ and T E F_. 

We need to show that N(T) is topologically complemented. Since T B == I - KID{B) it follows that 

a(B) ~ a(TB) < 00. Now N(TB) = B-l(N(T», and, since B is single-valued and a(TB) < 00, 

we have that B(N(TB» = N(T)nR(B) is finite dimensional. Let N C R(B) denote a topological 

complement of N(T) n R(B) in R{B). We have R(TB) = T(R(B» = T(N) which is finite 

codimensional in Y since T B E F(Y) and, hence, R(T B) is finite codimensional in R(T). Thus, 

R(T) = T(N) + M for some finite-dimensional subspace M C R(T), M n T(N) == {OJ. Let L be 

a topological complement of R(B) III D(T). Then 

D(T) = R(B) EB L = R(B) n N(T) EB N EB L. 

Now let D be a complement of N(T)nL in L, i.e. L = (LnN(T» +D and N(T)nD = {OJ. We 

show that D must be finite-dimensional. We have: 

D(T) = (R(B}nN(T) EB NJ + LnN(T)+D, 
and 

R(T) = T(N) + T(D), T(D) n T(N) == {OJ. 

Let Lz:= T-IM. Then N(T) C L2 (0 EM) and if D2 denotes a complement of N(T) in L 2, 

then L2 = Dz + N(T). Now NnL2 c N(T) (since x E NnLz implies Tx E T(N)nM), and 

hence, Dz n N = {OJ. Furthermore, since K is compact, R(K) C D(B) and TB = ID{B) - K, it 

follows from Proposition 6.2.4 that l'(N) = R(TB) = R(ID(B) - K) is relatively closed in D(B). 

Hence, since R(T) C D(B) and M C R(T) is finite dimensional, T(N) + M = R(T) implies that 

that T(N) + M = R(T). Thus 

D(T) = R(B) + Lz == (R(B) n N(T) EB N 1 + Dz + N(T) 

and 

R(T) == T(N) + T(Dz), T(Dz) n T(N) = {OJ. 

Thus 
dimM, 

and, since T is injective on D and on D2, it follows that dim D = dim Dz < 00. Since L and 

N(T) are closed, L n N(T) is topologically complemented in L by D. Furthermore, D n N = {OJ 

since L n N = {OJ. Thus, we have 
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D(T) = R(B) ffi L = R(B) n N(T) ffi N ffi L 

= R(B) n N(T) ffi N ffi L n N(T) ffi D. 

Thus, 

N(T) = [R(B) n N(T) ffi N ffi L n N(T) ffi D] n N(T) 

= R(B) n N(T) ffi [(L n N(T) ffi N ffi D) n N(T)] 

= R(B) n N(T) ffi L n N(T) ffi [(N ffi D) n N(T)]. 

Now, since dim NnN(T) = {O} and dimD < 00, it follows that have dim [(D+N)nN(T)] < 00 . 

Letting V denote the topological complement of (D + N) n N(T) in D + N, it follows that 

D(T) = R{B) n N{T) ffi L n N{T) ffi D ffi N 

= R{B) n N(T) ffi L n N(T) ffi V ffi (D + N) n N(T). 

Let PB denote a projection of D(T) onto R(B)nN{T) with kernel LnN(T)ffiVffi(D+N)nN(T); 

let PL denote a projection of D(T) onto LnN(T) with kernel R(B)nN(T)ffiVffi(D+N)nN(T) ; 

let PD denote a projection of D(T) onto (D+N)nN(T) with kernel R(B)nN(T) ffiLnN(T) ffiV. 

Then PB + PL + PD is a projection of D(T) onto N(T). 

For the case when T is multivalued let Q := QT. Since B is single-valued, T B(O) = T(O). Let 

BQ := BQ-l E LR(Y/T(O), X). Thus, for [yJ E Y/T(O), we have BQ[yJ = B(y + T(O» = 

By. Hence BQ is single-valued. FUrthermore, BQ' = (BQ-l), = (Q-l),B', where (Q-l), is 

continuous. Define KQ E LR(Y/T(O» as follows: for [yJ E Y/T(O), let KQ[yJ := [KyJ. Clearly KQ 

is compact. Thus QTBQ = I D(B)/T(O» - KQ, and QT, BQ and KQ satisfy the hypotheses. From 

what has already been shown, it follows that QT E:F_ and N(QT) is topologically complemented. 

Thus T E :F_ and, since TeO) is closed in R(T), we have that that N(QT) = N(T). The result 

follows. 

<> 

Remarks 6.2.8 

In Theorem 6.2.6 above, it suffices to consider the proof for the case ID(T) - K E .r+(X) instead 

of K E B(X) such that K is of finite rank. Similarly, in the proof of Theorem 6.2.1 it suffices to 

consider the case 1- KID(B) E :F(Y) instead of K E B(Y) such that K is of finite rank. 

Definitions 6.2.9 An operator A E B(Y,X) satisfying Theorem 6.2.6 (ii) above is referred to 

as a left regulariser or left generalised inverse of T E A a , and an operator B E L(Y,X) 

satisfying Theorem 6.2.1 (ii) above is referred to as a right regulariser or right generalised 

inverse of T E Ap. 

The characterisation theorem for a-Atkinson relations establishes the existence of a continuous 

left regulariser. In the characterisation of ,a-Atkinson relations it is not known whether a right 

regulariser is necessarily continuous. 
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Corollaries 6.2.10 and 6.2.11 below consider the characterisations for the case when the spaces 

X and Y are complete and the relation T is closed. In this case, R(T) is closed in Theorem 

6.2.6, and hence, a densely-defined left regulariser A can be continuously extended to the whole 

of Y. For the case of (j-Atkinson relations, the characterisation becomes stronger. In particular, 

the right regulariser B is continuous and everywhere-defined when the spaces are complete and 

T is closed. Furthermore, we may roaracterise (j-Atkinson relations by appealing to the duality 

property that T E Ap if and only if T' E Aco given in Proposition 6.2.14 below, when the spaces 

are complete and T is closed. In particular, if I - K is a selection of T B , and B is continuous and 

everywhere-defined, then B'Tt = (T By E 4.>+ and B' and Tt satisfy the conditions of Theorem 

6.2.6. 

Corollary 6.2.10 ( to Theorem 6.2.6) Let X and Y be complete and let T E LR(X, Y) be 

closed. If T(O) is topologically complemented, then the following are equivalent. 

(i) T E A,;r(X, Y) 

(U) 3A E B(Y,X) and a finite rank projection K E B(X) such that 

D(A) = Y, P(R(T» c R(T), where P is a continuous projection from Y onto N(A), 

R(A) c D(T), R(K) C D(T), and 

AT = (I - K)ID(T)' 

Corollary 6.2.11 ( to Theorem 6.2.7) Let X and Y be complete and let T E LR(X, Y) be 

closed. If N(T) is closed in D(T), tiien the following are equivalent. 

(i) T E Ap(X, Y) 

(ii) 3B E B(Y, X) and a finite rank projection K E B(Y) such that B is everywhere-defined, 

R(B) topologically complemented in D(T), R(T) C D(B), R(K) C D(B), 

Bt is continuous, either R(T') C D(Bt) or D(BtTt) E C(D(T') , and 

(I - K) ID(B) is a selection of T B. 

We conclude this section with PropoHitions 6.2.12 and 6.2.14 which give the duality relationships 

between a-Atkinson and (j-Atkinson properties. The properties of multivalued linear projections 

are applicable here. In the definition for (j-Atkinson relations, we note that N(T) is topologically 

complemented in D(T), and not necessarily in the whole space X. Thus, if P is a projection from 

D(T) onto N(T), P' is not necessarily single-valued. 

Proposition 6.2.12 Let T E LR(X" Y). Then 

(a) T E Aa-(X, Y) ~ T' E Ap(yl, X'). 

(b) 1fT is open and D(T) is topologically complemented in X, 

then T E Ap(X,Y) ~ T' E Aa-(Y', X'). 

PROOF 

(a) T E:F+ {::> T' E 4.>_, in particular, R(T') is closed and (j(T') < 00. Thus, R(T') is topologically 

complemented in X'. 

H PR is the continuous projection from Y onto R(T). Then PR is a projection defined on Y' with 
--.1 

R(PR) = N(PR).1 and N(PR) = R(n'l).1 = R(T) = N(T'). Hence N(T') R(IY' - PR). 
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(b) Since T E :F- {:} T' E :F+ {:} T' E <P+ we need only verify that topological complementation 

is preserved. Without loss of generality we assume D(T) = X. Let PN denote a continuous 

projection defined on X with range N(T). Thus PN is open and R(PN) = N(PN)J... Applying 

Propositions 2.6.5 and 3.6.4 again, we have 

Hence, R(T') is the range of the continuous projection Ix' - PN. Since a(TI) < 00, N(TI) is the 

range of the continuous projection. 

<> 

The condition that T is open for Proposition 6.2.12 (b) is included to ensure that R(TI) = N(T)J... 

More generally R(TI) = N(T)J.. C N(T) .1. , and if T E Ap is closed and X and Y are complete 

then T E <P_ is open. It is not known whether R(T') is topologically complemented without the 

additional assumption. 

In general, the reverse implications of Proposition 6.2.12 do not hold (see also Example 3.6.13 

(3) ): 

Example 6.2.13 

T' E Aa :fo. T E AtJ : Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, and let P be an 

everywhere-defined linear projection with N(P) a dense, non-closed hyperplane. Then N(P) is 

not topologically complemented, and P ~ AtJ. However, pi is a projection with N(P') = R(P)J.. 

and R(P') C R(PI)* = N(P)J.. = {OJ. It follows that N(P') and R{PI) are topologically comple

mented, and thus, P' E Aer. Similarly we may show that TI E Ap:fo. T E Aer. 

Proposition 6.2.14 Let X and Y be complete and let T E LR(X, Y) be closed. Then 

(a) T E Aa(X, Y) {:} T' E Aa(Y', XI). 

(b) If D(T) is topologically complemented in X then, T E Ap(X, Y) {:} T' E Aa(Y', X'). 

PROOF 

By Proposition 6.2.12, we need only establish the reverse 

implications. 

(a) By Theorem 5.S.5, T E <P+, and R(T) is closed. Let M denote some topological complement 

of N(T') in Y'. Now ReT) = R(T) = NeT') T, 

R(T) n MT = (N(T') + M) T = (Y') T = {OJ, 

and 

R(T) + MT = (N(T') n M)T = {OV = Y. 
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It follows that the projection associated with the pair R(T) and MT is closed. By the Closed 

Graph theorem, it is continuous and hence, MT isa topological complement of R(T). 

(b) By Theorem 5.2.11, T E qL. Let N denote a topological complement of R(T') in X', Since 

T is closed, N(T) = R(T')T, and, 

and 

N(T) + NT = (R(T') n N)T = {O}T = X. 

As in (a), it follows that NT is a topological complement of N(T). 

6.3 Small Perturbati.on of Atkinson Relations 

In this section we investigate the stability of Atkinson relations under small perturbation, as 

well as the behaviour of the index under perturbation. If X and Y are' not complete or if T is 

not closed, then R(T) may not be closed. In particular, the index may fail to be stable under· 

bounded perturbation. Furthermore, the reduced index R(T) may also not be stable. Important 

counter~amples are given in Labusehagne [84]. Nevertheless, it is possible to consider stability of 

K:(T) and of R(T) under suitable restrictions. In particular, Proposition 6.3.5 shows that the index 

K:('1"} is stable when the sp;,},ce cont;aining~the dollla.iIl .. is t:o.ll1I>le~~ 8Jldthere1a~ioll . T' lll. cl{)Seg, 

For the quantity K:(f) , Proposition 6.3.1 (c) is given as a special case of Proposition 6.1.1. 

The proofs given below of stability of Atkinson properties under small perturbation depend on the 

existence of continuous regularisers. With the characterisation theorems, we noted that it is not 

known whether a right regulariser of a ,a-Atkinson relation is necessarily continuous, and hence, 

this condition is stated as an additional assumption when required. 

Proposition 6.S.1 

Let T E LR(X, Y), and suppose S E LR(X, Y) satisfies D(S) :> D(T) and S(O) C T(O). 

(a) 1fT E Ac:., T(O) is topologically wmplemented in Y, R(T + S) n D(A) is relatively closed in 

D(A), Y = R(T + S) + D(A) and P R(T + S) C R(T + S), where P is a wntinuous projection 

from Y onto N(A), then:3 € > 0 such that IISII < € => T + S E A",(X, Y). 

(b) 1fT E At> has a continuous right regulariser B, R(S') c D(B'), R(T + S) C D(B), 

and (T + S)(O) and N(T + S) are closed in R(T + S) and D(T + S), respectively, 

then:3 € > 0 such that IISII < € => T + S E At> (X, Y). 

(c) If (a) or (b) holds, and IISII < ,,((f), then K:(T + S) = ,.(1'). 

PROOF 

(a) Let €:= 'Y~~II) > 0, where A denotes a left regulariser of T. If IISII < €, then by Proposition 

2.3.13, 
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IIASII :::; IIAIIIISII < "(AT). 

Thus, by Theorem 6.2.6, 

A(T + S) = AT + AS = (1 KAT + AS)ID(T) , 

where KAT is the precompact operator associated with T E Ao: and the given regulariser A. Hence, 

on perturbing 1 - KAT by AS, it follows from Proposition 5.4.2, that A(T + S) E .1"+ (X, Y). 

Now 

R(A) C D(T + S), 

and 
R(KAT - AS) C D(T + S) 

since R(A) C D(T) C D(S) and R(KAT) C D(T) c D(S), respectively. Furthermore (S + T)(O) 

is topologically complemented in Y since (S + THO) = S(O) + T(O) = T(O). Thns, applying 

Theorem 6.2.6 to T + S with A serving as a left regulariser, and substituting KAT - AS for the 

operator K in the same theorem, it follows from Remarks 6.2.8 that T + S E Ao:(X, Y). 

(b) For the case T E Ap, let e := -r1)~IP > 0 where B denotes a continuous right regulariser of T. 

Then, as in the proof of (a), IISII < e implies IISBII < "(TB). Now 

(T+S)B = TB+SB= 1 - KTB+SB, 

where KTB is the precompact operator of Theorem 6.2.7 associated with T E Ap and the given 

regulariser B. Hence, on perturbing 1 -KTB E :F+n:F_ by SB, it follows from Propositions 5.4.2 

and 5.7.1 that (T + S)B E:F+ n .1"_. By Theorem 6.2.7, R(B) is topologically complemented 

in D(T) = D(T + S). Last, we have R«S + T)') = R(S' + T') c D(B') since R(S') C D(B') and 

R(T') C D(B'). Thns, applying Theorem 6.2.7 to T + S with B serving as a right regulariser, 

and substituting KTB - SB for the operator K in the same theorem, it follows from Remarks 

6.2.8 that T + S E Ap(X, Y). 

(c) This follows immediately from Theorem 6.1.1. 

Proposition 6.3.2 

Let T E LR(X, Y), and let S E LR(X, Y) satisfy D(S) :J D(T) and S(O) C T(O). 

(a) 1fT E Ao: and 1 +AS E .1"+(X), and if T(O) is topologically complemented in Y , 

R(T + S) n D(A) is relatively closed in D(A), Y = R(T + S) + D(A), and 

PR(T + S) c R(T + S), where P is a continuous projection from Y onto N(A), 

then T + S E Ao:(X, Y). 

(b) 1fT E Ap and 1 + SB E:F+ n:F_(X), where B denotes a right regulanser of T, 

if (T + S)(O) and N(T + S) are closed in R(T + S) and D(T + S), respectively, and 

if R(T + S) C D(B) and R(S') C D(B'), then T + S E At/(X, Y). 
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PROOF 

(a) Let KAT denote precompact operator of Theorem 6.2.6 associated with T E Aa and the given 

regulariser A. Then we have 

A(T + S) = AT + AS c I - KAT + AS. 

Thus, since I + AS E F+, it follows from Proposition 5.4.2 that I - KAT + AS E F+(X). The 

conclusion now follows by the arguments given for Proposition 6.3.1 (a). 

(b) Let KTB denote precompact op,erator of Theorem 6.2.7 associated with T E A,8 and the given 

regulariser B. Then we have 

(T + S)B = T B + SB = 1- KTB + SE. 

Thus, since I +SB E F+nF_, it follows from Propositions 5.4.2 and 5.7.1 that I -KTB+SB E 

F+ n F_. The conclusion now follows by the arguments given for Proposition 6.3.1 (b). 

<> 
Corollary 6.3.3 Let T E A.(X, Y) with T(O) topologically complemented in Y, and suppos·e, 

S E L(X, Y) is everywhere-defined and single-valued and IISI/ < IIAII-I. If R(T + S) n D(A) ifi 

relatively closed in D(A), Y = R(T + S) + D(A) and PR(T + S) C R(T + S), where P is a 

continuous projection from Y onto N(A), , then T + S E A., (X, Y). 

PROOF If IISII < IIAII-1 then /lASI/ < 1. Hence I + AS is invertible in the operator algebra. In, 

particular, I + AS E F+. The conclusion follows from Proposition 6.3.2 (a). 

<> 

Corollary 6.3.4 Let T E A,8(X, Y), and suppose S E L(X, Y) is everywhere-defined and single

valued and IISII < IIBII-I, where B denotes a continuous right regulariser ofT. If R(T+ S) c 
D(B), R(S') C D(B') and if (T + 8)(0) and N(T + S) are closed in R(T + S) and D(T + S), 

respectively, then T + S E A,8(X, Y). 

PROOF If IISII < IIBII-1 then IISBII < 1. Hence 1+ SB is invertible in the operator algebra. In 

particular, 1+ SB E F+ nF_. The eonclusion follows from Proposition 6.3.2 (b). 

<> 

Proposition 6.3.5 Let X be compl(rte, let T E LR(X, Y) be closed and suppose S E LR(X, Y) 

satisfies D(S) :::> D(T) and S(O) C T(O). 

(a) 1fT E Aa, T(O) is topologically complemented in Y, Y = R(T + S) +D(A), R(T + S) nD(A) 

is relatively closed in D(A) and PR(T + S) c R(T + S), where P is a continuous 

projection from Y onto N(A), th,en 3 € > 0 such that IISII < € implies 

T + 8 E A.(X, Y) is open and has closed range. 

(b) 1fT E A,8 has a continuous right regulariser B, R(T + S) c D(B), R(S') c D(B') and if 

(T + 8)(0) and N(T + S) are closed in R(T + S) and D(T + S), respectively, then 3 € > 0 

such that IISII < € implies T + S E Ap(X, Y) is open and has closed range. 

(c) If (a) or (b) holds and IISI/ < ,eT), then t>,(T + S) t>,(T). 
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PROOF 

(a) Since T' E A,8 is open (Proposition 6.2.12) it follows from Theorem 3.3.9, T = T is open and 

R(T) is closed. Let A be a left regulariser of T, and let € := mini 'Y(T), "Y~!f1) }. Then € > O. 

As in Proposition 6.3.1 (a), if IISII < €, then T + S E Act. In this case, (T + S)' E A,8 is open. 

Furthermore, since S is continuous and D(S) :> D(T), T + S is closed and r + S' = (T + 8)'. 

Thus, applying Theorem 3.3.9 again, it follows that T + S is open and has closed range. 

(b) Applying Proposition 6.3.1 (b) and Theorem 3.3.9, the proofis similar to that given in (a). 

(c) The relations T and S satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 6.1.1. Since T E Aa: U A,8 

implies T' E Act U A,8 it follows that R(T') is closed. As in the proof of Proposition 6.1.1, 

IIS'II :5 IISII < 'Y(T) :5 'Y(T') (Propositions 2.6.12 and 2.6.13). Hence, 

K,«T + sy) = K,(T' + S') = K,(T') 

Thus, since R(T) and R(T + S) are closed ( from (a) or (b) above ), and since T is closed, 

K,(T + S) = n(T + S) = -K,«T + sy) = -K,(T' + S') = -K,(T') = ~(T) = K,(T). 

<> 

6.4 Directed Perturbations 

Certain Fredholm type properties of linear operators and the reduced index neT) are known to be 

stable under "directed" perturbation (cf. Labuschagne [84]). In this section we consider the stabil

ity of Atkinson properties and of the quantity neT) of linear relations under directed perturbation. 

Propositions 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 below apply the characterisation theorems to give a simple proof for 

the stability of Atkinson properties (cf. Cross [36], V.16.1). Propositions 6.4.4 and 6.4.5 are 

based on results in Labuschagne [84] ( Theorems 12 and 14, respectively), and require that T be 

open and that the kernel N(S) of the perturbing operator be directed with respect N(T). Before 

proving these propositions,we give Proposition 6.4.3 on the stability of the index under finite 

rank perturbation (cf. [84], Proposition 9). 

Proposition 6.4.1 

Suppose T E Act with T(O) topologically complemented in Y and A:= Tlii PR, where 

ME P(D(T» such that TIM is injective and open and PR denotes a continuous projection oj Y 

onto T(M). IJ S satisfies D(S) :> D(T), S(O) c T(O), R(T + S) n D(A) = R(T + S) n D(A), 

Y = R(T + S) + D(A), PR(T + S) C R(T + S), where P is a continuous projection from Y onto 

N(A) and R(S) C R(I - PR), then T + S E Act (X, V). 

PROOF 

Since PRS = 0, we have A(T + S) = AT + AS = AT + Ti/ PRS = AT. 

Let KAT denote the precompact operator associated with T E Act and the given regulariser A. 

Applying Theorem 6.2.6 to T + S with A serving as a left regulariser, and KAT serving as the 

operator K in the same theorem, it follows that T + S E Aa(X, V). 
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Proposition 6.4.2 

Suppose T E A,8(X, Y) and B is a right regulariser given by B:= TI~/(J - PRe), where N is a 

topological complement of N(T) and PRe is a continuous projection of Y onto a complement of 

R(T). If 8 satisfies D(8) :) D(T), 8(0) C T(O) and N(8) :) N, if (T + 8)(0) and N(T + S) are 

closed in R(T + 8) and D(T + 8), respectively and R(T + 8) C D(B), then T + S E Ap(X, Y). 

PROOF 

Since R(TNl(J - PRo» = N c N(B), we have (T+ 8)B = TB + SB = TB + STN1(J - PRo) := 

TB. Furthermore, N ffi N(T) = JJ(T), and hence, (T + S)IN = TIN. Thus, R«T + SY) c 
R«(T + 8)IN)') = R«TINY) = D(B') and hence, D(B'(T + 8y) = D«T + 8Y). 

Let KTB denote the precompact operator associated with T E Ap and the given regulariser B. 

Since D(BJ(T + 8y) E C(D«T + 8),), we may apply Theorem 6.2.7 to T + 8 with B serving 

as a left regulariser, and K T B serving as the operator K in the same theorem. It follows that 

T + 8 E Ap(X, Y). 

Proposition 6.4.3 

Let T be open with closed range, and suppose 8 is continuous with finite rank, D(S) :) D(T) and 

8(0) C T(O). Then R(T + S) is closed and K(T + 8) = K(T) if K(T) exists. 

PROOF 
Without loss of generality we assume that D(T) = X. Let M := N(S). Since S(O) is finite

dimensional, and hence closed, M is closed and finite cowmensional in X (Proposition 2.2.3). 

Thus, since Me M + N(T), so is M + N(T). Furthermore, since x E N«T + 8)IM) if and 

only if (T + 8)x = (T + S)(O) for :17 E M if only if x E N(TIM), we have 

(6.3) 

To see that (T + 8)IM has closed ra.nge, suppose QTTxk -+ 11 for {Xk} C M. Since R(T) is 

closed, 11 E Tx for x E X. Since T is open, d(x Xk, N(T» -+ O. Thus 3{nk} C N(T) such that 

XI; + nl; -+ x . Since M + N(T) is dosed, X E M + N(T), y E TM, TM = (T + S)M is dosed 

and 

(6.4) 

Furthermore, R(T + 8) is dosed sinCEl dim R(T + 8) / R( (T + 8) 1M) ~ dim X / M < 00. Thus, if 

K(TIM) exists, then, combining ( 6.3) and ( 6.4), we have 

(6.5) 

Letting 1] := codim M, it follows from the Finite Dimensional Extension Lemma, 2.7.5, that 

K;(T) = K;(TIM) + 'TJ = K;«T + 8)IM) + 'lJ = K;(T + S). 
<> 
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Proposition 6.4.4 

Let T be open, and let S be continuous with D(S) :::> D(T), S(O) c T(O) and S(O) dosed. If 

IISII < 'Y(T) and N(S) :::> N(T), then N(T + S) = N(T) and n(T + S) = neT). 

PROOF 

We show that N(T + S) = N(T). Let 8 E LR( X/N(S) , Y) denote the injective component of 

S. Since S(O) is closed, it follows from Corollary 2.9.3 that 11811 = IISII, and, therefore, 

Thus, 

Hence, 

and 

IISxl1 ::; IISII(d(x, N(S» ::; IISII(d(x, N(T». 

II(T + S)xll > IITxll-IISxll 

~ 'Y(T)d(x,N(T» - IISlId(x,N(T» 

= ('Y(T) -IISll)d(x, N(T». 

x E N(T + S) =? x E N(T) =? x E N(S) = N(S), 

N(T) = N(T) n N(S) c N(T + S) = N(T + S) n N(S) c N(T), 

(6.6) 

i.e. N(T) = N(T + S). Furthermore, applying ( 6.6), it follows that 'Y(T + S) ~ 'Y(T) - IISII > o. 

By Theorem 3.5.2, P(T+S) ::; PeT). For the reverse inequality, choose N such ~ < 'Y(T)-IISII. 
Then, from what has just been shown, 

'Y(T + S - ~B) ~ 'Y(T) (1 - ~ )IISII ~ 'Y(T) -IISII 

for 0::; k ::; N. Since II~II < 'Y(T + S - ;'S), it follows from Theorem 3.5.2 that 

- k+1 - k 
fj(T+ S - -y;r-S)::; fj(T+ S - NS), (6.7) 

Substituting N - 1, N - 2, ... ,1,0 into ( 6.7) it follows that PeT) ::; P(T + S). Thus, if neT) exists, 

then 

n(T + S) = neT). 

Proposition 6.4.5 

Let T be open with R(T) topologically complemented in Y and N(T) topologically complemented in 

D(T), and let S be continuous with D(S) :::> D(T) and S(O) C T(O). If P is a continuous projection 

onto N(T) and N(S) :::> N(P), then R(T + S) is closed and K,(T + S) = K,(T). 
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PROOF 

Without loss of generality, we assume that D(T) = X. 

Let M := N(P). Define L := P - (I--=P) qnT-lS where (I-::-P) E LR(X/N(T),X) is the 

injective component of I - P, and fln := qN(T) is the natural quotient map from X into X/N('l'). 

Then L is a continuous projection onto N(T + S) with kernel M. To see this, we first note 

L2 :=; (P - (I-::-P) qnT-1S)(P - (I--=P) qnT-1S) 

= P~ - (I-::-P) qnT-lSP + «I--=P) qnT-1S)«I-::-P) qnT-1S) 
-. 1 

= P - (I - P) lJnT- ,S 

since R(I - P) = M c N(S) and S = S(P + (I - P» = SP. Choosing x E N(T + S) we have 

x = (P+ (I -P»x 

= (P + (I -::-P) qn)x 

= (P + (I -::-P) qnT-1T)X 

:=; (P - (I-::-P) qnT-1S)x, 

i.e. N(T + S) c R(L). For the reverse inclusion, 

(T + S)(P - (I-::-P) qnT-1S)x = SPx - T(I-::-P) qnT-1Sx 

= Sx-TT-1Sx 

= Sx - (Sx + T(O» 

= S(O) +T(O) 

= (T +8)(0). 

Thus R(L) c N(T+S), and hence R(L) = N(T+8), i.e. N(T+S) is topologically complemented. 

Now suppose R(S) C R(T). Then R(T + S) C R(T). Furthermore, since X = N(T) E9 M and 

M C N(S), we have that R(T) = T M = (T + S)M C R(T + S). Thus, 

Furthermore, 

R(T) :=; R(T + S). 

(I - L)X = «I - P) + (I--=P) qnT-1S)X 

= (I--=P)(qn + qnT-1S)X 

= (I --=P)qnT - 1 (T + S)X 

= (I-::-P)qnT-1TX 

= (I --=p)qnX 

(I -P)X = M. 

Since L is a continuous projection, it follows that X = N(T + S) E9 M. In particular, 

o:(T + S) = aCT). 
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Thus, if R(S) c R(T), it follows from ( 6.8) and ( 6.9) that 

",(T + S) = "'(T). 

More generally, suppose R(T) is topologically complemented in Y and let PR denote a continuous 

projection of Y onto R(T). Then R(PRS) C R(T) and N(PRS) J N(S) J N(T). From what has 

already been shown, it follows that R(T + PRS) is closed and K(T + PRS) = ",(T). Now (I - PR)S 

is a finite rank operator. Thus, from Proposition 6.4.3, we have that R(T + S) is closed and 

6.5 Strictly Singular and Strictly Cosingular Perturbation 

of Atkinson Relations 

Propositions 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 are strictly singular and strictly cosingular analogues of Proposition 

6.3.1 parts (a) and (b), respectively. As in previous sections, some arguments depend on the 

existence of continuous regularisers - this assumption is added for fJ - Atkinson relations when 

required. 

Propositions 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 give conditions for the stability of the index of the completion ",(f) 

of an Atkinson relation T. We next consider stability of the index ",(T) and the reduced index 

R(T). Proposition 6.5.3 (a) and (b) are multivalued analogues of Labuschagne [84], Propositions 

10 and 17, respectively (see also Pietsch [120]). These results are concerned with the case when 

perturbation is by a compact operator. The property fails if R(T) is not closed (counterexamples 

can be found in [84]). In Propositions 6.5.4 and 6.5.5, it is shown that if the space containing 

D(T) is complete and T is closed, then the conclusions of Proposition 6.5.3 (a) and (b) hold for 

strictly singular and strictly cosingular perturbation as well. 

Proposition 6.5.1 

1fT E Aa(X, Y) with T(O) topologically complemented in Y and S is strictly singular and satisfies 

D(S) J 15(T) and S(O) C T(O) , R(T+S)nD(A) is relatively closed in D(A), Y = D(A)+R(T+S) 

and PR(T + S) C R(T + S), where P is a continuous projection from Y onto N(A). Then 

(a) T + S E Aa(X, Y), 

(b) If IISII < 00, then K(f + S) = ",(f). 

PROOF 
(a) Since AS is strictly singular (Corollary 5.3.4), by Theorem 6.2.6 we have 

A(T + S) = AT + AS = (I - KAT + AS)/D(T), 

where KAT is the precompact operator associated with T E Aa and the given regulariser A. Hence, 

on perturbing I - KAT by AS, it follows from Proposition 5.4.2, that A(T + S) E :F+(X, Y). 

As in Proposition 6.3.1 (a) we have 
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R(A) c D(T + B), 

and 

R(KAT - AB) c D(T + B) 

since R(A) c D(T) c D(B) and R(KAT) c D(T) c D(B), respectively. Furthermore (8 + T)(O) 

is topologically complemented in Y since (B + T)(O) = 8(0) + T(O) = T(O). Thus, applying 

Theorem 6.2.6 to T + 8 with A serving as a left regulariser, and substituting KAT - AB for the 

.operator K in the same theorem, it follows from Remarks 6.2.8 that T + B E Aa(X, V). 

(b) This follows immediately from Proposition 6.1.2 (a) . 

<> 

Proposition 6.5.2 Buppose T E: A~(X, Y) has a continuous right regulariser B, and suppose 

B E LR(X, Y) satisfies D(B) :::> D(T), B(O) C T(O) and R(8') C D(B'). If (T + B)(O) and 

N(T +B) are closed in R(T +B) andiD(T+ B), respectively, R(T + B) c D(B) and if B is strictly 

singular, JyB is strictly cosingula1' and dim QT8(O) < 00, then 

(a) T + B E A~(X, V), 

(b) If IIB'II < 00 and 8' is strictly singular, then K(f + S) = K(f). 

PROOF 

Ja) Let B denote a continuous right regulariser ofT. Then, since IIBII < 00, 8B is strictly singular 

(Corollary 5.3.4(b» and JyBB, is strictly cosingular (Proposition 4.2.7). As in Proposition 

6.3.1 (b), 
(T + B)B = T B + BB = 1- KTB + BB, 

where KTB is the precompact operator of Theorem 6.2.7 associated with T E A~ and the given 

regulariser B. Hence, on perturbing 1- KTB E :F+n:F _ by 8B, it follows from Propositions 5.4.2 

and 5.7.2 that (T+B)B E :F+n:F_. ByTheorem 6.2.7, R(B) is topologically complemented in 

D(T) = D(T + B). Thus, applying Theorem 6.2.7 to T + B with B serving as a right regulariser, 

and substituting KTB - 8B for tbe operator K in the same theorem, it follows from 6.2.8 that 

T+8 E A~(X, V). 

(b) This follows immediately from Proposition 6.1.2 (b) . <> 

Proposition 6.5.3 

·Let T E LR(X, Y) be open with closed range, and suppose B is compact with D(B) :::> D(T) and 

B(O) C T(O). 

(a) If T E Aa then T + B is open with closed range, and K(T) = K(T + B) , and 

if T(O) is topologically complemented in Y and P R(T + B) c R(T + B), where P is a 

continuous projection from Y onto N(A), then T + 8 E Aa. 

(b) 1fT E A~ then T + 8 is open with closed range and K(T) = /i,(T + B), 

and if T has a continuous right regulariser B, R(B') c D(B') and (T + B)(O) and N(T + S) 

are closed in R(T + S) and D(T + 8), respectively, then T + B E A~. 
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PROOF 
(a) In this case D(A) = Y and hence, by Proposition 6.5.1, if T E Aa and T(O) is topologically 

complemented in Y, it follows that T + S E Aer. For the index, we assume, without loss of 

generality, that D(T) = X. Since T is open with aCT) < 00, it follows from Proposition 5.1.8 that 

there exists M E P(D(T» such that R(TIM) is relatively closed in R(T) and TIM is injective and 

open. Since S is compact, 3 N E P(M) such that IISINII < 1'(TIM) (Corollary 5.3.6). However, 

1'(TIM) = inf {IITxll I x E M} 
I/xll 

:5 inf{ IITxll I x E N} 
IIxll 

:5 1'(TIN)' 

Thus IISINII < 1'(TIN)' Thus, by Proposition 5.1.8 again, R(TIN) is closed in R(TIM) and TIN 

has a continuous single-valued inverse. Thus, by Theorem 3.5.3, (T + S)IN is injective and open. 

Since S(O) C T(O) we have QT+s(T + S) = QT(T + S). Letting Q denote QT, it follows that 

1'(Q(T + S)lN) ~ 1'«T + S)lN) > O. We therefore assume that T + S is single-valued to show that 

T + S is open and R(T + S) is closed. Suppose (T + S)Xk ---+ y for {Xk} eN. Since (T + S) IN is 

open, {Xk} is a Cauchy sequence. Since S is compact, {SXk} has a convergent subsequence, which 

we assume to be {SXk} itself, which converges to z. Then TXk ---+ y - z, and since TN is closed, 

y - z E TN. Thus 3 x E N such that Tx = y - z. Since TIN is open, it follows that TXk ---+ Tx 

implies that Xk ---+ x. Thus SXk ---+ Sx = z and y = (y - z) + z = Tx + Sx E (T + S)N. Thus, 

(T + S)N is closed. Since (T + S)lN has a continuous inverse, it follows from another application 

of Proposition 5.1.8 that T + S is open. Furthermore, codim(T + S)N < 00 in R(T + S). Thus 

R(T + S) is closed . 

Since S' is compact and (T + sy = T' + S' it follows Proposition 6.1.2 that K.(T') = K.(T' + S'lo 

Thus, since R(T) and R(T + S) are closed, and T and T + S are open, 

K.(T + S) = K,(T + S) = -K.«T + S)') = -K.(T' + S') = -K.(T') = K,(T) = K.(T). 

(b) By Proposition 6.5.2, if T E A~ and if (T + S)(O) and N(T + S) are closed in R(T + S) and 

D(T + S), respectively, then T + S E A~. For stability of the index, let P denote a projection of 

X onto N(T), and let M denote the complement of N(T) under P. Then TIM has a continuous 

single-valued inverse with R(TIM) = R(T). Since a(TIM) = 0 and S(I - P»IM is compact, we 

may apply (a): 

K.«T + S(I - P))IM) = K.(TIM) 

= -peT) 

:5 o. 

Furthermore, R«T + S(1 - P»IM) is closed and a«T + S(I - P»IM) < 00 so that N«T + 
SCI - P»IM) is topologically complemented in M by W, say. Then, since N(T) C N(S(I - P» 

we have N(T) C N(T + S(I - P» and N(T + S(1 P» = N(T) ® N«T + S(1 - P))IM) . 
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Thus, since X=M$N(T) and M=W$N«T+S(I-P»IM),wehave N(T+S(I-P» 

complemented in X by W. 

We now show that n,(T+S(I -P» = n,{T). Let qn E LR{X, X/N(T) ) denote the natural quotient 

from X onto X/N{T). Then Tq;"l is injective and, since N{S{I - P» :J N(T), S(I _ P)q;;l 

is well-defined and N(S(I - p)q;~l) :J N(Tq;;l) . It follows that SCI - P)q;;l is compact and 

since Tq;;l is open, injective and bas closed range, it follows from the arguments given in (a) that 

"R(T + SCI - P» = R(Tq;;l + SCI - P)q;;l) is closed and 

n,«T + SCI - p»q;;l) = n,(Tq;;l) = -f3(T) = -f3(Tq;;l). 

Furthermore, N«T + SCI - P»q;,~l) = N(T + S(I -- P»/N(T). Thus, 

a«T + S(I -- P»q;;l) + aCT) = aCT + SCI - P». 

We also have that n,«T + SCI - P»q;;l) = n,(T + S(I - P» - aCT). Thus, 

n,(T + SCI - P» = aCT) - f3(T) = n,(T). 

Applying Proposition 6.4.5 to SP and T + SCI - P) with N(SP) :J M :J W, the result follows, 

Le. R(T + S) is closed and 

n,(T + S) = n,(T + SCI - P» = n,(T). 

<> 

Proposition 6.5.4 

Let X be complete and let T E AcJc(X, Y) be closed with T(O) topologically complemented in Y. 

Suppose S is continuous and strictly singular with D(S) :J 75(T), S(O) c T(O), R(T + S) n D(A) 

is relatively closed in D(A), Y = R(T + S) + D(A) and PR(T+ S) c R(T + S), where P is a 

continuous projection from Y onto N(A), Then, 

(a) T + S E Aa is open and has closed range, and 

(b) If IIS'II < 00 and SI is strictly ~singular, then n,(T + S) = R(T + S) = R(T) = n,(T). 

PROOF 
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 6.3.5. As in Theorem 6.3.5, T is open and R(T) is 

closed. 

(a) By Proposition 6.5.1, T + S i;: A a , and thus, and (T + sy E At' is open. Furthermore, 

since S is continuous and D(S) :J beT), T + S is closed and T' + S' = (T + sy. Thus, applying 

Theorem 3.3.9, T + S is open and has closed range. 

(b) Now T' and S' satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 6.1.2 (b). Thus, 

n,(T + S) = R(T + S) = -I\;«T + SY) = -n,(T' + S') = -n,(T') = R(T) = n,(T). 
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Proposition 6.5.5 

Let X be complete and let T E A,B(X, Y) be closed with a continuous regulariser B. Suppose S 

is continuous and strictly singular with DeS) :::> D(T), S(O) c T(O), R(S') C D(B') and JyS is 

strictly cosingular with dimQTS(O) < 00. If (T + S)(O) and N(T + S) are closed in R(T + S) and 

D(T + S), respectively, and R(T + S) c D(B), then 

(a) T + S E A,B is open and has closed range, and 

"(b) If IIS'II < 00 and S' is strictly singular, then r;,(T + S) = R,(T + S) = R,(T) = r;,(T). 

PROOF 
Applying Propositions 6.5.2 and 6.1.2 (b), the result follows by arguments analogous to those 

used in Proposition 6.5.4. 

<> 

In Sections 6.3 and 6.5, we considered stability of Atkinson properties and of the index under 

perturbation by continuous and continuous strictly singular relations. Using the graph norm, we 

show that stability properties can be extended to strictly singular operators which are relatively 

bounded. 

Definition 6.5.6 A relation S is said to be T-precompact, T-compact or T-strictly singular 

if SID(T) is precompact, compact or strictly singular with respect to the graph norm defined on D(T): 

Proposition 6.5.7 

Let X and Y be complete, and let T E Aa(X, Y) be closed with T(O) topologically complemented 

in Y. If S satisfies D(S) :::> D(T), S(O) C T(O) and P(R(T + S» C R(T + S), where P is a 

continuous projection from Y onto N(A), and if S is T-strictly singular and T-bounded, then, 

T + S E Aa(X, Y) and r;,(T + S) = r;,(T). 

PROOF 
Since X and Y are complete, and T is closed, X T := (D(T),II_I/T) is also a Banach space. Let 

TTl ST E LR(XT' Y) be defined TTX := Tx and STX:= Sx for x EXT' Clearly ST is continuous 

with liST II ~ 1. Thus TT + ST is closed. 

We now show that TT E Aa(XT' Y). Let A denote the left regulariser of T given by A := TI"A:l PR 

where M and PR are as in Theorem 6.2.6. Let AT E LR(Y,XT) be defined ATy:= Ay. Then for 

y E D(A), 

I/ATyllT = IIAYllx + liT AYlly 

~ IIAI/IlYI/ + I/T Alillyll 
= (IIAII + liT All) lIyll· 
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since A and T A = PRID(A) + TTlAi - TTI"il are continuous. Thus AT is continuous. H K denotes 

the continuous finite rank projection operator associated with T E AaeX, Y) and the regulariser 

A e as in the Characterisation Theorem 6.2.6), then the operator KT E LR(XT) defined by 

KTx := Kx is also precompact ( TIR(K) is continuous, IIKTxllT = IIKxllx. + IITKTxlly ~ 

IIKllllxl1 + IITIR(K)IIIIKllllxll and, hence, KT is precompact since it is continuous and has finite 

rank). Since N(TT) = N(T) and R{TT) = R(T), and AT and KT satisfy the conditions of Theorem 

6.2.6, it follows that TT E Aa(DT'Y)' 

Now TT and ST satisfy the hyp011heses of Theorem 6.5.1. Thus R(T + S) = R(TT + ST) is 

topologically complemented in Y. Since N(T + S) = N(TT + ST) is finite dimensional, the result 

follows. 

<> 

6.6 Further Notes and Remarks 

The work in this chapter arose from :notes on generalised inverses of operators in operator ranges by 

T. Alvarez [3] which were discussed in seminars with R.W. Cross, and from fruitful conversations 

with R.W. Cross on some of the particular constructions applied in the theory developed here. 

The definitions for a-Atkinson and fJ-Atkinson relations given here are due to the author, as arEl 

the theorems for multivalued Atkinson relations. Communications by L. Labuschagne on errata 

in earlier arguments for the characterisation theorems were invaluable in the development of the 

proofs presented for Theorems 6.2.15 and 6.2.7. Previous literature on Atkinson operators and 

generalised inverses which were referenced are Cross [35], Gonzalez and Onieva [62], Labuschagne 

[84], and Muller-Horrig [111], and also Goldberg (60] and Taylor and Lay [136J. Communication 

from L. Labuschagne on errata was significant for the improvement of arguments in this chapter. 

In the characterisation of fJ-Atkinsolil relations, Theorem 6.2.7, we have the condition that either 

R(T') C D(B') or D(B'T') E C(D(TI». In the proofs of perturbation theorems, in order to 

show T + S E Ap, we include in the hypotheses the condition that R(S') c D(B') so that 

R«S + TY) c D(B') ( and hence, D(B'(S + TY) E C(D«T + SY) and Proposition 5.4.1 is 

applicable for (ii) => (i) of Theorem 6.2.7). Hit can be shown that D(B'(S+TY) E C(D«T+S)'), 

as for example in Proposition 6.4.2, then the condition R(S') C D(B') may be omitted from the 

perturbation theorems. 

Also in the characterisation of fJ-Atldnson relations, Theorem 6.2.7, we may simplify the proof 

that BI = (I -KY(Til)' as follows: In Proposition 2.6.7. (b) replace (1) and (2) with R(TI) = X' 

and D(S') = Z' by R(TI) = N(T)J. and D(S') = S(O)J., respectively. In the first line ofthe proof 

of 2.6.7 (b) replace X' = R(T') by R«STY) c N(ST)J. c N(T)J. c R(T'). This variation of 

Proposition 2.6.7 (b) implies that B' := (1 - K)'(TiiY . 

The results of Section 6.2 can also be found in the paper by Alvarez, Cross and Wilcox [5]. 

Comments on further details are given within the body of the chapter. 
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Chapter 7 

Spectral Theory and the Invariant 

Subspace Problem 

7.1 Introduction and Definitions 

The invariant subspace problem for linear operators refers to the following very general question: 

Does a continuous linear operator T: X -+ X defined on a Banach space have a 

closed non-trivial invariant subspace? 

This question generalises the question about the existence of eigenvalues of an operator. While 

the spectrum of an operator may be non-empty, it may not contain any eigenvalues. For compact 

operators this question is simplified by the fact that the spectrum consists only of eigenvalues and 

the complex number zero. However, it is still the case that the point spectrum may be empty and 

the spectrum may only contain the number zero (see Example 7.2.10(2)). In 1973, Lomonosov [99] 

gave a general theorem concerning the existence of a common invariant subspace for the family of 

operators which commute with a compact operator. We conclude this chapter with a consideration 

of the Invariant Subspace Problem in the context of multivalued operators. 

As in the theory for single-valued operators in infinite-dimensional space, we begin with the defini

tion of the resolvent of a linear relation. Throughout this chapter, X will denote a normed linear 

space over the complex field ce. For T E LR(X), we abbreviate the relation }..fD(T) - T by 

A T. 

Definitions 7.1.1 Let T E LR(X), and let A E ce. The resolvent R(A, T) and complete 

resolvent T).. of T are defined as follows: 

RCA, T) (A T)-1, and 

T).. (A - 1')-1 respectively. 
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The resolvent set of T E LR(X) is defined by 

peT) { A E(C I R(A, T) is densely - defined, continuous and single - valued} 

= {A E(C I T>. is everywhere defined and single - valued }. 

The spectrum of T is the complement of peT) : 

/7(T) :=(C \ peT). 

Remarks 7.1.2 

It follows from the definition and the State diagram for Linear Relations that 

peT) {A E(C I R(A, T) E Ir U lId = {A E(C , T>. E Ir}. 

Thus, for an arbitrary relation T E LR(X), we may investigate the properties of its spectrum or 

resolvent by passing, where necessary, to the completion of X and the completion of T. 

We conclude the introduction wi1;h further definitions for the decomposition of the spectrum, 

Definitions 7.1.3 A scalar A Et'J:: such that N(A T) =f:. {O} is called an eigenvalue ofT. If A 

is an eigenvalue of T E LR(X), i~hen the non-trivial subspace N(A - T) is called the eigenspace 

of T corresponding to A, and the quantity a(A - T) is called the geometric multiplicity of ;\. 

The point spectrum, P(T (T), the residual spectrum, ~ (T), and the continuous spectrum, 

C(T(T), of T E LR(X, Y), are defined as follows: 

P(T(T) ,_. {A E(C A - TEla U Ila U IlIa }, 

R(T(T) ,- {A E(C A T E IlIl U IIl2 }, and 

C(T (T) . - {A E(C A - T E 12 U 112 } . 

Remarks 7.1.4 

Clearly these subsets provide a disjoint decomposition of the spectrum. The point spectrum, 

P(T (T), consists of the eigenvalues of T, the residual spectrum, R(T (T), consists of A E (C such that 

A - T is injective but does not have dense range, and the continuous spectrum, C(T(T), consists of 

A ElI: such that A T is injective, has dense range but is not open. 

7.2 Some Spectral Properties of Linear Relations 

In this section we review generalisations of the spectral theory of linear operators, namely 

The resolvent set peT) of a linear relation is open (and hence its the spectrum is closed), 

the resolvent equation holds fOl' linear relations, 

the family of operators { T>. I A E peT) } is holomorphic, 

the resolvent set may be empty, and 

there are sufficient conditions for the spectrum /7(T) to be nonempty. 
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Proposition 7.2.1 Let T E LR{X). Then peT) is an open set. 

PROOF 
We may clearly assume that peT) is non-empty. Let A E peT). Choose Ji E(f) such that IJ.L - AI < 
'YCA - T). Then by Proposition 3.5.4, Ji - T = {J.L - A)J + (A - T) is open, injective and has dense 

range. Hence J.L E peT). 

o 

Proposition 7.2.2 (The resolvent equation) Let T E LR(X) and let A, J.L E peT). Then 

PROOF 
Without loss of generality, we assume that X is complete and that T is closed. Let x EX. Then 

(A - Ji)TI-'T>.x TI-'(A Ji)TAx 

= TI-'«A - Ji)T>.x + T(O» since TI-'T(O) = TI-'T;l(O) = Tj.t(O) = {O} 

= TI-'(A T - Ji + T)T>.x 

= TI-'{x + T;l{O» - (TAX + Tj.t(O» 

= TI-'x + Tj.tT(O) - TAX 

Corollary 7.2.3 Let T E LR(X) and let A,Ji E peT). Then 

We recall the following well-known result from Operator Theory: 

o 

o 

Lell1llla 7.2.4 (cr. Taylor [136] IV.1.4.) Suppose a (single-valued) operatorT has the property 
00 

that the series E Tn converges in the uniform operator topology. Then J - T is invertible and 
n=O 

00 

(1- T)-l = E Tn. 
n=O 

Theorem 7.2.5 Let T E LR(X) and let A E peT). Then 

PROOF 

Without loss of generality, we assume that X is complete and that T is closed. By Proposition 

7.2.1 there exists a neighbourhood of A contained in peT). Let Ji =1= A be in such a neighbourhood. 

Since Tj.t and T). commute (Corollary 7.2.3), we have from the resolvent equation, Proposition 

7.2.2, that 
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Thus, 

"(JL - .\)-1 (TIL - T;d + T111 ~ IITA - T~IIIITAII. (7.1) 

Let 1.\ JLI < IITAII-I
. Then 

00 

L 1.\ - JLlnliTAlln < 00. 
n=O 

By Lemma 7.2.4, I - (.\ - JL)TA is invertible, and 

00 

(1 - (.\ - JL)TA)-l = 2:).\ - JL)nTr (7.2) 
n=O 

For x E D(T) we have 

T;:l(1- (.\ JL)TA)x = TA-1(x - (A JL)TAx) 

TA-1x - (A - JL)T;:lTAx 

= T;:lX (A - JL)(x + T;:l(O» 

(A - T)x (.\ JL)(x + T(O)) 

= (JL T)x. 
Thus, 

(7.3) 

It follows from ( 7.2) and ( 7.3) that 

00 

Til = 2:)A - JL)nTr+1. (7.4) 
n=O 

Thus, 

00 

. TIL TA = TA L (.\ - JL)nTr 
n=1 

and 
00 

(7.5) 
n=l 

Letting JL -+ A in ( 7.1) and applying ( 7.5), the result follows. 

o 

Corollary 7.2.6 The family {T), : .\ E peT) } is holomorphic. 

00 

Corollary 7.2.7 If A E peT), then 1.\ JLI < IITAII-1 implies that T~ = L (A JL)nTJ:+1. 
n=O 

Proposition 7.2.8 ry(T) = O'(T'). 

PROOF 

This follows from the State diagram from Closed Linear relations. 
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Proposition 7.2.9 Let T be open, injective and have dense range. Then 

u(T) C {A E(/) I IAI 2: 'reT) }. 

PROOF 

Choose A such that 0 < IAI < 'reT). Then by Corollary 3.5.4 A T is open, injective and has 

dense range. Thus A E peT). 

<> 

Example 7.2.10 

(1) Let X be a nontrivial normed linear space, and let T be the linear relation with graph G(T) = 

X x X. Then T = T-l, liTil = 0 and T>.(O) = X for any A E(/), and hence T is bounded and 

peT) = p(T-I) = 0. 

(2) Let K : 12 ----+ 12 be defined by Kx := (0, Xl,.:!)f, ... ,~, ... ) for X = (Xl, X2, Xa, ... ) E 12. Then 

K is compact with u(K) = {OJ. Let M be non-trivial closed subspace such that MnR(K) = {OJ, 

and define K2 E LR(12) by K 2x:= Kx + M. Then K2 is closed. Now let A E(/), A =f. O. Then 

A E p(K), A-K is surjective and for mE M, m =f. 0, there exists x E X such that (A-K)x = m. 

Thus (A - K2)X = M = (A - K 2)(O), Le. A E P".(K2), and U(K2):) p(K) =(/) \ {OJ. Since 

U(K2) is closed, U(K2) =11:. 

Lemma 7.2.11 Let T be continuous and densely defined. Then 

lim IIT>.II = O. 
~Ep(T) 

1~I""'oo 

PROOF 
Without loss of generality we assume that X is complete and T is closed. For A, J,L E p(T), J,L fixed, 

it follows from the resolvent equation, Proposition 7.2.2, that 

if and only if 

T>.(J,L - T) - ID(T) = (J,L - A)T>.ID(T)' 

Since D(T) is dense, it follows that !iT>.ID(T) II = IIT>.ID(T) II = IIT>.II. And, since (J,L-T)(O) C D(T>.) 

it follows from Corollary 2.3.13 that 

Thus, since IIJ,L - Til < 00, 

(1 It:=Ijl )1 IT>. II :s; 1(1':>')1' 

Letting IAI -t 00 it follows that lim IIT>.II = O. 
1>.1 ..... 00 
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Theorem 7.2.12 Let X be a non-zero normed space, and let T E LR(X) be continuous and 

densely defined. Then the q(T) is non-empty. 

PROOF 

Without loss of generality, we assume that X is complete and T is closed. Thus D(T) = X. 

Suppose peT) =(/}. Then by Theorem 7.2.5 we have for x E X, x' E X' that 

l 'm x'T"x-x'T;;x - x
'
T 2 

1 p.-A - - AX' 
p.--,,>A 

Thus, the single-valued functionj(>') = x'T>..x is an entire analytic function. FUrthermore, 

Since lim IIT>..II = 0 (Lemma 7.2.11), it follows from Liouville's theorem that f(>.) = 0 for all 
1>"1--">00 

>. Em. Since x' E X' was arbitrary, it follows that T>..x = 0 for all x E X. Thus X = N(T>..) = 
(>. - T)(O) = T(O), and hence, 

for all X E X ( since T>.. is injective), which contradicts our assumption that X is non-trivial. 

o 

7.3 The Spectrum of a Linear Selection 

Lemma 7.3.1 Let T E LR(X, Y). Then A is a linear selection of T if and only if>. - A is a 

selection of >. T. 

PROOF 
If A is a selection of T, then "Ix E D(T) we have 

Tx = Ax + T(O). 
Thus, 

(>. T)x = >.x - Ax + T(O) = (>. - A)x + (>. - T)(O). 

Since>. - A is single-valued, >. - A is a selection of>. - T. The converse follows from what has just 

been shown, using 

A >. - (>. - A) and T = >. - (>. - T). 

o 

Proposition 7.3.2 Let T E LR(X, Y). If A is a linear selection ofT, then Pu(T) = Pu(A). 

PROOF 

This follows from the fact that N(>' - T) N(>' - A). 

o 
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Proposition 7.3.3 Let T E LR(X, Y). If A is a linear selection of T and Ai- T then peA) c 
Pu(T). 

PROOF 

Since A i- T , T(O) i- {O}. Since u(T) = u(T) and u(A) = u(A), we assume without loss of 

generality that X is complete and T and A are closed. 

Suppose .:\. E peA). Then .:\. - A is surjective and for y E T(O), y i- 0, there exists x E X such that 

(.:\. - A)x = y. Thus (.:\. T)x = T(O) = (.:\. - T)(O), Le . .:\. E Pu(T). 

Remarks 7.3.4 

We note that the completion A of a linear selection A, as in Proposition 7.3.3 above, may not be 

single-valued. 

7.4 The Augmented spectrum and the Mobius transform 

Proposition 7.4.1 Let p, E peT), and let.:\. i- p,. Then 

N(.:\. - T) = N«p, - .:\.)-1 - (p, - T)-1). 

In particular, .:\. is an eigenvalue of T if and only if (p, - .:\.)-1 is an eigenvalue of (p, - T)-1, and 

the corresponding eigenvalues have equal geometric multiplicities. 

PROOF 

We first note that x E N«p, - .:\.)-1 - (p, - T)-1) if and only if x (p, - >.)(p, - T)-1 X. The 

latter implies that x E R«p, - T)-1) = D(p, - T) and, hence, it suffices to consider the case 

x E D(T), xi- 0: 

x EN(':\' T) ¢} (.:\. - T)x = (.:\. - T)(O) = T(O) 

¢} (p, - T)x = (p, >.)x + T(O) 

¢} x + (p, - T) -1 (0) = (p, - >.)(p, T)-lX + (p, - T)-l(O) 

¢} x = (p, - >.)(p, - T)-I X 

¢} (I - (p, - >.)(p, - T)-I)X = 0 

¢} «p, _ .:\.)-1 (p, - T)-l)X = O. 

Definitions 7.4.2 LeHCoo := (jJ U {oo} endowed wi.th the usual topology, and let p, E (jJ. The 

Mobius transform 1]",(.:\.) is defined by : 
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Let T E LR(X). The augmented spectrum ofT is defined to be the set: 

":... ') {O"(T) U {co} if 0 E O"(T-l) 
0"(1 := 

O"(T) otherwise 

Remarks 7.4.3 

The Mobius transform is a topological homeomorphism from (]}oo onto itself. Note that {(X)} tt if (T) 

if and only if T is a bounded linear operator. 

Theorem 7.4.4 Let T E LR(X) and suppose D(T) ¥ {O} and /-L E peT). Then 

''1,..(a(T)) = O"(T,..). 

PROOF 
Without loss of generality, we assume that X is complete and T is closed. Let). Em, ).:j:. /1" and 

let S := (/-L ).)«/-L - ).)-1 - T,..). Then 

). - T = (/-L - T) -- (/-L ),)1 

= (I - (/-L - )')T,..)(/-L - T) (since D(T,..) = X and T,..(O) = 0) 

= S(/-L - T)., (7.6) 

Suppose ). E p(T). Then S is injective since 

Sx = 0 ::::} (/-L - ).)-I X = T,..x 

::::} (I-' - ;\)-1 (/-L - T)x = x + (/-L T)(O) = x + T(O) 

::::} (p - T)x = (/-L - ).)x + T(O) , 

::::} (.>. - T)x = T(O) (). - T)(O) 

::::} x = 0 (since A - T is injective). 

It follows from ( 7.6) that for)' E p(T), we have X = R()' - T) c R(S). Thus S is surjective, and, 

hence, S is open. Thus (/-L ).)-1 E p(T,..). 

Conversely, let (/-L - ).)-1 E p(T,..). For ;1; E D(T), it follows from ( 7.6) that 

II(). - T)xll IIS(/-L - T)xll ~ 'Y(S(/-L - T» d(x, T,..S-I(O». 

Since T,..S-I(O) = T,..(O) = 0, it follows that 

II(A T)xll ~ 7(S(/-L - T»llxll· 

Now 7(S(/-L T» ~ 'Y(Sh(/-L - T) (Proposition 2.3.11). Thus, since 'Y(S) > 0, (/-L - A)-1 E p(T,..) 

and 'Y(/-L T) > 0 (/-L E peT»~, it follows that A - T is open and injective. From ( 7.6) it follows 

that A - T is surjective. Thus ). E p(T). 

o 
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7.5 The Polynomial Spectral Mapping Theorem 

Proposition 7.5.1 Let T E LR(X). The relations A - T and /-L T commute. 

PROOF 

Clearly 

For x E D(T2) we have 

(A - T)(/-L T)x = (A - T)(/-Lx - Tx) 

= (A - T){/-Lx - Y lyE Tx,y E D(T)} 

({A/-LX AY - /-LTx + Ty lyE Tx, y E D(T)} 

= A/-LX - (A + /-L)Tx + T 2x 

= (/-L T)(A - T)x. 

<> 

Proposition 7.5.2 Let X be complete, and let S, T E LR(X) be closed bounded below and surjec

tive. Then ST has the same properties. 

PROOF 
Clearly ST is injective. Thus, since 'Y(ST) 2::: 'Y(S)"(T) (Proposition 2.3.11), it follows that ST is 

bounded below. Since ST(X) = SeT X) = SX = X it follows that ST is surjective. 

We now show that ST is closed. Let {Xn, Zn}nEN be a sequence in G(ST) such that (xn • zn) -?

(x,z). For each n there exists Yn such that (xn,Yn) E G(T) and (Yn,zn) E G(S). Since S-l is 

continuous and single-valued, Yn = S-l Zn converges to some Y EX. Since S is closed, it follows 

that (Yn, zn) -?- (y, z) E G(S). Since (xn' Yn) -?- (x, y) and T is closed. it follows that (x, y) E G(T). 

Thus (x, z) E G(ST). 

<> 

Theorem 7.5.3 Let X be a normed linear space, and let T E LR(X). Then for any complex 

polynomial p we have 

a(p(T» = p(a(T». 

PROOF 

Fix A EfC, and let 

n 

/-L - peA) := c IT (aj - A). 
j=l 
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Then 
n 

pI peT) = c II (ajI - T). (7.7) 
j=l 

Without loss of generality, we assume X is complete and T is closed. 

Let p E o-(p(T»). If aj E peT) for all j = 1,2, ... ,n, then, by Proposition 7.5.2, peT) - p would be 

bounded below and surjective, contradicting the assumption that p E o-(p(T». Thus 3j, 1 :5 j :5 n 

such that aj EdT). Since p(aj) = p, it follows that p E p(o-(T». 

Conversely suppose that p E p(o-(T». Then p peA) for some A E o-(T). Thus A = aj for some j 

such that 1:5 j :5 n. Since the factors commute, (Proposition 7.5.1), we may assume that j = 1. 

Suppose al 

follows that p 

T is bounded below. Then it cannot be surjective (al = A E o-(T». From ( 7.?) it 

peT) cannot be surjective. Thus p E o-(p(T». 

On the other hand, if aj T is surjective for every j, 1 ::; j ::; n, then by the Open Mapping 

theorem, aj - T is open for every j, 1 ::; j ::; n. Since al E o-(T), 0.1 T cannot be injective. 

Thus p peT) is not injective. It follows that p E O'(p(T)). 

o 

7.6 The Domain of Iterates of a Linear Relation 

Theorem 7.6.2 applies the Baire property for linear relations, Theorem 3.1.6, and is a generalisa

tion of a theorem due to Lennard (92]. It gives a condition for an arbitrary set of polynomials of 

a relation to share a common dense domain (see also Example 3.1.5). 

Notation 7.6.1 Let T E LR(X). We define the set B(T) by: 

B(T) ;= {S E LR(X) I S aT + fJI, a, fJ E IK, and S(D(T») is dense}. 

Theorem 7.6.2 Let X be complete and let T E LR(X) be closed with D(T) dense in X. Suppose 

peT) i 0 and {Sn} is any sequence of operators in B(T). Then 
00 00 

(a) n SlS2·.· SnD(Tn) is dense in X. In particular, n D(Tn) is dense in X. 
n=l n=l 

00 

(b) If R(T) is dense, then n Tn D(Tn) is dense in X. 
n=l 

PROOF 

Let p E peT), let (Xo,II-lIo) ;=: (X, 11-llx), and let X n ;= D(Tn), n E IN, with IIxlin .
Ilxil + lI(p - T)xll + ... + II(p - T}nxll for x E X n· 

Since T is closed, each (Xn , II-lin) is a complete normed linear space. Let n be fixed, and let x E X n . 

T and I map (Xn, II-lin) onto (Xn- l , II-lin-d, and clearly IIIxlln-l:::; IIxlln- Furthermore, 

IITxll n-l < II(p - T)xlln-l + Iplllxlln-l 

lI(p - T)xll + II(p T)2xlI + ... + lI(p - T)nxll + Iplllxlln-l 

< IIxlin + Iplllxlin 

(1 + Ipl)lIxlln-
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Thus, T and I are continuous as elements of LR(Xn, X,,-d, and hence, S := {31 + aT maps 

(X", 1/-lln) continuously into (XLI, II-lin-d· 

We now show that SeX,,) is dense in X n - 1 when S(D(T)) is dense in X. 

Let y E X n- 1 = D(Tn-l), and fix f > O. Since S commutes with J1. - T, it follows that for an 

x E Xn we have 

Ily Sxll + IleJ1. - T)(y - Sx)11 

+ ... + 11(J1. - T)n-2(y Sx)11 + 1I(J1. - T)n-l(y - Sx)II 

= IIT;-l(CJ1. - T)n-l y SCJ1. - T)n-lx)1I + IIT;-2(CJ1. - T)n-l y - S(J1. - T)n-lx)1I 

+ ... + IITJ.«J1. - T)n-I y - S(J1. - T)n-Ix)11 + II(JL - T)n-I y - S(J1. - T)n-lxll 

< (IITJ.<II"-l + IITJ.<II,,-2 + .,. + IITJ.<II + 1 )II(JL - T)n-l y - S(JL - T)n-Ixll 

B"II(JL - T)"-ly - S(JL T)n-Ixll, 

Consider (JL - T)n-l y eX. Since S(D(T)) is dense, there exists z E D(T) such that 

Now TJ.< maps X onto D(T). Let Xo;= T;:-lZ. Then 

and 

Ily - Sxolln-l < Bnll(J1. - T)n-l y - S(JL T)n-Ixoll 

Bnll(JL - T)n-l y - S(z + Tn-ICO))II 

Bnll(J1. T)n-l y - Sz + Tn(O)11 

< 
f 

Bn'B" = f 

Thus (a) follows from the Baire Property of Linear Relations. In particular, if a = 0 and {3 = 1 in 
00 

S = {31 + aT then n D(Tn) is dense in X. Similarly, (b) follows from (a) with a = 1 and {3 = 0 
,,=1 

in S = {31 + aT. 

o 

7.7 The Invariant Subspace Problem 

Saveliev [126] extended Lomonosov's theorem [99] to include multivalued linear operators, and 

gave a proof for linear relations whose multi valued parts are finite-dimensional by applying fixed 

point methods for multivalued operators. He then applied this theorem for multi valued operators 

to prove a new variant of Lomonosov's theorem for single-valued linear operators. 

In this section we give alternative proofs and extend these recent results. We also make the 

distinction between left and right commutation for linear relations - only right commutation is 
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considered in [126J, where two multivalued operators are said to commute if they right commute 

in the sense given below. 

Definitions 7.7.1 

Let T E LR(X). A set M of a l'/,ormed linear space X is said to be T-invariant if T(M) eM. 

M is said to be weakly T-invariant if T(M) n M f. 0. 

Let S E LR(X). We say that S left commutes with T if G(ST) c G(TS), and that S 

right commutes with T if G(TS) c G(ST). We define the left commutant and right 

commutant, denoted CommL(T) and CommR(T), respectively, as follows: 

CommL(T) 

CommR(T) 

{S E LR(X) I S left commutes with T and D(T) = D(S} }, 

{S E LR(X} I S right commutes with T and D(T} = D(S) }. 

We note that if T is single-valued then there is no distinction between the left and right com

mutativity. The invariant subspace problem is concerned with the existence of nontrivial closed 

subspaces which are invariant under T. When T is multivalued, the subspace T(O) is always 

weakly T -invariant. In this sense, space T(O} is trivially weakly invariant. Thus, in the context of 

multivalued relations, the invarian't subspace problem should be interpreted as the question about 

existence of an invariant subspace distinct from {OJ, T(O), and X. 

Examples 7.7.2 

(1) If >. E PtT(T) then the eigenspace N(>' - T) is T-invariant. 

(2) The orbit {x, Tx, T 2x, ... } is a T-invariant. If X is non-separable and T(O} is a separable 

subspace of X, then the closed subspace generated by {x, Tx, T 2 x, ... } is a non-trivial invariant 

subspace. 

(3) The sets L~ := {Sx I S E CommL(T}} and R~ := {Sx I S E CommR(T}} are S-invariant 

for every S E CommdT} and S E: CommR(T}, respectively (these sets may be trivial, though). 

Proposition 7.7.3 Let T, S E LR(X}, and suppose PT and Ps are single-valued projections with 

kernels T(O} and S(O}, respectively. 

(a) If S E CommL(T) and x E D(T), then 

PsSPTTx C l'TTPsSx + PTTS(O) + T(O) + S(O). 

(b) If S E CommR(T} and x E D(T), then 

PTT PsSx C PsSPTTx + PsST(O) + S(O) + T(O). 
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PROOF 

(a) Clearly 

and, since PTT is a selection of T, 

G(PTST) c G(PTTS), 

G(SPTT) c G(ST) c G(TS). (7.8) 

Let y E SPTTx for some x E D(T). Then, applying (7.8), y E TSx, and, since PTT is a 

selection of T, y E PTTSx + T(O). Thus, 

SPTTx c PTTSx + T(O). 

Since Sx = PsSx + S(O), 

PsSPTTx c PsPTTSx + PsT(O) 

= PSPTTPSSX + PsPTTS(O) + PsT(O) 

c PTT PsSx + PTTS(O) + T(O) + S(O), 

which is what we needed to show. 

(b) This follows by interchanging S and T in (a). 

Proposition 7.7.4 Let T, S E LR(X). 

<> 

(a) If S E CommdT), and P is a single-valued projection with kernel TS(O) + T(O) + S(O), then 

PSPT = PTPS. 

(b) If S E CommR(T), and P is a single-valued projection with kernel ST(O) + T(O) + S(O), then 

PSPT = PTPS. 

PROOF 

By substituting both PT and Ps in Proposition 7.7.3 with the projection P, similar arguments 

apply, and we have for x E D(T): 

PSPTx c PTPSx + PTS(O) + T(O) + S(O). (7.9) 

Since P S and PT are single-valued , the desired equality follows on applying P to both sides of 

( 7.9). 

(b) This follows by interchanging Sand T in part (a). 

<> 
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Theorem 7.7.5 (Lomonosov) Let S E B(X). If S commutes with an operator T E B(X), T::f: 

>'1 and T in turn commutes with a nonzero compact operator, then there exists a nontrivial closed 

S - invariant subspace. 

Notation 7.7.6 We will use the following notation: 

BRo(X, Y) := {T E LR(X, Y) I dim T(O) < 00 and T is continuous} 

Theorem 7.7.7 Suppose T E BRo(X), and >'1 is not a selection of T. 

(aj If there exists a nonzero compact relation K E CommL{T) n BRo(X), then there exists 

a nontrivial, closed, weakly S-invariant subspace for any S E CommL{T) n BRo(X). 

(bj If there exists a nonzero compact relation K E CommR(T) n BRo(X), then there exists 

a nontrivial, closed, weakly S-invariant subspace for any S E CommR(T) nBRo(X). 

PROOF 
(a) Suppose S E CommdT) n BRo(X) and there exists a nonzero compact relation 

K E CommL{T) n BRo(X). Let P be a single-valued projection with kernel N(P) = T K(O) + 

TS(O) + T(O) + S(O) + K(O). Since T, S, K E BRo(X), the projection P is continuous, and so 

are the single-valued relations PK, PT, and PS. By Proposition 7.7.4, PK E CommL{PT), 

and PS E CommL{PT). Thus, by Lomonosov's Theorem 7.7.5, there exists a nontrivial closed 

PS-invariant subspace, M. For such M we have 

SCM) C M + TK(O) + TS(O) + T(O) + S(O) + K(O) = M + N(P). 

Thus, M is a weakly S -invariant subspace. 

(b) The proof is similar to (a). 

o 

Corollary 7.7.8 Suppose S,T,K E B(X) such that K is compact, T::f: >'1, and there exists 

a topologically complemented subspace N such that T(N) C N, (T K KT) x E N, x E X, and 

ST = TS. Then there exists a nontrivial closed weakly S-invariant subspace. 

PROOF 

Let K2 E LR(X) denote the compact relation defined by 

J(2x:=Kx+N, xEX. 

Then we have 

TK2X=TKx+T(N) C TJ(x+N=KTx+N=K2Tx. 

Letting P denote a continuous projection with kernel N(P) = N, it follows that PK E 

CommR(T). Furthermore, by Proposition 7.7.4, PK E CommR(PT) and PS E CommR(PT), 

and hence, there exists a non-trivial PS-invariant subspace M. It follows that S(M) eM + N 

and M is weakly S-invariant. 
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Corollary 7.7.9 Suppose S,T,K E B(X) such that T:j; AI, K is compact, and there exists a 

topologically complemented subspace N such that (T K - KT) x E N, x E X, and K(N) C N. 

If ST = T S, then there exists a nontrivial closed weakly S - invariant subspace. 

PROOF 
Let T2 E LR(X) denote the relation defined by 

T2x := Tx + N, x E X. 
Then we have 

KT2X = KTx + K(N) c KTx + N = TKx + N = T2Kx. 

Letting P denote a continuous projection with kernel N(P) = N, it follows that K E CommL(T). 

Furthermore, as in Proposition 7.7.4, PK E CorFI>mL(PT) and PS E CommL(PT), and hence, 

there exists a non-trivial PS-invariant subspace M. It follows that SCM) C M + Nand M is 

weakly S-invariant. 

.0 

7.8 Further Notes and Remarks 

The material in this chapter continues the work presented in Cross [35]. Section 7.3. is due to the 

author, as well as the proof of Theorem 7.6.2 for multivalued operators. Burlando [25] showed that 

the single-valued case of the latter (due to Lennard [92]) can be generalised to give an analogous 

theorem for paracomplete operators which have non-empty essential resolvent (essential spectra 

and resolvents are discussed in the next chapter). It is not known whether this result holds when 

the operator is multivalued. 

The definitions given in Section 7.7 are based on those given in Saveliev [126], and the proofs 

of theorems given here are due to the author. The first examples of operators without invariant 

subspaces were found independently by P.Enflo and C.Read (see Beauzamy [18] for further refer

ences and counterexamples). A survey of work on the invariant subspace problem and references 

to significant contributions can be found in Abramovich, Aliprantis and Burkinshaw [1.] and the 

paper, Some aspects of the invariant subspace problem, by Enflo and Lomonosov in [71]. 

In 1999, Read [123J provided a counterexample to the question whether every continuous strictly 

singular operator has an invariant subspace. Since every continous operator on the space of Gowers 

and Maurey is of the form form AI + S, where S is strictly singular, a positive answer to the latter 

question would have revealed the first known example of an infinite dimensional Banach space such 

that every continuous operator on it had an invariant subspace (see Androulakis and Schlumprecht 

[6]). This question is still open for the Gowers and Maurey space. 
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Chapter 8 

The Essential Spectra of Linear 

Relations 

8.1 Introduction and Definitions 

H. Weyl showed that the limit points of the spectrum (Le. all points of the spectrum, except 

isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity) of a bounded symmetric transformation on a Hilbert 

space are invariant under perturbation by compact symmetric operators (d. Riesz and Sz-Nagy 

[124]). In the modern theory of linear operators, the essential spectra are subsets of the spectrum 

which are stable under perturbation by small and relatively compact operators. In this chapter we 

apply results which were given in Chapter 5 to show that theory for the essential spectra known 

for linear operators can be extended naturally to linear relations, 

Definitions 8.1.1 The essential resolvents, Pei(T) for i = 1,2,3,4,5, of T E LR(X) are 

defined as follows : 

Pel(T) ,- {>"E(J:I(>"-1')E~+U~_} 

Pe2(T) .- {>.. E(J: I (>.. - 1') E ~+} 

Pe3 (T) .- {>.. E(J: I (>.. - 1') E ~} 

Pe4(T) ,- {>.. E(J: I (>.. - 1') E ~ and K(>" -1') = O} 

Pe5(T) .- U p~7)(T) where p~7)(T) is a component of Pel (T) 

and p~7) (T) n p(T) ¥- 0 

The essential spectra, O'ei(T) , i = 1,2,3,4,5, of T E LR(X) are the respective complements 

of the essential resolvents : 
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We also define 

Remarks 8.1.2 

,p~2(T) .- {A E(JJ I (A T) E IP_ } 

0"~2(T) .- (JJ\p~2(T) 

Applying properties of Fredholm relations, we may equivalently define the essential resolvents as 

follows: 

Pel (T) = { A E(/)' I (A - T) E F+ U F_ } 

Pe2(T) = { A E(/) I (A - T) E F+ } 

Pe3(T) { A E(JJ I (A - T) E F } 

Pe4(T) = { A E(JJ I (A T) E F and R(A - T) = 0 } 

= { A E(JJ I (A - T) E F and o;(A - T) = (3(A - T) < oo} 

Clearly we have that Pei(T) ::J Pej(T) for i < j < 4, and, thus, O"ei(T) C O"ej(T) for i < j < 4. We 

will see later that Pe4(T) ::J Pe5(T). It also follows from the definitions that Pei(T) = Pei(T), i = 

1,2,3,4,5. 

Applying the equivalences 

T E ~ + ¢:} T E F +, and 

T E IP_ ¢:} T E F_, 

we may investigate the properties of the essential spectra and the essential resolvents of T E LR(X) 

by passing to the completion of X and that of T (Corollaries 5.2.11 and 5.8.5). Therefore, 

in the sequel we assume that X and Y are Banach spaces and T is closed. 

8.2 Basic Properties of the Essential Spectra 

We begin this section by showing that the various essential spectra are closed, and then illustrate 

some characteristic properties. In the single-valued case, the set n O"(T + K) is referred to as 
PElCr 

the Weyl essential spectrum. Proposition 8.2.4 shows that O"e4(T) can be characterised in terms 

of the Weyl essential spectrum in the Multivalued case as well (d. Edmunds and Evans [49)). We 

conclude this section by giving properties of the quantities o;(A - T), (3(A - T) and I\:(A - T) for 

A in the essential spectra, and deduce in Proposition 8.2.9 the inclusions 

Proposition 8.2.5 is included here for application in Proposition 8.2.9 and is based on the single

valued analogue given in Goldberg [60}. 
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Proposition 8.2.1 Fori = 1,2,3,4,5, O'ei(T) is closed. 

PROOF 
Suppose .>. E Pei(T), i = 1,2,3,4,5. Since R(.>. - T) is closed, it follows from the Open Mapping 

Theorem, 3.3.7, that 1'(.>. - T) > O. If .>. - T E:F+ and IJ.'I < 1'(.>. - T), then by Theorem 

5.4.2, J.' +.>. - T E :F+. Similarly, if .>. - T E:F- and IJ.'I < 1'(.>. - T ' ), then by Theorem 5.7.1, 

J.' +.>. - T E :F_. Thus, Pel(T), Pe2(T) and Pe3(T) are open. Furthermore, by Theorem 6.1.1, 

K.(J.' +.>. - T) = K.(.>. - T), i.e. Pe4(T) is open. Since each component of Pel (T) is open, so is 

Pe5(T). 

Proposition 8.2.2 Let T E LR(X) . Then 

(a) O'ei(T') = O'ei{T) for i = 1,3,4,5 

(b) O'e2(T') = 0'~2(T) 

PROOF 

<> 

(a) Suppose '>'EPei(T), i~I,3,4. ByProposition 2.7.6, a(.>.-T' ) = (3('>'-T) since R{.>.-T) 

is cl€lsed. By the Closed Range Theorem 3.3.8, R(.>. - T') if and only if R(.>. - T) is closed 

and, since.>. - T is open, fJ(.>. - T') = a(>. - T). Thus, the result holds for i = 1,3 and 4. Since 

Pel (T) = Pel (T') and peT) = p(T'), it follows that p!~) (T') = p!~) (T), i.e. the result holds for 

i =5. 

(b) follows from the reasons given in (a). 

<> 

Proposition 8.2.3 >. E O'e2(T) i.f and only i.f.>. - T has a singular sequence. 

PROOF 
Since.>. E O'e2(T) if and only if.>. - T (j. :F+, the result follows from Theorem 5.9.3. 

<> 

Proposition 8.2.4 

O'e4(T) = n O'(T + K), 
PelCr 

where K,r:= {K E LR(X) I K is compact and K(O) C T(O) }. 

PROOF 

We show first that O'e4(T) C nKElCr O'(T + K). Suppose .>. (j. nKElCr O'(T + K). Then there 

exists K E K,r such that .>. E peT + K). Thus .>. E Pe4(T + K). By Propositions 5.4.2 and 

5.7.1, .>. - T =.>. - T - K + K E <fl, and by Theorem 6.1.2, 

K.(.>. - T) = 1\';(.>. - T - K + K) = 1\';(.>. - T - K). 
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Thus, .>. E Pe4(T), Le. .>. ¢ ue4(T). 

Conversely, suppose .>. E Pe4(T)" Then R(.>. - T) is closed, and a(.>. - T) = {3(.>. - T) = n, 

say. Let {Xl,".,Xn } and {Yt, ... ,Y~} be bases for N('>' T) and R('>'-T)J. =N(.>. T ' ), 

respectively. Choose xj E X, and Yj E X, j = 1, ... , n such that 

xjXk = ajk' and 

yjYk = ajk, 

where ajk = 0 if j :f:: k and Ojk = 1 if j = k, and define K E LR(X) as follows: 

n 

Kx := 2:(X~X)Yk' x E X 
k:I 

Then dim R(K) < 00 and 

n 

jjKxl1 S (2: IlxkllllYklD IIxll· 
k=l 

By Proposition 5.2.5, it follows that K is a compact operator. By Propositions 5.4.2 and 5.7.1, 

it follows that .>. - (T + K) E <P and by Theorem 6.1.2, ~(.>. (T + K» = ~(.>. - T). 

n 

Without loss of generality, assume.>. == O. Now if x E N(T), then x = L alexle and xj(x) == 
k=l 

aj. 1 ::; j ::; n. On the other hand, if x E N(K), then xj(x) = O. Thus N(T) n N(K) = O. 

n 

Similarly, if y E R(K), then Y = L aleYIe and yj(y) = aj, 1 ::; j ::; n, and if Y E R(T), then 
Ie=l 

yj(y) = O. Thus R(K) n R(T) = 0 

Next, suppose x E N(T + K). Then Tx = -Kx + T(O). It follows from the argument above, 
n 

that Tx = T(O), Le. x E N(T). Thus, x = L alexle and xk(x) ale, 1 ::; k ::; n. Since 
Ie=l 

n 
Kx = L (xkx)YIe = 0, it follows that x~(x) == 0, 1::; k ::; n, and hence x = O. Thus, aCT + K) == 

Ie=l 
o = {3(T + K), Le. 0 E Pe4(T + K) . 

o 

Proposition 8.2.5 Let X and Y be complete, and suppose T E <P+ U <P_ and S E LR(X, Y) 

satisfies D(S):::) D(T), S(O) = S(O) c T(O), and IISII < ,eT). Then 3 v > 0 such that 

aCT + '>'S) and {J(T + '>'S) are constant in the annulus 0 < 1'>'1 < v. 

PROOF 

We first assume aCT) < 00. Let.>. i 0 and let x E N(T + '>'S). Then 

whence 

Tx:::) -.>.Sx, 

Sx C R(T) =: R I , and 

x E S-lRl =: D l . 
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Thus 

-)..Sx C Tx C TDI =: R2, and 

x E S-lR2 =: D 2 • 

Proceeding in this way, we obtain 

Clearly 

It follows from the construction of these sequences of subspaces that 

00 

N(T + )"S) c n D k · 

k=l 

(8.1) 

By induction, we have that Rn are closed subspaces of Y, and Dn are relatively closed subspaces 

of D(S): from the hypothesis, Rl is closed, and, hence, since S is continuous, and S(O) is closed, 

Dl is relatively closed in D(S); if Rk and Dk are closed and relatively closed, respectively, then, 

since TID.r. E q;+ U q;_, it follows that Rk+l = TDk is closed, and, since S is continuous, and 

S(O) is closed, Dk+l = S-l Rk+l is relatively closed in D(S). 

Define 
00 

Xl .- n Dk, and 
k=l 
00 

Y I .- n Rk. 
k=1 

Then, by the definitions of Rk and Dk, it follows that 

Now define Tl and S1 by : 

Then R(Td C Y1 and R(Sd C Y1 , and since T is closed and Xl is relatively closed in D(S) and 
00 

hence also in D(T), TI is a closed relation. To see that TI is surjective, let y E YI = n T Dn. 
n=1 

Then for each n ~ 1, there exists Xn E Dn such that y E Txn. Since a(T) < 00 and Dn ::) Dn+l, 

there exists ko such that for k ~ ko, 
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From this it follows that 

Xko E n Dk = XI, and y E TXko' 
k';::ko 

i.e. Tl is surjective. By the Open Mapping Theorem 3.3.7, Tl is open. 

By Theorem 3.5.2, Propositions 5.4.2 and 5.7.1, and by Theorem 6.1.1,3 v > ° such that for 

IAI < v we have 

K.(T + AS) K.(T). (8.2) 
Since 

0, (8.3) 

it follows that {3(Tl + AS1) = 0, and hence 

(8.4) 

By ( 8.1), it follows that for A =/; 0, 

(8.5) 

In particular, aCT + AS) = aCT! + ASd. By ( 8.2), ( 8.3), ( 8.4) and ( 8.5) it follows that 

aCT + AS) and {3(T + )'S) are constant in the annulus ° < IAI < v. 

If aCT) = 00, then {3(T) < 00, and the result is obtained by passing to the conjugates. 

<> 

Proposition 8.2.6 Let X be complete and let T E LR(X) be closed. If p~~) (T) is a component 

of Pei(T) , i = 1,2,3, then a(). T) and {3(A T) have constant values, nl and n2. respectively, 

nl, n2 E JN U {oo}, except perhaps at isolated points where 

aC>. - T) > nl and {3(). - T) > n2. 

PROOF 

We first prove the result for the quantities a(A - T). Since any component of an open set ina; is 

open, we have that p~~) (T) are open sets. We first consider the case p~~) (T). If a(A - T) = 00 

for all A E p~~)(T), then we are dene. Now suppose a(A - T) < 00 for some). E p~~)(T), define 

a(A) := a(A - T), and chooseAo such that a(Ao) = nl is the smallest non-negative integer attained 

by a(A) on p~~)(T). Supposeia(A') =/; nl for some A'. Since p~~)(T) is connected. there exists an 

arc A in p~~)(T) with endpoints Ao and N. Since A - T E !f>+ U!f>_ • it follows from Proposition 

8.2.5 that for each J-L E A there exists an open ball B/-t contained in p~~) (T) such that a().) is 

constant on B/-t \ {J-L}. Since A is compact, there exists a finite set of points A},A2, ... ,An = A' 

such that B Ao , B AP ... ,BAn. cover A, and, for 0 ~ i ~ n - 1, 

(8.6) 
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It follows from Theorem 3.5.2 that a(..\) 5 a(..\o) for ..\ sufficiently close to "\0, Thus, since a(..\o) 

is the minimum value attained by a(..\) on p~~) (T), it follows that a(..\) = a(..\o) for ..\ sufficiently 

close to "\0, Since a(..\) is constant for all ..\ f. ..\0 in B>.o' this constant must be a(..\o). Similarly 

a(..\) is constant on B>.. \ {.Ai} for 1 5 i 5 n. Thus, by ( 8.6) that a(..\) = a(..\o) for all ..\ E B>.J \ {.A'} 

and a(..\') > nt. 

To see that the result holds for /3(..\ - T), we pass to the conjugate of T and apply the above, and 

the equality 

a(..\ - T') = /3(..\ - T). 

The proofs for p~~)(T) and p~;)(T) are similar. 

<> 

Proposition 8.2.7 ..\ E Pes(T) if and only if..\ E Pe4(T) and a deleted neighbourhood of..\ lies in 

p(T). 

PROOF 
Suppose..\ E Pes(T). Then, by definition,..\ lies in a component p~~)(T) of Pel(T) which intersects 

p(T). Let C be such a component. Clearly en p(T) is open. 

Since p. E en p(T) implies a(p. - T) = /3(p. - T) = ",(p. - T) = 0, it follows from Theorem 6.1.1 

that ",(..\ - T) = 0 for ..\ E C when ..\ is sufficiently close to p., and, hence for all ..\ E C . Applying 

Proposition 8.2.6, we see that a(..\ - T) = /3(..\ - T) = 0 for all except some isolated points, saY..\j 

where a(..\j - T) > 0 and /3(..\j - T) > O. Thus if ..\ E Pe5(T), then either ..\ E p(T) or ..\ is one of 

these isolated points in Pe4(T). 

Clearly the converse is true. 

<> 

Corollary 8.2.8 If Pe4(T) is connected and p(T) f. 0, then Pes(T) = Pe4(T). 

PROOF 

Since p(T) c Pe4(T), it follows from the hypothesis and Proposition 8.2.6 that a(..\ - T) = 
/3(..\ - T) = 0 for all ..\ E Pe4(T) except perhaps at isolated points, i.e. a deleted neighbourhood of 

..\ lies in p(T). The result follows from Proposition 8.2.7. 

<> 

Proposition 8.2.9 
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PROOF 

Clearly 

The remaining inclusions follow from Proposition 8.2.7. 

<> 

Proposition 8.2.10 The index ,is constant in each connected component p~~)(T) of Pelc(1'), lc = 
1,2,3,4,5. 

PROOF 

Clearly the result holds for p~~) (1'), and it follows from Proposition 8.2.7 that the result hold for 

p~~)(1'). 

Let ,\ and '\' be distinct points in p~~) (1'), k = 1,2,3. Let A be an arc in p~~) (1') with endpoints ,\ 

and N. By Theorem 6.1.1, there exists f > 0 such that x.(!J - 1') = x.('\ - 1') for any !J such that 

I!J ,\1 < f. Clearly the open balls B('\), ,\ E A cover A. Since A is compact, a finite number of 

these balls suffices to cover A. Since each of these balls overlap, it follows that x.('\ - 1') x.(,\1 - 1'). 

<> 

8.3 Perturbation of the Essential Spectra 

In this short section, we apply perturbation theorems for Fredholm relations to verify the stability 

properties of the essential spectra under small and compact perturbation. In particular we arrive 

at a generalisation of Weyl's theorem for linear operators. 

Theorem 8.3.1 Let X and Y be complete, and let l' E LR(X) be closed. Suppose 8 E LR(X) is 

l' - compact with 1'-bound b < 1, and D(8) ::) D(T) and 8(0) C 1'(0). Then for i = 1,2,3,4 

If additionally Pe4 is connected and neither p(1') nor p(1' + 8) are empty, then 

PROOF 

By Corollary 2.8.7, the norms II-Ill' and II-II:>'-T are equivalent and hence, 8 is (,\ - 1') - compad. 

Let G:>._T denote the graph operator from space X A _ T := (X,llxIl A _ T ) into X. Suppose 

,\ - l' E iP±. Clearly R(1'G A_ T ) = R.(1'), and as subsets of the set X, we have N(1'G:>._T) = N(1'). 

By Proposition 2.8.4, (,\ - 1')G A-T is open, and hence (,\ - 1')G A-T E iP ±. Thus, by Propositions 

5.4.2 and 5.7.1, it follows that (,\ - 1') - S = ,\ - (1' + 8) E iP± and by Theorem 6.1.2, 

x.('\ - (1' + 8)) = x.('\ - 1'). 
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On the other hand, suppose ,\ - (T + S) E ql±. By the equivalence of the norms II-liT and 

II-Ib-(T+s) (Proposition 2.8.6 and Corollary 2.8.7), it follows that Sis (,\ - (T + S» - compact. 

Arguing as before, it follows that ,\ - T E ql± and K('\ - T) = K('\ - (T + S». 

Thus Pei(T + S) = Pei(T) for i = 1,2,3,4. It follows from the additional hypotheses, Corollary 

8.2.8, and what has just been proved that 

8.4 Functions of the Essential Spectra 

Theorem 8.4.1 below is analogous to the Theorem 7.4.4 on the Mobius transform ofthe spectrum. 

Theorem 8.4.1 Let X be complete and let T E LR(X) be closed. Suppose p. E peT). Then for 

i = 1,2,3,4,5 

PROOF 
Let S be as in Theorem 7.4.4, i.e. 

We have that 

,\ - T = S(p. - T). 

Since T is closed, so is ,\ - T, and since R(p. - T) = X it follows that 

R('\ - T} = R(S). (8.7) 

Since Tp. is single valued, 

Thus, S E ql± implies that ,\ - T E .p±, i.e. (p. - ,\)-1 E Pei(Tp.) implies that ,\ E Pei(T) for 

i = 1,2,3. Applying Proposition 2.1.4 we have 

(p. - T)S = (p. - T)(p. - ,\)(p. - ,\)-1 - Tp.) 

= (p. - T) - (p. - ,\)(p. - T)(p. - T)-l 

= (p. - T) - (p. - ,\)(/ + (p. - T)(p. - T)-1 - (p. - T)(p. - T)-l) 

= ,\ - T + (p. - '\)(TT-1 - TT-1) 

= ,\ - T. 

Thus, since K(P. - T)and K(S) are finite and D(S) = X, it follows from Corollary 2.7.4 that 

K('\ - T) = K(S) + K(P. - T) - dim(S(O) n N(p. - T». 
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In particular, if (J-L ).)-1 E: Pe4(T,..) then ",(8) = 0, and, since J-L E p(T), we have 

"'(J-L - T) = 0 = a(J-L - T). Thus ",(). - T) = 0, i.e. ). E Pe4(T). Applying Proposition 8.2.7, it 

follows that the forward implication also holds for i 5. 

For the reverse implication, it follows from ( 8.7) that if ). - T E <Ii _, then 8 E <Ii _, i.e. 

(J-L - ).)-1 - TIJ E <Ii_. Now suppose). - T E <Ii+. Then there exists M E C(D()' - T» such 

that (). - T)IM is injective. As in Theorem 7.4.4 it follows that 81M is injective, and hence 

a(8) < 00. Thus, 8 E <Ii+, and consequently (J-L - ).)-1 - TIJ E <Ii+. We have 

). E Pei(T) => (J-L - ).)-1 E Pei(TIJ) for i = 1,2,3. 

Now if ). E Pe4(T) then ",(). T) = 0, and since O:(J-L - T) = "'(J-L - T) = 0 it follows from ( 8.8) 

that 0 = ",(8) = "'«J-L-).)-1-T~,). Thus (J-L ).)-1 E Pe4(TIJ ). Another application of Proposition 

8.2.7 shows that the converse is true for i = 5. 

Theorem 8.4.2 Let X be complete and let T,8 E LR(X) be closed. 

Suppose J-L E peT) n p(8) and TIJ .- 81J is compact. Then for i = 1,2,3,4 

If additionally Pe4(8) is connected then equality holds for i = 5 as well. 

PROOF 

For i = 1,2,3,4 it follows from Theorem 8.4.1, that 

and 

and by Theorem 8.3.1, 

o 

Applying Proposition 8.2.7 shows that the result it true for i := 5 under the additional hypotheses. 

o 

8.5 Further Notes and Remarks 

In Cross [35], the subset O"el is investigated as the essential spectrum of a linear relation. The 

definitions in this chapter are based on the classifications given in Edmunds and Evans [49J for 

single-valued operators. The properties investigated above extend those given in [35J, and generalise 

some of the properties reviewed in [49J. 
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For simplicity, we have assumed that the spaces on which the relations are defined are complete, 

and that the operators are closed. Fredholm properties are, however, stable under more general 

conditions (reviewed in Chapter 5; cf. Cross [35] for the case (Tel ). Thus, proofs for O"ei, i = 1,2,3 

do not necessarily require assumptions of completeness. The index may not be stable under 

perturbation, though, and hence, generalisations which weaken assumptions of completeness for 

(Tei, i = 4,5 would have to proceed with considerations similar to those applied in Chapter 6 for 

Atkinson relations (cf. Labuschagne [84]). 

Other subsets of the spectrum of a linear operator have also been investigated for stability under 

perturbation, for example the Browder essential spectrum defined by : 

(Tb(T) := U{ O"(T + K) I TK = KT and K is compact}. 

It is possible that such investigations may be extended to multivalued linear operators by the 

methods employed in this work. 
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